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�J$.. IMPROVED SUGAR MILL. 

The manufacture or extraction of sugar is a matter of 
such great importance to this country that every improve
ment which tends to simplify or c�eapen the processes 
should be tried by those interested, and, if successful, 
adopted. The improvement that we have illustrated is 
the mill invented by Isaac A. Hedges, of Cincinnati, 
Ohio, and patented Feb. 1, 1859. The following con
densation of his claims will give some idea of his inven
vention. He claims surrounding the openings in the top 
and bottom plates with annular ledges, when employed 
in conn{lction with rollers having corresponding recesses; 
also a regulator and adjuster, and oil tubes in the rollers, 
when used in connection with 
a recess containing waste oil, 
to conduct the oil to the bear-· 
ing below; and lastly,comt
gated shells, for the purpose of 
readily converting the mill into 
a corrugated one. 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view 
of the invention, and Fig. 2 is 
a vertical seCtion of • a roller 

• showing the annular ledges in 
the frame, the recess in the 
roller, and the oil tube. A A 
are the roll�rs of/lny $;�ble 
length and diameter made of 
cast iron and turued. B is the 
main shaft, and C is the flanged 
center, carrying the sweep, K. 
D is the regulator and adjuster. 
The rollers, A, are connected 
by gear wheels, F, underneath, 
and there is a spout for con
ducting off the juice after it 
has been expressed by the roll
ers. H are the oil tubes lead
ing from the recesses in the up
per ends of the rollers, where 
the waste oil is collected, and 
conducting it to !pe journals 
and gearing below. The whole 
stands on legs, I, of heavy tim-

bolted by bolts, P. L are the 
ledges surrounding the open
ings in the top and bottom 
plates, and accommodated by 
corresponding recesses in the 
ends of the rollers. 

There is a scraper between 
the rollers, by which the par-
tially compressed cane is separated from the right 
hand roller, aud conducted around between the main 
and rear rollers which are somewhat closer together than 
the former pair, and so compress the cane closer, thereby 
extracting all the juice. The keys, N, by which the rollers 
can be brought close together, or the distance between 
them increased, are on the top, and they act in appro
propriate bearings in the bearing boxes, J, of the rollers. 
The top is secured to the framing, R, by bolts and nuts, 
0; .and Q is a flimge on the bottom plate, to retain the 
piece, and direct it to the spout. 

When the mill is required to be used for grinding with 
corrugated cylinders, the rollers are removed, and two of 
them are clothed with corrugated shells which fit per
fectly by means of a lug on the ends of the shells and a 
recess in the roller. These two rollers are then replaced 
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in the mill, and the hopper adjusted to suit the new ar
rangement. 

These mills can be made to be used either vertically 
or horizontally, and they are manufactured by Hedges, 
Free & Co., of No.6 Main-street, Cincinnati, who will 
be happy to furnish any further information. 

---------.� . . . �.�----------
BETHEL'S PROCESS FOR PRESERVING WOOD. 

The mere external application of any solution or mix
ture, either by steeping or painting, can never be effect
ive in preserving wood from that species of decay which 
is found in the heart of timber. But the process pro
posed by Mr. J. Bethel, of England, for rendering wood 
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more durable, less ·pervious to water, etc., consists in a 
mode of impregnating the wood to the center and satur
ating it throughout its whole substance with various solu
tions and mixtures, which have the effect of coagula
ting the sap, and thus preventing its putrefa�ion. But 
for wood that will be much exposed to the weather, and 
alternately wet and dry, the mere coagulation of the 
sap is not sufficient; for although the albumen con� 
tained in the sap of the wood is the most liable and the 
firSt to putrefy, yet the ligneous fiber itself, after it has 
been deprived of all sap, will, when exposed to a warm, 
damp situation, rot and crumble into dust. To preserve 
wood, therefore, that will be much exposed to the 
weather, or to a warm and damp situation, it is not only 
neaessary that the sap should be coagulated, but that the 
fibres should be protected from moisture. This Mr. 
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Bethel effects by impregnating the wood throughout its 
whole substance with 011 of creosote mixed with tarry 
bituminous matterS. The creosote coagulates the albu
men, and the tarry and bitujllinous matters fill up every 
pore and form, a water-proof covering to the, fibres of 
the wo"d. 

.4..,. 

TREATMENT OF PHTHISIS.-Dr. Flint gives an ac
count, in the American .Journal oj Medical Science, of. 
his treatment of phthisis. Out of 14 cases in which ar
rest of pythisis took place, in eight there was a (!pmplete 
change in the habits of life-not simply gentle wtllks or 
drives, but rough occupations, involving considerable 

and sometimes great exposure 
to vicissitudes of· weather.
Change of �limate only seems 
to be directly beneficial, inas
much as it gives more induce
ment to exercise. Dr. F. thinks 
ihat patients should live gen
erously, taking especially high
ly carbonaceous. food, the free 
use of sugar; als() .of wine, and 
other diffusible stimuli, which 
are of great use. . Except, per
haps, cod.liver oil, no medicinal 
agents seem to,. Rct beyond mere 

. pallIatives. There are l arious 
. conditions of thc throat met 
with in phthisis. In the ear
lier stages, the patient com
plains of dryness of the throat 
a nd cough, and on examina
t ion the throat is found smooth 
and shining and the parts at
tenuated. It is a state of les
sened strength without inflam
matory action. A useful means 
of treatment here, according to 
Dr. :Flint, is the application 
of a mixture of equal parts of 
chloroform and olive oil, by 
means of a large brush. Great 
relief is obtaiued by the appli
cation of a strong solution of 
nitrate of silver to the fauces, 
by means of a lurge brush. 

....... ' 

NEW FILE-CUTTING MA
CHINE. - Messrs. Greenwood 
and Batley, of Leeus, England, 
have been exhibiting a patent 
file-cutting machine, recently 

imported from France. The file is placed upon a self-
adjusting bed; capable of being turned in any direction, 
and the chisel or cutting instrument is fixed in a vertical 
slide, actuated by a spring and a cam, and giving about 
1,000 blowsPl<r minute. The machine is perfectly under 
the control of the workman, and occupies ven little room; 
and it is stated that while it produces better files than 
can be made by hand-labor, it will do ten or twelve 
times as much work as an ordinary skilled workman. 
The machme is already in operation in France and Bel
gium, and it is repor�d that it is intended to establish a 
;oint-stock company to carry out at Leeds the manufac
ture of files by thi� process. 

--------.-� .• � .... ---------
The curvature of the earth amounts to seven inches 

per mile. A man 6 feet high cannot be seen 10 miles. 
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WOOD-BENDING. 

The greater number of articles of bent wood produced 
by machinery have not been compressed to less than one
twelfth of their original bulk, but, with proper treatment, 
wood may easily be compressed one-sixth of its bulk in 
bending, aud be in better condition for usc. A stick of 
timber 42 inches long (when straight) and nine inches 
square, bent over an arc equal to one-fourth of a circle, 
described by a radius of 12 iuches, has its side of the 
inner curve shortened 14 inches, just one-third of its 
whole length, and the exact differenc" in the lengths of 
the outer and the inner curves proper. The area of the 

cross section of the timber, multiplied by one-half the 
amount of reduction in length of the side of the inner 
curve when there has been no distention, gives, in this 
case, one-sixth as the amount of compression. Such 
heavy bending requires the employment of machinery 
adapted to form the curve, by beginning in the middle of 
is length and bending both ends toward each other, in 

order to distribute the compressiou more equally in all 
�he parts of the length of the wood, which otherwise 
would be more confined to the parts about the curve 
proper. The fil'st woo(\-bending patent granted in the 
United Statcs was, it is said, for a method of bending 

heavy timoors for boats and vessels; the mechanical 

devices employed to contract one s'Hle and protect the 
other, of the "lesser and greater curves " were, and are, 
common but curious in their application. The prepara
tory treatment of the wood for bending was peculiar and 
advantageous, consisting in repeated manipulation and 
steaming , " to cause more thorough permeation of the 
steam and heated moistnre among the particles of the 
wood," to soften and qualify it for being bent, before 
subjecting it to the final process-pressure. 

In evidence of the practicability of such wood-bending, 
heavier timbers are now ben� with more snccess since the 
employment of machinery adapted to begin the curve in 
the middle of its length ; and the superiority of such bent 
timbers over those of the natural growth, and those hewn 
into shape has, after the severest scientifiic and practical 
tests, been acknowledged . 

The cause of the very limited use at present of such 
heavy bent timbers, while other timbers are so extensively 
used,·' must be attribnted to the great cost of the produc
tion of such timbers liy the use of the present machinery. 

and not the supposed unfitness of wood to be bent succe.�s

fully beyond the sizes of timbers and shortness of curves 
most in common use. 

The capability of such woods as are bent into artificial 
shapes, to be thus treated, is owing to the tenacity of the 

fibers
· alone, or a force of compression acting endwise 

through0ut the length of the wood, which in its natural 
state offers the least resistance, whlle being bent, to the 
action of forces tending to compress it endwise. When 
wood is properly treated for bending, this resistance is 
lessened and the wood becomes more compressible, and 

better suited for that permanent compression which is 
the common effect produced in all wood that is bent and 
constrained as bent. A stick of wood bent by hand 
across the knee, or as the archer bemls the bow, withont 
any other restraint of tension or force of compression than 
is afforded by the natural properties and strncture of the 
wood, has the side of its outer curve less elong\lted than 
the inner curve becomes shortened; the movement and 
change of arrangement among the fibers of wood is alwaYE 
more extensive under the effect of compression than 
under the effect of stretching; and always less hurtful to 
the strncture of the wood whether compression be equally 
distributed in the length of the wood or not. 

H is found in practice that the greatest amount of 
compression in wood by bending it, is best effected when 
the slip of the fibers in the whole length of the wood is 
directed into lines tending toward the desired curve, by 
forming the wood into a long curve at the outset of the 
bending process to reccive the compressing power, and 
this, while the long curve is being gradnally contracted 
to the shape of the mold, as the beuding advances to 
completion . The continued steady action of the com
pressing power upon the wood while it"" in the form of a 
yielding curve, compels the greatest amount of the slip of 
the fibers, and changes the general strncture of the wood 
from that of the cellular and fibrous to fibrous alone. 
The friction arising from the slip of the fibers and the 
crushing of the cells increases the heated condition of the 
wood, until the process is completed; this favorable 
effect, together with that of the heated moisture us it is 
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expelled from the crnshed sells, and forced more tho

roughly among the fibers, softens the wood, reduces the 
resistance, and facilitates compressiou to an extent not 
attained in any method of bending wood thnt does not 
begin the curve in the middle of its length. 

* * * * * * 

The strncture and qualities of wpod admit of its being 
bent by any proper machinery that assists compression, 
and, however, snch machinery may accomplish the bend
ing, the effect upon the wood bent is identically the same 
in every respect and condition, but that of degree or 
extent. 

In regal'll to any particular method or machinery for 
bending wood to the best advantage, I have only to add, 
that an extended effort to learn what had been done and 
attempted in the art, together with some practical famil
iarity with it, have suggested the above, under the belief 
that all wood-bending machinery may very properly be 
comprised in two general classes; the one, that in which 

the curve is begun to be formed at one end, and the 
bending is effected by moving molds; the other, that in 
which the curve is begun to be formed in the middle, and 

the bending is effected by other means around stationary 
molds. The moving molds of the one and the bending 
from the middle of the other have recently been united, 
and operated with some success. 

JOHN C. MORRIS. 
Cincinnati, .r uly, 1859. 

PRESERVING AND COLORING WOOD AND 
MARBLE. 

A patent has recently been taken out in England, by 
W. Clark, em bracing the above-named features, and for 
many purposes the invention appel;lrs to be very useful. 
The wood to be treated is first submitted to an injection 
of the silicate 0f zinc in solution, which renders it homo
geneous. This silicate is insoluble in acids and miljleral 
salts, and it closes up the pores of the wood. The im
pregnation by this process is executed in a close and 
strong iron vessel, and the fluid is forced into the pores 
of the timber by a pump. The operation is completed 
when the gage indlcates a pressure of 20 atmospheres 
for sbft wood, and 60 for hard wood. '1'he second oper
ation consists in removing the sap of the wood, and for 
this purpose the patentee employs caustic lye, which per
meates the juices of the wood, the application of the 
iyes and the washing being repeated several times. To 
obtain delicate colors the wood is made to undergo a 
bleaching processs after whiCh ope.ration the wood being 
charged with color acquires light tints and hardness 
according to the presence of different salts . To preserve 
woods he removes the sap as above indicated before sub
mitting them to an Injection of the sulphate of copper 
and sulphuret of sodinm, the combination resulting from 
the action of thes'a two substances being insoluble in 
water. Wood thus .prepared is not susceptible of warp
ing or shrinking, and is readily colored, To assist the 
passage of the liquids injected into the wood, he also 
employs at one end of the timber an air pump, which 

also assists the dessication. For coloring marble he 
employs the same apparatus, but modifies the parts which 
serve to hold the wood. The marble is submitted to an 
injection of citric acid diluted in water in order to open 
the pores. After this operation the marble may he col
ored. 

. , ... 
THE FOUNDATIONS OF HOUSES. 

The nature and condition of the soil upon which 
houses are to be built should receive far more attention 
than. is nsually bestowed upon such subjects . A soil 

which is spongy and damp, or contains much loose or
ganic matter, is generally unhealthy; whereas a dry, 
porous soil affords a healthy site for buildings. Thus a 
compact sand and gmvel soil, like that upon which the 
greater part of the city of New York is built, is very fa
vorable to health, because it has sufficlent porosity to 
allow surface-water to penetrate into it, and to carry off 
orgamc matter to undergo oxydization without causing 
malarions vapors. Wherever we find a soil deficient in 
gravel or sand, or where gravel and sand-beds are under

laid with clay, there should be a thorough sub-soil drain
age, because the clay retains the water, and a house 
built in such a spot would otherwise always be damp 
and unhealthy . 

When the sub-soil is swampy, which is the case with 
many portions of various cities that have been filled in 
with what is called made earth, fever is liable to prevail 

in honses built in such localities, owing to the decay of 
organic matter underneath, and its ascension in the form 

of gas through the soil. When gooQ. draina.ge cannot 

be effected in such situations, and it is found necessary 
to build houses on them, they should all hav:e solid floors 
of concrete, laid from the outside of the foundations and 
covering the whole area over which the structure is 
erected. The old Romans, who were exceedingly semi
ble persons in all that related to houses, made all their 

buildings with concrete floors, and over each of these a 

flooring of tiles was laid. These floors tended to pre

vent dampness in their houses, conseqtrently they were 

more comfortable and healthy than they otherwise would 
have becn. Such floors also tended to prevent the 
cracking of the walls, owing to the solidity and firmness 
imparted to their foundations. 'Ve recommend the gen
eral adoption of such floors for all buillli:lgs which may 
be hereafter built on made soil, or  in damp situations . 

-------...... �--
DRAINEb AND CESSPOOLS. 

It is of the utmost importance to the health of cities 

that the drains which lead from houses to common sew
ers should have a pretty good descent, so as to keep 

them free from being choked up, and to allow of a quick 

discharge of all matters that flow into them. Sewers 

should never be built so as to end abruptly at the point 

of discharge, but should be angled, because the wind is 
liable sometimes to blow throngh straight drains, and 

carry feeted gases up into the buildings.  
Cesspools (which are deep holes made below the sur

face of the ground to receive sedimeut water) are maga

zines of filth and storehouses of disease . They generate 

pestiferous vapors, and should never be allowed near 
dwelling-houses . In cities and villages where no general 
system of drainage is carried out, it is not uncommon to 
find a cesspool built alongside of almost every house, 
and some have cesspools iu theil' cellars . A cesspool, 

instead of making a house more dry, as is usually sup

posed, actually tends to render it more damp,bt collect

ing and retaining. the water in a large body. 'Ve once I 

saw a church which had a large cesspool made along
side of it, under the pavement, the whole water from the 

roof being conducted into the cesspool. The basement, 
which constituted the lecture room, was alw�y8 ex
ceedingly damp arid chilly, but, for years, 110 onc 
seemed to be able to give a good reason for it. At last 
one person suggested that the water from the roof should 
be conducted into the street instead of into the cesspool, 

and the experiment was tried. The result was most 

favorable; and the lectnre room has now become much 
more dry and comfortable . 

HEAT OF DIFFERENT WooDs.-The following is set 

down as the relative heating values of different kinds of 
American wood. Shell-bark hickory being taken as the 

highest standard, 100; pig-nut hickory, 9!iii. white flak, 

84; white ash, 77; dog-wood, 75; scilllJ oak, 73; 

white hazel, 72; apple tree , 70; red oak, 69; white' 

beech, 65; black walnut, 65 j black birch, 62; yellow 
oak, 60; hard maple, 59; white elm, 58; red cedar, 

56; wild cherry, 55; yellow pine, 54; chesuut, 52; 
yellow poplar, 52; butternut, 51; white birch, 48; 

white pine, 42. Some woods are softer and lighter than 

others; the harder and heavier having their fibers more 

densely packed together. But the same species of wood 
may vary in density, according to the condition� of its 
growth . Those woods which grow in forests, or in rich 
wet grounds, are less consolidated than such as stand in 

open fields, or grow slowly upon dry, barren soils. 

There are two stages in the burning of wood; in the 

first the heat comes chiefly from flame, in the second 
from red-hot coals. Soft woods are much morc active 

in the first stage than hard, and hard woods more active 

in the second stage than soft. The soft woods burn 

with a voluminous flame, and leave but little coal , while 
the hard woods produce less flame and yield a larger 
mass of coal. 

------ .. --... -----

LAKE STEAMERS AND RAlLROADs.-The class of <lIe· 
gant steamers that used to be the pride of Lake Ontario 
is fast disappearing from its waters. The Buffalo Re
publican states that the amount of steamboat property 

ruined by railroads is enormous, and that no less than 
three or four of the finest boats on Lake Ontario have 
been sent down to the Atlantic coast this spring, never 
to return . 
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DISCOVERIES CONCERNING THE NEBUL2E. 

Modern astronomical observations prove that our sun 
is simply itn individual star, forming only a single unit 
in a cluster or mass of many millions of other similar 
stal'S; that this cluster has limited dimensions, has 
ascertainable length, breadth and thickness, and, in short, 
forms what may be expressed by a universe of solar sys
tems. Different clusters exhibit their component stars, 
seen with the same magnifyirig power more or less dis
tinctly. This may be explained either by difference of 
distance or by the supposition that they may consist of 
stare of different magnitudes, and crowded more or less 
closely together. The appearance of the stars composing 
some of the clusters is also very gorgeous. The tele
scope shows that the cluster which surrounds Crucis, in 
the southern hemisphere, occupies the forty-eight part of 
a square degree, or about the tenth part of the superficial 
magnitude of the moon's disk, and consists of about 1 10 
stars from the seventh magnitude downwards, cight of 
the more conspicuous stars being colored with various 
tints of red, green and blue, giving to the whole the 
appearance of a rich piece of jewelry. 

Cluster compared with cluster shows all gradations of 
smallness and closeness of the component stars, until 
they assume the appearance of patches of starry powder. 
These varities are obviously ascribable to varying dis
tances. Then follow those patches of starry light which 
are seen in s@ many regions of the heavens, and which 
have been denominated nebulre, appearing with very dif
ferent degrees of magnitude and brightness. That these 
are still clusters of which the component stars are indis
tingnishable by reaso! of their remoteness, there are the 
strongest evidence and most striking analogies to prove. 
Every augmentation of power and improvement of effi
ciency the telescope l'eceives, augments the number of 
nebulre which are converted by that instrument into clus
ters. The labors of eminent astronomers, the colossal 
telescopes constructed, and the erection of observatories 
in multiplied numbers in climates under skies more 

Javorable to observation, have all tended to augment·the 
number of nebulre which have been resolved, and it 
may be expected t�at this progress will continue. 

� ... 
FISH CHUTES FOR DAMS . 

. It is well known that "fish of passage," such as 
salmon and shad, have been prevented from returning to 
their spawning grounds by dams erected acr(l)SS many of 
our creeks and rivers, and, as a consequence, they have 
entirely disappeared from waters in which they were 
formerly 'Very numerous. To provide a remedy for this 
evil and allow such fish to return to their old �ummer 
haunts, Mr. S. P. Sleppy, of Wilkesbarre, Pa., proposes 
(in a recent letter" to us) that a zig-zag inclined chnte, 
somewhat resembliug a gold miner's rujfie, should be 
erected at tb,e side of every dam, by which the. fish may 
be enabled,to ascend. pretty high falls. Simple inclined 
chutes h:l\'� been put up at the sides of dams on several 
European rivers (laws being passed for this purpose) to 
accomplish the same objects ; but a .zig-zag chute is better 
adapted for all kinds of fish, as only salmon (which have 
grllat ascending powers) areeapable of moving up a high 
and steep incline. The proposition of our correspondent 
impresses us favorably, and we hope to see it acted npon 
very generally by the owners of dams on our creeks and 
rivers. If they do not cany out this suggestion volun
tarily, we recommend the passage of laws for accom
plishing the object. There is a positive obligation resting 
Wlon all our State governments to pursue such a policy, 
because it will benefit many persons and do harm to 
none. Although the dams of saw-mills and factories are 
of great benefit to the individuals engaged in the indus
trial manufacturing arts, they have injured the people in 
many sections of our country. Thus, the shad used to 
ascend the Susquehanna river, and the people in the 
Wyoming Valley (as our correspondent informs us) were 
then periodically supplied with an abundance of this fine 
fish. Now, they cannot ascend .these waters, owing to 
the dams which have been erected on this river; and as 
a result, fresh shad is now unknown to the dwellers in 
this interesting portion of our country. By erecting zig
zag inclined chutes on these dams no loss of water-power 
would be ,sustained, while the fish, we think, would be 
enabled to ascend by the whirls and oc�upy their old 
grounds. The project i!5 at least worthy of a trial; and 
it is during the summer months, when the waters are 
low, that these contrivances should be erected. 
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NOVEL AIR PUMP. 
[Translated for the Scientific American.] 

The accompanying figure represents a curious air
pump proposed by A. Gairaud, of France, to supersede 
the common piston air pump. The agent for producing 
a vacuum in this pnmp is mercury, acting by gravity; 
and instead of a flap valve, as in the air pump, air-tight 
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woUld be still less expensive if made of gutta-percha. 
If the tube is long and large enough, water may be used 
instead of mercury, and the apparatus may be employed 
for exhausting the air wherever it is des�rable to make 
use of the atmospheric pressure, or in order to boil cer
tain substances in a partial vacuum. -,-Dingler's Polytech
nic Journal. 

faucets are substituted. • • _ 
It is conceded by all philosophers that, with the com- MECHANICAL HORSE-TAMER. 

mon air pump, the rarification of the air can be carried With a philosophical indifference to the lofty teachings 

on only to a certain limit; the best aIr pump not being in horse-taming as practiced by Professor Rarey (with 

able to bring the column of mercury in the barometer whose feat. the whole world resounded in 1858), J. G. 

attached to it below one-sixteenth of an inch; '!¥ld it is 
. 
Bunting, of London, has taken out A. patent for what he 

obvious that the air in the receiver will not be able to calls a "Mechanical Horse-tamer." It consists of a post 

raise the valve, on account of its rarity. These defects driven into the ground and having at its npper end a 

are proposed to be removed by the mercurial air pump stout pin, to which are secured two horizontal poles. 

which is the subject of this article. This pump consists Upon the outer ends of these are attached axle-arms to 

of a barometer tube about 33 inches long and 5-16  to 3-8 can')' heavy cart wheels and they are arranged to form a 

of an inch in diameter. Its lower end C, is bent in the sort of cradie in which the horse to be tamed is fastened 

form of an rJ:i., and it is closed by a cock. The upper by suitable straps. He is nnable to plunge by the weight 

end of the tube is firmly secured to a glass egg-shaped of the wheels, or to lie down on account of the under 

vessel, B, containing from half a pint to one quart, and is straps, and he is prevented from running backward by a 

provided with a stop-cock below and with another one prop which is fixed to the hind pole. In this contrivance 

above; this latter faucet being covered by a funnel, A. the unruly animal is coerced into obedience; but as to 

The several fastenings and cocks are all made fl)f iron, the extent of his training, or how long it takes to break 

and the apparatus is screwed on a table. him in, we ate not informed. 

To set the pnmp in. operation it is filled with mercury 
through tbe funnel on the top, and the upper cock is 
closed. By opening the stop-cock at the lower end of 
the tube the mercury escapes into a veasel placed under
neath, Ii column of 30 inches remaining in the tube; 
and a complete vacuum is obtained in the egg-shaped 
"essel, furming in this case the vacuum of Toricelli. 

To apply this apparatus to the Magdeburg hemi
spheres, the lower one is secp.ted·to the top of the tube 
and a hole is drilled in the upper one, which is stopped 
up by a cock,so that it can be filled with mercury and 
closed. By opening the stop-cock at the lower end of 
the tube a perfect vacuum is attained in the hemispheres. 

To exhaust or to rarify the air in a common receiver 
this apparatus is also superior to the common air pnmp, 
as by its aid the rarification can be carried on ad infinitum. 
The receiver is placed on the table and made to commu
nicate with the glaBS egg-shaped vessel on the top of the 
tube by means of an iron pipe which is provided with a 
stop-cock. If the contents of thl! receiver and of the 
glass egg-shaped vessel are equal, the density of the air 
is reduced one-half by each operation, and after repeat
ing the operation ten tiQles, Its density is not more than 
1-1024, and after twenty times it is not more than 
1-1048576 of its original density. In this case, how
ever, it is desirable to place the receiver on a ring or dish 
of iPdia-rnbber instead of closing the joint by means of 
tallow. 

This apparatus is much cheaper than any of the com
mon air pumps; and by the aid of 20 or 25 Ibs. of mer
cury all the usual experiments can be performed. It 

----------.. �.�.�.�-.. --------
THE MAELSTROM NOT A MYTH.-The ancient accounts 

of the above-named whirlpool on the coast of Norway 
were imposing for the terror which were ascribed to it. 
It was stated to be several miles in extent-a large boil
ing cauldron circling round in one great eddy, into 
whlCh whales and ships were sometimes drawn and car
ried down forever beneath its horrid waters. That snch 
a whirlpool does exist would appear to be true, but it is 
not such a terrific affair after all. M. Hagerup, the Minis
ter of Norwegian Mal'ine, has recently given some account 
of it. He states, that the great whirl is caused by the set
ting in and out of the tides between Lofoden and Mosken, 
and is most violent half-way between ebb and flood tide. 
At flood and ebb tide it disappears for about half an hour, 
but begins again with the moving of the waters. , ,·Large 
'Vesseh; JDltY PaBS over it .ilafely in serene weather, but in 
a storm it is perilous to the largest craft. Small boa ts 
are not safe near it at the time of its strongest action in 
any weather. The whirls in the Maelstrom do not, as 
was once supposed, draw vessels under the water, bnt by 
their violence they fill them· with water or dash them 
npon the neigboring shoals. 

•• el _ 
A GREAT TEMPERANCE MOVEMENT.-On the morning 

of the Fourth of July we saw a number of men employed 
in tapping. the hydrants in Broadway, from the Battery 
to Fourteenth-street (abont three miles), and attaching a 
tin cup by a chain, so that the multitudes who crowded to 
see the military procession might slake their thirst with 
pure Croton water, iustead of being forced into grog-shops 
and bar-rooms to obtain a cooling beverage of doubtful 
liquor. This might well be done to all the hydrants, 
and if water-fountains were well distributed in the more 
depraved parts of our city much crime and debanchery 
would cease. The Fourth of July movement was the 
inaugeration of a great temperance reform, one likely to 
be of more practical value than forming temperance so
cieties. Pure water, pure air, and whitewash are wonder
ful reformers, and we wish that the value of the three was 
more highly estimated by our city authorities than they 
are. 

-----------�.� .• -----�---

NEW MODE OF RIPENING PEARs.-In Hovey's Mag
azine it is stated that, at a late meeting of the English 
Horticultural Society, H. O. Carre, of Guernsey, commu
nicated the results of some experiments he .had made 
with regard to improving the flavor of various kinds of 
pears by heat and light under glass. Last autumn he 
placed on a broad shelf in the warmest part of a green
house, near the glass at t4e top, various kinds of pears, as 
soon as they were gathered from the trees out-of-doors; 
and likewise SOIDe near the front sashes ; the fruit was 
thus exposed to heat and snnlight, and the improvement 
in flavor, as regards some varieties, was most remarkable. 
He intends to prosecute his experiments; and from his 
success last season, he is led to believe that in many 
parts of England, where pears do not ripen well, they may 
be rendered much more melting and sugary by adopting 
the plan of exposing them to light and' heat, when 
gathered, than if kept in the ordinary way. 
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ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY AS A MOTOR. 

MESSRS. EDIToRS :-In " No. 1, Vol. I. , New Series," 
of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, there appears an article 
uuder the head of " Lightning Batteries-Remarkable 
Invention. " Under that head you say that M. Hippolite 
Charles Vion, of Paris, France, has invented and pat
ented certain contrivances for bringing down, from the 
atmosphere, natural electricity, to be used as a power for 
various purposes, and that in level countries it is to be 
brought down with a balloon and conducting wire. As 
I claim at least priority of design, if not of doing the 
thing satisfactorily (although I have brought down elec
tricity profusely with a six-feet diameter balloon without 
a metallic conductor), permit me to say how far my 
claim stands the proof of record. 

In the summer or Fall of 1857 I wrote to Professor 
Joseph Henry, the Secretary of the Smithsouian Institu
tion, about it, and my wish of having it tried with a 
large balloon to go a mile or two up with metallic trac
tors and conducting wire. On September 26, 1857, 
Professor Henry answered me (in part) thus :-" It is a 
fact, established by abundant experiment and observa
tion, that the difference of electrical intensity between 
the surface of the earth and the atmosphere increases as 
we ascend in the latter. If we were to suspend a copper 
wire to a balloon, the lower end of which is insulated at 
the surface of the earth, the quantity and intensity of the 
electricity which would be given off from tpe lower 
extremity would increase with the elevation of the 
balloon, though the law of the increase with the elevation 
is not yet known. I doubt whether a sufficient quantity 
of electricity, for practical purposes, could be obtained in 
the way you propose. The electricity of the atmosphere, 
though greater in intensity, is very small in quantity, 
according to the experiments of Faraday, Pouillet and 
others. I would fiot wish, however, to disconrage your 
experiments. It would give me much pleasure to see 
you in Washington, and to have a long talk on the sub
ject of atmospheric phenomena, " &c. 

In April, 1858, I made my visit to Washington 
accol'dingly, having now got privilege of a persoual con
versation with a philosopher in whom I ha4- more cou
fidence as to solid truths yet undeveloped tha� any man 
living. I passed over a day with Professor Henry, and 
aftcr stating to him all I knew about storms and atmos
pheric phenomena, so far as I understood it and saw and 
experienced it, I made the proposition of building a 
balloon expressly for the electrical experiment, provided 
the Smithsonian Institution would furnish the gas, wire, 
rope and C!lther instruments, and direct the experiment ; 
and to this Professor Henry at once agreed. This balloon 
was built last summer, and we had arranged for the 
experiment in August or September of 1858 ; bnt busi
ness pressing upon Professor Henry in bringing out his 
" Report, " and other matters, we deferred the thing for 
this summer. The balloon is still on hand, and is labeled 
" Smithsonian. -Pro Scientia et Arte. " I made an ascen
sion in that bal100n on the 14th nIt. , and noted some 
remarkable atmospheric phenomena, which were at once 
submitted to Professor Henry. In the acknowledgement 
of my report, Professor Henry says :-" I shal1 probably 
have a few weeks' vacation this summer, and would be 
pleased to make some of the experiments with you which 
we contemplated last summer. Please inform me when 
it would be most convenient for you to meet me. " When 
I received this cheering news from Professor Henry, of 

.,readiness to try this experiment, I was busily engaged in 
getting things ready for the great trans-continental trip 
from St. Lonis to the Atlantic seaboard in the balloon 
Atlantic, furnished by Mr. O. H. Gager, of Boston, and 
with whom I had entered into a contract for the direc
torship of that enterprize. Since that time I have 
written to Profcssor Henry, and am awaiting his orders 
to proceed to Washington with the balloon Smithsonian, 
to put the matter under trial. 

If Mr. Hippolite Charles Vion has already made this 
thing practically demonstrable, i. e . ,  using it for the 
purposes designated, then I am too late for the uses of 
the patent. If; like myself, he only thinks it wiII sub
serve these purposes, then I claim priority for my own 
country. It often happens that two or more persons are 
pursuing the same investigations without knowing of each 
other's efforts, and this is certainly the case with me so 
far as the French experiment is concerned. I have, for 
five years' past" corresponded with electricians in this 
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country on the subject and on the resources of atmos
pheric electricity ; but until the time above mentioned, 
I did not take the necesary active steps to bring it under 
test. I wanted a person to direct the experiments, and 
Professor Henry was the man I prefel1'ed above all 
others to. be my guide and director in them. I proposed 
to him that this electricity could be brought down as a 
great motor fo,' all mechanical purposes, that it would serve 
us much better than steam or water power, and at a 
comparative trifling cost. In'espective of this, however, 
an electric-collecting balloon, suspended a mile or two 
above a city, would be a sure defense against electrical 
destru�tl.on or damage to that city. 

JOHN WISE. 
Lancaster, Jnly, 1859. 
[In addition to the above communication on this sub

ject from Mr. Wise, we have received another from C.  
Kirchoff, of this city, in which he makes similar claims. 
He made the discovery a long time ago, and says he bas 
tested it in the presence of witnesses. He also states 
that not only atmospheric, but all electl'ical currents, of 
whatever kind and character, may be stored up and 
afterwards used at pleasure, and be conveyed on a con
ductor to any distance. He has made many experiments 
of this character, and has had the apparatus in operation 
for several days without interruption. With such cur
rents he once kept two telegraphs that he had on exhibi
tion at the N. Y. Crystal Palace (in 1857) in continuous 
operation for more than an hour. The power which he thus 
obtained from the free storehouse of nature was equal to 
a Grove's battery of six cups. From the documents or 
M. Vion, however, we judge that he has given this sub
ject attention for a number of years, and that he reduced 
his ideas to practice long ago.-EDS. 

. '""".�--
PLATING ON IRON. 

MESSRS. EDITORs :-In my last receipts published on 
page 142, Vol. XII. ,  of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, was 
one for plating direct on iron, which would only stand 
dressing but not burnishing. I have since then succeeded 
in plating direct on iron, cast (grey), malleable, or 
wrought, and steel, so that it will stand the heaviest bur
nishing, rolling, or being' brought to a blueing heat, 
without striping, by the·fol1owing process :-The iron or 
steel to be plated must be previously pickled in clear 
muriatic acid, then rinsed in clean cold water, and plated 
for about 10 seconds (with a battery of at least three 
pairs) in the following solution : Dissolve 80 grains or 
chloride of silver in 32 ounces of cyanide of potassium, 
one ounce of chloride of potassium and one gaIIon ot 
rain or distilled water. After receiving the first coating 
in this solution it is to be finished in the ordinary solu
tion for plating brass, &c. I have plated a number of 
sewing machines, table knives, &c. , without once failing. 

Very respectfuIIy, 
RICHARD WOOD. 

Ne,,:ark, N. J. , July 11,  1 859. 

... ..... -
THE PLEASURES OF KNOWLEDGE. 

H How charmincf is divine philos0fchy I 
��l ���c�r a��Pl':�I\�� 1�l�, ools suppose, 
And a perpetual -feast of nectared sweets, Where no crude surfeit reigns." 

So sung Milton two centuries ago, and long before that 
date Plato had announced that " the world is God' s  
epistle to  mankind." I t  is the grand book in  which all 
may read, and whose pages are so fuII of varied interest 
and genial knowledge that the being who; having the 
power, neglects to study it, surely may be written down 
an ass, for he deprives himself of an enjoyment such as 
no other pursuit can give. 

We are sometimes inclined to be vexed with our race 
when we find them all toiling after every vain fancy, 
some bent upon one ambition, some another, and but a 
minority digging in the deep mine of l'lature for the 
grandest of all possessions-Truth. Graut�d that its 
gold is not yellow, nor its silver white, for its treasures 
have not the color of material wealth, but they are as 
glorious and beauteous as the sparkle of the diamond 
and as enduring as the hills. Science clothes not her 
votaries in purple and fine linen, but dresses them in 
lovely flowers or in iridescent shells, and gives as her 
reward a contented mind and a pure soul. The poetry 
of science sometimes flashes in thc oration of a pmfessor 
or in the pages of a book, but her truest epic is written 
upon all materiality, which proclaims that in all things 
there is a law which, when known and applied, shall 
make man happier, better and more truly human. 

By the investigation of the laws which govern the ob
jects that are all around us, the motiops of the planets, 
the relations of life and health, the destiny of man, and 
the glory of the Deity, are better understood ; and the 
lighting of a cottage, the building of a palace, or the 
cooking of a dinner are better performed. We can never 
be in any position iu which knowledge is not of value to 
us, and we can never prophecy the moment at which we 
may most require it. Indeed many of us only know that 
there is more to be known than occurs to us in the daily 
round of business life, by the discovery that something 
we do not know is csJcnIated to make us richer or give 
us more ease. " But," exclaims many a petulant per
son, " how shaII I stndy without an instructor, or how 
investigate without apparatus ?" Foolish notions 1 the 
best workman always uses the simplest tools. Have y.ou 
eyes, ears, nose and hands ? Then you are provided 
with apparatus, and memory is the tablet on which to 
write down your impressions. Each one of us is better 
furnished than a college laboratory or a professor's lec
ture room, and all that we have to do is to learn the use 
of our apparatus ; and there is no place in the universe 
where man cannot find some object to interest, some 
study to pursue. Goldsmith found time to observe na
ture and record his thoughts, aud in glowing language 
he tells us that " the blushing beauties of the rose, the 
modest blue of the violet, are not in the flowers them
selves, but in the light which adorns them. Odor, soft
ness, and beauty of figures are their own, but it is light 
alone that dresses them up in their robes, which shame 
the monarch's glory." As a concluding incentive to our 
readers to study for themselves, S well as to read books 
and scientific periodicals, we will give a quotation from 
a lecture by Prince Albert of England. " Man, "  ob
serves this eminent savant, " is approaching a more com
plete fulfil1ment of that great and sacred mission which 
he has to perform in the world. His reason being created 
after the image of God, he has to use it to discover the 
laws by which the Almighty governs his creation, and, 
by. making these laws his standard of action,

_ 
to con

quer nature to his use-himself being a diviir\instru
ment. Science discovers these laws of power, motion, 
and transformation ; indnstry applies them to the raw 
material which the" earth yields us in abundance, but 
which becomes valuable only by knowledge." 

Oh 1 that all wonld study nature more and think of 
themselves a little less ; then we should indeed be a peo
ple of kings, whose empire would be the world and whose 
subjects would be all created things ! 

. , . , . 
DIAMONDS IN THE ARTS. 

It is not only for the purposes of ornament that dia
monds are employed, thej{are most useful for some pur: 
poses in the manufacturing arts. Discolored diamonds 
are reduced to powder, and there are many operations 
for which they are iudispensible. Fine cameos and 
some precious stones are engraved with the diamond. 
It is employed for cutting the glass for windows. The 
point used for this purpose is of a trapezoidal shape, 
weighs about the sixtieth part of a carat, and is usually 
set in a wooden handle. The edge is a natural one, and 
could not be given to it by art. From the high refract
ive power of the diamond, it is sometimes employed to 
form minute and exquisitely accurate leuses for the best 
kind of microscopes. In respect to the general opera
tions of the lapidary or jewel-cutter, they could hardly 
be conducted without the aid of diamond-dust ; for the 
usual mode of cutting and shaping precious stones is to 
hold them against a very small metallic disk or wheel, 
which is rotating with great velocity, and to moisten the 
edge of this disk with oil ' and diamond-dust. The ex
ceedingly hard particles of diamond-dust enable the disk 
to cut the stone or jewel. The rays of light easily pass 
through other gems, but in the diamond they are re
fracted to the surface, and this refraction occasions its 
superior brilliancy. 

__________ •• ��4 .. __ ------_ 
OUR SEABOARD.-The line of coast belonging to the 

United States is very extensive. According to the 
report of the Coast Survey, there are 6, 821 miles of 
Atlantic coast, 3, 467 miles of the Gulf coast, and 2 ,281  
miles on the Pacific, making a total of  12, 569 miles. 
The maiu shore line of the Atlantic, including bays, &c. , 
is twice the extent of the Gnlf, three times that of the 
Pacific, and more than equal to that of the Pacific and 
Gulf combined. The southern States have three times 
as much sea-coast as the northern 
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ALUMINUM-BRONZE FOR AXLE BOXES. 
A letter was recently read before tbe Academy of Sci

ences, Paris, from M. ChIiltofie, detailing his experi
ence with a bronze alloy compound of 90 or 95 parts of 
copper and from 10 to 15 of aluminum. The following 
is the substance of the letter referred to : -

" We have applied the aluminum-bronze to two uses for 
which its qualities of hardness and tenacity appear use
fully applicable, and success has answered our attempt. 
The first is the manufacture in this bronze of axle-bear
ings, and rubbing surfaces for machines. We give as 
examples : -First, an axle-box which was placed on a 
polishing lathe making 2, 200 turns per minute ; it lasted 
for nearly eighteen months ; other boxes in the same 
condition do not last over three months. Second, a 
carriage for a circular saw, making 240 tons per minute, 
which has lasted for a year without an apparent trace of 
wear ; the carriages in common bronze do not last more 
than four months. The other application is the em
ployment of this bronze in the manufacture of guns of 
all kinds. We made a pistol-barrel which, after having 
been tried at Paris, was afterwards tried at the exhibition 
at Dijon. It underwent the tests in presence of the jury, 
and answered perfectly our expectations. We are aware 
that these experiments cannot be conclusive as to its ap
plication for artillery ; but the comparative experiments 
which we have made made with this metal, bronze, iron, 
and steel, have shown its immense superiority over those 
different metals. The bars may be worked hot as easily 
as the best quality of steel." 

[Some of our frieIUls have recently been making ex
periments with aluminum alloys, and have found it very 
difficult t9 make them. Thus far, we may say that 
their experiments have been unsuccessful, owing to the 
difficulty of the aluminum amalgamating with copper, 
silver and iron. Some of our readers may have been 
pursuing the same line of investigation, and those of 
them (if any) who havQ been succes�ful, would confer a 
benefit upon the public by giving us the results of their 
6xperimlmts.-EDS. 

COAL FORMATIONS OF NORTH AMERICA. 
In an article on this subject, in the last number of 

Silliman's Journal, L. Lesquereux, lays down the theory 
of the formation of coal-beds as follows : -" The theory 
of the formation of the coal by the heaping of consecutive 
layers of plants and trees grown in the place, preserved 
in water and buried afterwards (or the peat-bog theory 
as it is called by some) is then the only one admitted now 
as satisfactorily explaining the process of the coal. The 
analogy of formation blltween the peat-bogs of �ur time 
and the beds of coal of the old measures cannot be called a 
theory .; it is a demonstrable fact. We can now see the 
coal growing up by the heaping of woody matter III the 
bog. ' After a while we see it transformed into a dark 
combustible compound, that we name peat or lignite, ac
cording to its age. We then See it hardening either by 
compression, or by the slow burning in water that has 
been so well explained by the experiments of Liebig. 
Most of 1he peat-bogs of Europe, at least the oldest, have 
at or near their bottom some plates or thin layers of hard, 
black matter, that ocular examination or chemical 
analysis fail to distinguish from true coal. We also find 
in Holland, Denmark and Sweden, thick deposits of peat 
separated into distinct beds of strata of mud and sand, 
giving the best possible elucidation of the process of 
stratification of the coal measures. 

It is not only in their general features that both. form
'ations are so much alike. But in the minutest accidents 
and even local peculiarities, their agreement is clear and 
unquestionable to one who has studied the formations of 
the peat-bogs of our time." 

• ••• • 
THE SWING AS A CURE FOR CONSUMPTION. 

Dr. L. Long, of Holyoke, in a letter to the Springfield 
Republican, recommends the gymnastic swing as Ii pre
ventive and cure of pulmonary disease: He says : -" I 
the suspending of the body by the hands, by means 
means of a strong rope m chain, fast3ned to a beam at 
one end, and at the other a stick three feet iOBg, eonve
nient to grasp with the hands. The mpe should be fas
tened to the .center of the stick, which shGuld hang six or 
.eight inches above the head. Let a person grasp this 
stick, with the hands two or three feet apart, and swing 
\'ery mGderately, at first-perhaps only bear the weight, 
i1 very weak, �n� gr<td,uallylinCil:e.�Se �s the muscles gain 
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strength from the exercise, until it may be freely used 
from three to five times daily. The connection of the 
arms with the body (with the exception of the clavicle 
with the sternum or breast-bone) being a muscular at
tachment to the ribs, the effect of this exercise is to ele
vate the rihs and enlarge the chest ; and as nature allows 
no vacuum, the lungs expand to fill the cavity, increas
ing the volume of air-the natural purifier of blood, and 
preventing c€lngestion or the deposit of tuberculous mat
te,. I have prescribed the above for all cases of hemor
rhage of the lungs and threatened consumption, for 35 
years, and have been able to increase the measure 
of the chest from two to four inches within a few' /bonths, 
and always with good results. But, especially, as a 
preventive, I would recommend this exercise. "  

- ' . . . 
TO MAKE BUTTER IN FIVE MINUTES WITH

OUT A CHURN ! 
A correspondent highly recommends the following 

recipe : -After straining the milk, set it away for about 
twelve hours, for the cream to " rise." (Milk-dishes 
ought to have good strong handles to lift them by.) 
After standing as above, set the milk, without disturbing 
it on the stove ; let it remain there until you observe the 
coating of cream on the surface assume a wrinkled ap
pearance, but be careful it does not boil, as should this 
be the ca�e the cream will mix with the milk and cannot 
again be collected. Now set it away till quite cold and 
then skim off the cream, mixed with as little milk as 
possible; When sufficient cream IS collected proceed to 
make it into butter as follows : -Take a wooden bowl, 
or any suitable vessel, and having first scalded and then 
rinsed it with cold spring water, place the cream in it. 
Now let the operator hold hIS hand in water as hot as 
can be borne for a few seconds, then plunge it in cold 
water for about a minute, and at once commence to agi
tate the cream by a gentle circular motion. In five 
minutes, or less, the butter will have come, when, of 
course, it must be washed and salted according to taste ; 
and our correspondent guarantees that no better butter 
can be made by the best chum ever invented. 

To those who keep only one cow, this method of mak
ing butter will be found really valuable ; while quite as 
large a quantity of butter is obtained as by the common 
mode, the skim-milk is much sweeter and palatable. 
In the summer season it will usually be found neces
sary to bring the cream out of the cellar (say a 
quarter of an hour before churning) to take the excessive 
chill off ; in winter place the vessel containing the cream 
over another containing water to warm it ; then continue 
to agitate the cream until the chill has departed. 

Before washing the butter, separate all the milk you 
possibly can, as the latter will be found excellent for 
tea-cakes. Butter made in this manner will be much 
firIn3r, and lcss oily in hot weather than when made in 
the ordinary way. 

PRESI<lRVING EGGs.-The following recipe is from a 
recent work on " Game Fowls, " by Cooper & Vernon, 
of Media, Pa. :- "  Disolve some gum shellac in a suffi
cient quantity of alcohol to make a thin varnish, give 
each egg a coat, and after they have become thoroughly 
dry pack them in bran or saw-dust, with their points 
downwards in such a manner that they cannot shift 
about. After you have kept them as long as you desire, 
wash the varnish carefully off, and they will be in the 
same state as they were before packing, ready either for 
eating or hatching."  The author of this work states that 
he has been engaged for thirty years in raising the best 
of game fowls, and he has freqentIy imported eggs 
from Europe which he directed to be packed according 
to this recipe, and from such eggs he has raised chickens. 
This is certainly a very simple mode of preserving eggs and 
very superior to the common method of laying them 
down in milk of lime. 

----------.. � ... �.�-----------
To MAKE CREAM CHEESE.-Take a quart of cream, 

or, if not desired very rich, add thereto one pint of new 
milk ; warm it in hot water till it is about the heat of 
milk from the cow ; add a small quantity of rennet (a 
table-spoonful is sufficient ); let it stand till thick, then 
break it slightly with a spoon, and place it in a frame in, 
which you have previously put a fine canvas-cloth ; press 
it slightly with a weight ; let it stand a few hours, then 
put a finer cloth in the frame ; a little powdered salt 
may be put over the cloth. It will be ready for use in � 
day or two. 

5 3  
QUESTIONS ABOUT HEAT. 

MESSRS. EDITORS : -Is there any heat lost by the ex
pansion of steam in the cylinder of an . engine, besides 
that which is . conducted or radiated away by the iron ? 
Is not flame the result of a combination of elements that 
constitute heat after the combination has taken place ; 
and, consequently, are not the products of combustion 
invisible and hotter than the flame itself ? 

Greenbush, N. Y. ,  July, 1�59. J. H. P. 
[In the abstract, heat is never lost. But, independent 

of radiation, it has been ascertained that condensation of 
steam always takes place in a cylmder according to the 
amount of expansion, and thus the working heat is con
verted to inactivity, and is thus actually lost, for mechani
cal purposes. Flame is the result of a combination of 
elements, and heat is produced while this combinatIOn 
takes place. The nature of heat is not known, and 
it is explained in different ways by different philosophers. 
The products of the flame are invisible, and they are 
colder than the flame, which latter is the seat of the heat, 
and serves to heat the invisible products. 

- .. - -
SUMMER SOURS. 

Physiological research has fully established the fact 
that acids promote the separation of the bile from the 
blood, which is then passed from the system, thus pre
venting fevers, the prevailing diseases of summer. All 
fevers are " bilious, " ihat is, ,the bile is in the blood. 
Whatever is antagonistic to fever is " cooling. " It is a 
common saying that fruits are " cooling, " and also ber
ries of every dellcription ; it is because the acidity which 
they contain aids in separating the bile from the blood, 
that is, aids in purifying the blood. Hence the great 
yearning for greens and lettuce, and salads in the early 
spring, these being eaten with vinegar ; hence also the 
taste for something sour, for lemonades, on an attack of 
ever. But this being the case, it is easy to see, that we 
nullify the good effects of fruits and berries in proportion 
as we eat them with sugar, or even sweet milk, or cream. 
If we eat them ill their natural state, fresh, ripe, perfect, 
it is almost impossible to eat too many, to eat enough to 
hurt us, especially if we eat them alone, not taking any 
liquid with them whatever. · Hence also is buttermilk or 
even common sour milk promotive of health in summer 
time. Sweet milk tends to biliousness in sedentary peo
ple, sour milk is antagonistic. The Greeks and Turks arc 
passionately fond of sour milk. The shcpherds use ren
net, and the milk-dealers alum to make it sour the 80;;-ner. 
Buttermilk acts like watermelons on the system. --Ha'!l's 
Journal qf Health. 

----------.. � ... �.�.----------
FOOD FOR HORSES.--The Working Fm'mer says :

Carrots have a value far beyond that which can be 
attributed to the mere nutriment they contain, for in 
addition to what they furnish in this way, they contain 
a quantity of pectic acid, and this carries the property of 
gelatinizing the vegetable and animal matters held in 
solution, and thus enabling the the peristaltic motion of 
the intestines to siezc hold of their contents, 80 that 
digestion of all matters of food is perfected by the pres
ence of carrots. It is for this reason that a bushel 0 ,  
carrots and a bushel of oats, are better for the horse than 
two bushel of oats ; not from the nutritious matter con
tained in the carrot, but in part from the power of the 
carrot to cause all the nutriment of the oats to be appro
priated in the making of muscle, instead of part of it 
being evacuated in excrement. This action is true in 
regard to all the vegetable substances which go to make 
up the varIety of food for animals, and the very instinct 
of every animal gives evidence of this truth. 

_ 4  .. _ 
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME FOR TREES.-Phosphoric 

acid has a mysterious influence on the develoment of 
roots, causing plants to throw them out vigorously. The 
most convenient way of employing this substance is in 
the form of superphosphate of lime--that is, a mixture 
of oil of vitriol and burnt bones. This compound, rich 
in the acid in a soluble state, mixed with a little dry 
mold, will be found a fertiliser of great use in trans
plantng trees. But it must be tlsed in moderation, for 
plants, like animals, may be injured as much by over
feeding as by starvation. 

. ..  
AMERICAN COPPER.-There were smelted at the 

Cleveland (Ohio) Works, last year, 1, 127 tuns of crude 
copper and 871 tuns of fine, besides some tliotlsands of 
barrels of stamp and crude masses. 
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, BALLOONS I N  WARFARE. 
! in the early part of the famous French Revolution, 
science and art were marshaled into the service of the 
republic, and the Academy of Sciences recommended 
the use of balloons for reconnoitering the positions of the 
enemy's forces ; and for thIS purpose an aeronautic school 
was established near Paris. This was done with great 
secrecy so that the French could alone avail themselves 
of such advantages. The management of this institu
tion was committed to eminent philosophers, and 50 
military students were admitted into it for special train
ing. A practicing halloon, containing 1 7, 000 feet of 
hydrogen gas, was kept constantly full and ready for 
exercise ;  and whenever the weather permitted, the col
onel of the corps and a pupil seated themselves in the car 
and were elevated to any height desired, the balloon 
being confined to the earth by a cord attached to the 
car, and operated by a windlass. So successful were 
these school-experiments that balloons were made for 
every division of the :French army. Just before the 
battle of Fleuris, in June, 1794, M. Contet ascended in 
his war-balloon with an adjutant and a general, to recon
noiter the hostile Austrian army. They rose to a height 
of several thousand feet, with their rope and windlass 
machinery to make it stationary, and took observalions 
for several hours. The reconnoisance thus made enabled 
the :French general (Jonrdan) to dispose his forces 111 
Buch a manner that he gained a speedy and decisive vic
torv. 

Sixty-five years have passedj"away ··since that event 
took place, and in the same month (June) the French 
now find themselves once more before the same foes 
ready to engage in the same deadly struggle ; and it is 
a remarkable coincidence that the same means of recon
noitering are again employed by the same people. On 
the 24th of June, the great battle of Solferino was fought 
in Italy, between the French and Austri�ns, in which 
the latter were defeated, and the former suffered so 
severely that their army could not follow the retreating 
enemy. The brothers Goddard, of Paris, whose fame 
as aeronauts is yery high, were on the ground with their 
balloon ; and one of them made an ascent on the day 
preceeding the struggle, to explore the Austrian posi tions. 
He rose about 3, 500 feet, made some observations then 
descended, having apparently perfect control over his 
balloon� It is not stated how this afiected the result 
of the battle ; it did not, at least, lead to any disposition 
of the :French army for attacking the Austrians, as the 
latter were the attacking party. But the Austrians may 
have thought that thesp, balloon observations, hy giving the 
French a key to the positions of the enerny, placed them 
(the Austrians) at a disadvantagp" and their l;>est policy 
was to change their entire arrangement, by taking the 
initiative. It is stated that Messrs. Goddard are to 
accompany the army, ani this affords some data for con
cluding that ballooning is to be further employed ill this 
war. Whether (as has been proposed by some author
ity) cannon and shot may be carried up in balloons, and 
discharged down upon an enemy remains to be seen, as 
such experiments have not yet been made. 

In connection with this subject we may state that, in 

fulfillment of the intention expressed in our last issue, 
we succeeded in • procuring an illustration of the great 
balloon, Atlantic, in which Mr. \Vise and his three coura· 
geous associates-were conveyed from St. Louis, Missouri, 
to Jefferson county, New York ; but on inspecting it, 
we found it to be only an ordinary balloon, quite destitute 
of any featnre of novelty that would interest our readers, 
and hence we resolved to exclude it from our columns 
and substitute the above letter-press upon a kindred 
topic, which will doubtless be much more attractive to 
the greater portion of the reading public, especially to the 
friends of Italy, American aeronauts, and military men 
of all nations. 

WHY A SHIP IS " SHE." -Some heartless wretch 
(who should be punished by being tied to a post with his 
face within six inches of kissing distance of a pail' of 
bewitching " cheery lips " -feminine lips-with the cer
tainty of never reducing that number of inches between 
him and bliss) says " a ship is called she because a man 
knows not the expense till he gets one--because they 
are useless without employment-because they look 

best when well rigged-because their value depends upon 
their age-because they bring news from abroad, and 
carry out news from home." 

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN . 

LANDRY'S RAILROAD CHAIR. 
The chair which forms the subject of our engrayings IS 

used on the Troy and Boston and the Rensselaer and 
Saratoga railroads, on each of which it gives great satis
faction. 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of the chair and joint, and 
Fig. 2 is a section showing the chair, rail and car-wheel. 
A is a projecting piece of metal which is cast on the 
chair and hardened, or it may be mmle of wrought iron 
or steel and secured to the chair or to the rails them
selves. B is the support to the rail [or lateral pressure, 
and C, the seat of the rail. The rail is wedged up tight 
by spikes, G G, that arc driven through the chair into 
the cross·tie. E is the inside of A, which is kept liS 
close to the rail as possible, but so as not to prevent the 
wedging up. II are the holes in the chair to admit of 
its being spiked to the cross-tie. J J are the ends of two 
rails, which ought to be laid as close together as possible ;  

but when laid in cold weather, a space, K, should be left 
between them. The projecting piece, A, is leyel with 
the rail at its two extremities, N N, but rises a little 
higher in the c3nter and so relieves the ends of the rails 
from pressure, causing them to wear considerably longer. 
Small oblong jams, 0 0, are made in the rail to admit 
of the spikes, G G. R is the wheel passing over the rail, 
F. By the use of this chair a bearing will be afforded to 
the cones of the wheels of lOcomotives and cars, thereby 
preventing the unpleasant jarring of the machinery and 
the undue wearing of that partIcular part of the rails. 
These chairs can be made of any required size and 
strength, taking as much bearing from the ends of the 
rails as the maker may determine, and they can be 
applied to any rails. 

. 

The inventor is H. A. Landry, of Camden, N. J. , and 
the patent is dated Jan. 18, 1859. The invention has 
been assigned to F. G. Ransford, of Troy, N. Y. , who 
will be happy to fllrnish any further information upon 
being addressed . 

------___ .... + •• ·�.4.----------

iDEATH OF RUFUS CHOATE. 
This distinguished man departed this life at Halifax, 

N. S. , on the 12th inst. About a month previons to 
this event he h'ld sailed for Em·gpe, from Boston, in 
search ot health, but was so feeble that he proceeded no 
further than Halifax, where he remained nntil death 
closed his eyes. Rufus Choate was born at Ipswich, 
Mass . ,  in October, 1 799. He distinguished himself for 
ability while a student at Dartmouth College ; and hav
ing chosen law as his profession, he studied at both 
Cambridge and Salem, and commenced business at 
Danvers in 1824. He soon began to take an active part 
in politics, early became distinguished for his eloquence 
and power ot argument, and was elected to the State 
Senate in 1838, when only 29 years of age. He also. 
filled the position of United States Senator for four 
years from 1841 to 1845, and then retired from politics 
and devoted himself exclusively to his profession. Since 
the death of Daniel Webster, he was undoubtedly the 
ablest lawyer and statesman in Massachusetts. 

NEW INVENTIONS. 
• 

A BUGGY BOAT. �J;'or the convenience of traYel, to 
enable a person to perform a long journey over a diversi
fied tract of country, where rivers and lakes would be 
apt to impede his progress in an ordinary vehicle, 01' for 
many pleasure excursions, a carriage which couhl be 
changed into a boat would be very convenient ; and 
such an invention has been patented this week by Perry 
Dayis, of Providence, R. 1. , the proprietor of the well 

known " pain-killer. " He monnts a common row or 
pleasure boat upon three wheels, the spokes of the two 
real' ones being so formed that they can become suitable 
paddles, so that when they, by cranks and belts, are 
operated from the inside of the boat, they propel it 
through the water, and serve the double purpose of pad
dle-wheels and ordinary carriage wheels. 

DITCHI!i'G AND DREDGING MAcmlm.-Anton Menge, 
of Point a la Hache, Parish of l'laqnemine, La. , has 

invented find patented, this week, a new machine for 
digging ditches and canals, and also for dredging them . 
The principal features of the invention are in the arrang
ing of the bucket or cutter-frame in an inclined position 
in front of the boat, and constructing it so that it can be 
readily slewed from right to left of the boat by proper 
machinery. The bucket is also of improved construc
tion, as it acts as a cutter, and has a hinged bottom in 
order to open and allow the earth or mud to f,.ll at the 
proper place of discharge ; and in connection with this 
peculiar bncket are arranged revolving cutters, which 
are situated on the extreme cnd . the swinging frame, 
and are made to operate so as to cut and loosen the 

earth on each side of the buckets while they are digging 
or excavating, and conveying It to a barge or any suita
ble place to be discharged. 

ARTIFICIAL SToNE.-In the list of claims will be 
found a patent issued to J. L. G. Ward, of Adrian, 
Mich . . for an artificial stone, which is a compound of a 
solution of silicate of soda, pulverized fluor-spar, pul
verized pumice-stone, and Homan cement, which, when 
properly compounded, forms an excellent protectIOn for 
the interior or exterior of buildings against fhe v{cathcr 
or fire, and

' 
it can be molded 01' .cast into suitable forms 

for .arehitectural purposes, or taking casts of sculptnre, 
or-other uses. The composition hardens quickly by ex
posure to the atmosphere, and, when hard, has the most 
indestructible eharacter, resisting effectually the severest 
weather, and being only with great difficulty injured by 
the action of instruments of metal. 

PAPBR B,w MACIIINERY.--Tllls invention consists, 
firstly, in L1.aking the cutter which cuts the paper from· 
the roll 01' piece, of a peculiar irregular forin, whereby 
it is caused, by the operation by which it Ct�ts the paper 
from the roll or piece, to give it the form which permits 
it, without fluther cutting ont, to be folded into a bag. , 

It also consists in the attachment oflhe "former" round 
which�the paper is folded to form the bags, to the cutter 
which cuts it from the roll 01' piece. It also consists in 
a certain mode of applying and arranging a paster, in 
combination with the "former" attached to the cutter, for 
the purpose of pasting the lap which closes the bottom 
of the bag. It also consists in a certain construction of 
two side lappers operating in combination with the 
former to fold the bag, whereby the bottom lap is partly 
folded by the act of folding the side laps. It also con
sists in a contrivance applied and operating to start the 
folded or partly-folded bag from the "former. " It also 
consists in a pail' of rollers arranged in a vibrating frame 
and operating so as to remove the bag from the " forlller, " 
close the laps and discharge the bag from the machine. 
It is the invention of \Villiam Goodale, of Clinton, 
Mass. 

-----------� .•. �.� .. ---------

BIG SAWING. -The Alton (Ill.) Democrat, of thc 7th 
inst. , describes It feat of sawing which deserves more 
than a mere passing notice. On the day previous to 
that date, the editor visited the saw-mill of T. Hamil
ton, on Wood river, the machinery of which . was made 
by Johnson & Emerson, of the Piazza Foundry, Alton ; 
and between the hours of 5 A. M. and 7 P. M. , 100 
logs of oak, elm and hickory were sawed, the amonnt 
cut being 31, 200 feet. This was cut by one circular 
saw of 58 inches diameter ; the time occupied was 1 4  
houl'S, giving an average of 2, 228 feet cut per hour. 
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AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY. UNIFORM MUSICAL PITCH. 

That sneh a general knowledge of chemistry as most A question of considerable im portance to all persons 
educated persons possess may be useful to the practical interested in musical art was lately brought before the 
farmer none will deny, but that farmers can or ought to Society of Arts, London, VIZ. , the desirableness of having 
attempt to become scientific chemists, or that they can a uniform pitch. �des the very great inconvenience, 
apply any pnrely chemical knowledge to the business of and the often necessarily�d�dant results of having a 

husbandry, are propositions few reasonable persons will variety of pitches, as at prese� appeared by the 
affirm. At one time the most extravagant expectations statements made at the mceting�y gelltlemen compe
were entertained of the benefits chemical discoveries tent to testifY in such matter�t in England the 
would confer to agriculture, and farmers were frequently pitch, or rather pitches now generally adopted, were con
and solemnly enjoined to become chemical experimental- siderably higher than that in use a century ag-;;-\ that 
ists. Euglish instruments, generally, and those madefii"'Paris 

Nobody deals more sensibly with the su1tiect of agri- for the En�s:!J;:.marut"�'ltighel tliiITltUoSE; u�ed in 
cultural chemistry than Dr. Voelcker, of the Cirencester :Francc ; a�adam Gold schmidt (.Jennv Lind)JYho 
College, and in his lecture on " its relatioJl to the culti- attended in company with her husban�th 
vation of root crops, " delivered before the Royal Agri- the present high pitch was spoiling the vOIces , Jrad,.l 
cultural Society, we find its limits very justly defined. was one reason why we had so few g00d voi ' iCif 
He believes that among the landed proprietors, their the raising of the piteh went on as it had hitherto dOIl!l, 
agents and the larger farmers, especially the rising gener- the human voice would loose its beauty and strengt� 
ation, a more extensive knowledge of the sciences appli- A standard pitch had been adopted in France, 1j:)1it" It 
cab!e to agriculture is needed. All these want better was founq tQ._he JQwex..,aJso. , Mr. HllUah; who 'is well
instruction. But to teach the small farmer or the laboreJ;;: �.Jiown to have had much experience in such matters, 
chemistry is simply absurd. To either, the pursuit' ir G�£�g

.
e Smart,. Mr. Otto. Goldschmidt,

. �nd others, 
would be waste of time. So chemistry should never be tho�g��ac�Jt was e:ldently the opIlllOn of the 
made the direct guide to the agriculturist. dence is, entIre meetin�at the pItch s�ou�d be lowered, and 

after all, only the systematic arrangement of well auth- a standard the same as, or very slll�Ilar to, th� French 
enticated facts and the rising generation should be tau ht should be adopted. The..French pItch was mIddle C. 

its general principles. But many professors of che
g
m- 5�2 vibrations pe� second ;! Hul�ah's 512 vibrations, and 

istry have over-estimated their own powers, and instead 
SIr George Smart s an� lfand�l s were somewhat lower. 

0' explaining the exp ' ,/, t' l th But the meeting conSIdered It prudent, at that stage, 
:J enence 0, prac wa men, ey set . " . . . 
themselves up as guides to the farmers ; they have over- merely.to affir� a resolutlOn- . �hat It IS deSIrable that 

estimated the po ers f th . d . one umform pItch should prevaIl. w o e  new SCIence, an III cons�- _______ ..... __ . ... _----quence stnmbled. 
The foregoing remarks are very just. Again he says : 

" Agricultural chemistry in its application to farming is 
altogether a new science ; and hitherto it has been, 
like every new knowledge, too vague and too general in 
its doctrines as well as in its researches. What is 
required at the present time are experiments made for a 
special purpose, researches carried 011 in the field as well as 
in the laboratory. We have no need of the joint labors 
of practical men and men-of-science. There are ques
tiorl's which can only be properly investigated if the 
man of science heartly joins with the practkal man, 
working cheerfully togetber, each in his own department, 
-a nearer approach betweeu agricnltnre and science, in 
short, is what is required at the present time. A gen
eral knowledge of the principles of farming, however 
useful to the practical farmer, never will help him to grow 
a large crop of tU111ips ; he must have special training in 
practical matters in order to be a successful farmer. So 
it is WIth chemical knowledge. Men may have excel-

, lent general chemical knowledge, bnt if they have not 
special chemical knowledge in relation to farming, their 
labors will be of little dire� utility to the agriculturist. " 

In ref�i'ence to the culture of root crops, he says that 
generally ammoniacal manures, such as guano, are 
thrown away on roots ; and phosphates are more profit
able. Guano and superphosphate of lime both rather 
retard the germination of the seeds, but they push forward 
the young plant iu its early growth. This we believe to 
forn) the true · value of such manures, though perhaps 
this is over-estimated. -London Economist. 

--------.� .. ,�. �  .. -------

WHAT IS THE JONV AL TURBINE ? 

MESSRS. EDIToRs : -Here is a mooted point ; will 
'you please settle i t ? I think the Jonval is the ouly tur
bine set above the waste-water in the race, and that that 
is its distinctive feature. Of course it can be set at auy 
point of the fall, up to, say, 28 feet ; bnt is any other 
turbine so set ? And as a gentleman gives me a cnt 
of his wheel immersed in the tail-race, the presnmption 
with me is, that it is no J onval. Am I right ? 

V ery respectfully, 
JOHN GILL. 

Patriot, Ind. , ,July, 1859. 

[The Jonval turbine consists, as we understand it, in 
conveying the water to the wheel through a stationary 
wheel set above it, and having water-channels set dif
ferent but corresponding in number to the buckets of the 
wheel. The employment of air-tight draft-boxes for 
water-wheels, to set them at any point up to 28 feet i n  
hight, is the invention o f  our countryman, Z .  Parker, 
and for which he secured a patent about twe'lty years 
agO.-EDS. 

AGRICULTURAL INVENTIONs.-John Young, of Joliet, 
III . ,  has recently patented two inventions, the one a ro
tary plow, which as it moves forward divides the sod into 
thin strips by circular cutters ; the sod is then raised in 
narrow slices and inverted by long tangential oblique set 
moldboards coming successively into operation : the other 
is a cultivator, which has It central share and two long 
side wings, which are set oblique to the line of draft and 
Cl}n be adjusted lattlrally to suit Wid", anq narrqw rows of 
corn, &c. ; it also lias a rake� hai:ro� arra11ged behind 
the share and wings. This e1fectually cultivates the soil, 
removes the weeds aud does its work remarkably well. 
They are two very useful inventions. 

---------....... ... .  
METAL SAILS FOR SHIPs.-Mr. F. Trevithick, of 

Penzancc, has patented a curious pair of improvements 
in the sails and keels of vessels. He constructs the sails 
of strips or narrow bands of thin sheet metal. In apply
ing keels fixed tubes are used at intervals, parallel with 
the center of flat-bottomed boats or vessels. Through 
these tubes chams are passed, to which the keels are' 
attached, and other chains pass over the sides of the 
vessels, which are also attached to the keels, and by 
which the keels may either be lifted into the vessel or 
brought to act as lee-boards. 

- .,� .... �.------
SALTING �!EAT. '--A French professor denounces the 

use of saltpeter in brine intended for the preservation of 
flesh for food. That part of the saltpeter which is 
absorbed by the meat, he says, is nitric acid-a deadly 
poison. He ascribes to this chemical change all the 
diseases which are common to mariuers and others, who 
subsist principally upon salted meat-such as scnrvy, 
sore gums, decayed teeth, ulcers, &c. , and advises a total 
abandonment of saltpeter in pickle for beef, &c. ; the best 
substitute for that article being a small quantity of sugar, ' 
which renders the meat sweeter lind more wholesome.]  

-----_ .. ,.", -
CEMBNT FOR HOLES IN CASTIxG s .-The best cement 

for this purpose is made by mixiug one part of sulphur 
in powder, two parts of sal-ammoniac, and eighty parts 
of clean powdered iron t urnings. Sufficient water must 
be added to make it into a thick paste, which should be 
pressed into the holes or seams which are to be filled up, 
The ingredients composing this cement should be kept 
separate, and not mixed until required for use. It is to 
be applied cold, and the casting should not be used for 
tlVO or three days afterwards . 

--.......... -
To MAKE GOOD BLUE INK. -Mix six parts of Prus-

sian blue (carefully powdered) with one part of oxalic 
acid a11d a little water, and when the mixture is complete, 
add rain water so as to reduce it to writing condition. 
A little gum-arabic must also be added to prevent the 
ink running on the paper. 

5 .) 

" IN HOSTS THEY COME IN LEGIONS MARCH 
AWAY ! "  

Subscribers continue to pour in npon Ul> at but a 
olightly diminishGd rate from what they did three weeks 
ago, at the commencement of the New Series of the 
SCIENTIFW MIERICAN ; and in a corresponding ratio 
the first three numbers of the new volume are disappear
ing from our shelves. Of Nos. 1 and 2 we have less 
than (me thousand left ; and therefore we again admonish 
those who are delaying their remittances for a few davs 
longer, with the view of forming still larger clubs, �r 
because it is not quite convenient to remit the money 
immediately, that we fear some of them will be disap
pointed by not getting the back numbers. 'Ve assure 
the public that the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN will continue 
to be the best as well as the cheapest scieutific aud me
chanical journal published in the world ; and many per
sons, who regard it as an invaluable work, but who are 
delaying to subscribe, thinking " ther<) will be time 
enough by and by, " will be unable to obtain the volume 
complete, we fear. So, friends, send on your subscrip
tions at once, and admonish your neighbors of the dan
ger of delay, if they value the paper as a work of ref
erence amI ever intend to become subscribers. 

-------� .• �. � .. --------

'IMPORTANT TO GARDENERS. 
A gardener having oc�asion to newly paint the wood

work in the interior of his greenhouse, determined to 
make trial of the theory of the absorption of heat by 
black color, with the view of promoting the maturity of 
his plants and shrubs by means of a greater quantity of 
caloric. In the preparation of the black paint he used 
coal tar, that is to say, tar produced by the distillation 
of coal in the manufacture of gas. This coal tar, be
sides the advantage of its color, offers considerable 
economy in painting, being about one-eighth of the 
price of the material generally used in mixing, black 
paint. The painting here in question was executed be
fore the setting in of winter. On the return of spring 
the gardener observed, with no less surprise than satis
faction, that the spiders and other insects which had in
fested his greenhouse had totally disappeared. He, 
moreove�, remarked that a vine, trained on an espalier 
which, for the space of two years, had been sensibly de
caying, and which he had purposed to uproot for the 
purpose of planting another in its place, had acquired 
such renewed health and vigor as to be capable of pro
ducing excellent table grapes. Having applied his new 
paint to the props, treillages and espaliers of all his 
sickly trees and shrubs, as well as those which, though 
in full bloom, were being devoured by insects, success 
again crowned his experiment. Caterpillars and snails 
disappeared as rapidly a£ the insects had vanished from 
the greenhouse. The fruits produced by the trees thus 
treated have elicited the approval and eulogy of pur
chasers. Similar experiments tried on , the vineyards o. 
the Gironde have, it is said, been attended by the same 
excellent results. - The Bulletin. 

. .... .  

CORK ' TREES IN : CA.LIFORNIA. 

[i1lC Patent Office having obtained seeds of the cork 
tree from Europe, sent several packages last year to Cal
ifornia, which possesses a climate similar to France and 
Spain, where it flouri�hes. These seeds were planted 
at Sonora, and about 87 per cent. :of them have come 
up, and give promise of becoming stately trees. Cork 
is one of the most useful and valuable articles connected 
with the arts, and we have no substitute which can take 
its place. 'Ve import annually about $209, 500 worth 
of corks, and $18, 000 'Worth of the bark of the tree. 
If this tree prospers in California, of course a consider
able saving will be effected to the country, because we 
shall be able not only to manufacture all the articles of 
cork which we use ourselves, but we will not be required 
to import any of the raw material. 

_____ �.·�' 4. __ --------
IMPROVED MOLDING-SAND. - A correspondent (J. 

'V. Winter) of the Dental News Letter describes the fol
lowing as a discovery which he has made in sand for 
molding :-

" Take equal parts of soapstone and Bristol-brick ; 
pulverize finely, and mix them together. It it superior 
to any other molding-sand, as it requires but little 
moisture to pack it firmly, and you can get a finedm
pression, and can pour your metal at any stage of heat, 
without spoiling the mold. " 
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GARRETT'S COTTON SEED PLANTER. ,_ 
In this invention a rotating toothed wheel is employed 

in connection with stationary stripping brushes, the 
wheel and brush being placed in the seed-box, so that 
seed can be planted in the same state as they are dis
charged from the gin, and the discharge of seed regu
lated as may be desired. In onr illustration, Fig. 1 is a 
perspective view, and Fig. 2 is a section showing the 
interior. A, represents a rectangular frame, to the back 
part of which two handles, B, are attached, and to the 
front of which a projecting 
bar, C, is secured, this bar 
having two small gage wheels, 
a, affixed to it. Through the 
back part of the bar, C, at 
its junction with the frame, 
A, the shank of a furrow-
share, D, passes. 

The frame is. mounted on 
two wheels, E, and a seed
box, F, is placed on the 
'f'rame, the box being pro
vided with a cover. To the 
back end of the frame a 
drop-frame,' G, is attached, 
which has a roller, H, fitted 
within it, and to the under 
side of the frame A, a frame, 
I, is attached, at its front 
end, which is provided with 
hanow-teeth, c, attached to 
its back part, that may be 

kept in the ground by a 
' spring, d. 

J is a wheel which is 
placed in the lower part of 
the seed-box, F, and has 
teeth or rods, e, projecting 
from it in a sOJDewhat · tan-
gential position. The axis, 
f' ,  of this wheel extends 
through one side of the seed ·box, and it has a pmlOn, 
9, placed on it, that gears into a .  cQ1'respondmg 
pinion, h, on the axle, i, of the wlieeli/ E. The 
ends of the axlsj ' ,  of the whee! J, adjoining the pinion 
9, is fitted in a lever, K, the lower end of which is at
tached or pivoted to the frame A, and has a rod, L, at
tached to it. By this anangement 
the pinion, 9, may be thrown ont of 
gear with the pinion, h, when de-
sired. 

At the bottom of the seed-box, F, 
and to each side of its front part, a 
stationary horizontal brush, f, is at
tached, between which the teeth or 
rods, e, of the wheel, J, pa6S as it 
rotates;, and to each side of the seed
box F, an adjustable or sliding plate 
is fitted, each plate exteniling a trifle 
below the bottom of the seed-box; 
and adjusted higher or lower as may 
be desired by means of arms and a 
screw and nut. 

The sides of the hopper are placed 
in inclined positions, so that, by 
adjusting the plates higher or lower, 
the discharge-orifice of the seed-box 
may 'be enlarged as occasion may 
require. 

The operation is as follows : 
The cotton-seed t o  b e  planted is 
planted is placed in the seed-box, F, 
and as the machine is drawn along 
the wheel, J, is rotated by the 

gearing, q h, and the teeth or rods, e, will draw the 
seed, which .are covered with lint precisely the same as 
they came from the gin, from the box, the discharge of 
the seed being regulated by adjusting the plates so as to 
enlarge or contract the space between them. As the 
teeth or rods, e, pass upward between the brushes the 
latter strip the seed from them, as the . lint causes the 
se()d to adhere to the teeth or rods. The tangential po
sition of the rods or teeth favors the action of the 
brushes on the stripping of the seed from the teeth or 
rods. 

The shar(), D, w)).e\3)8, ct, harrow�t��th, c, and roller, 
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H, perform their usual offices, viz : the';wheels, ct, regu
lating the depth of the furrow, the share, D, opening 
the furrow, the teeth, c, covering the seed, and the 
roller, H, pressing the earth upon it. 

The ; difficulty attending the planting of cotton-seed 
by a machine has been owing to thQ lint which is at
tached to the seed and which the gin does not remove. 
The lint causes the seed to adhere together and prevents 
a free discharge of it ; but by this invention this diffi
culty is obviated. 

.Jj rt"t;. .2 

GARRETT'S COTTON SEED.PLANTER. 

The invention is by Charles C. Garrett, of Spring 
Hill, Ala., 'and he has «rranged it in� such: a manner 
that it can be transformed into a corn-planter with very 
little trouble. The patent is dated March 8, 1859, and 
the invento(will be happy to give any further informa
tion upon being addressed as above. 

BURNHAM'S TURBINE . WHEEL. 

IMPROVED TURBINE WHEEL. 
When M. Jonval iuvented his turbine wheel and it 

was introduced into this country, it was manifestly a 
great improvement, and secured, after repeated trials, 
its general adoption over the turbines which, till then, 
had beeu in use. "Ve have now to introduce our readers 
to an improvement on the Jonval wheel, invented by N. 
F. Burnham, of York, Pa., and patented by him Feb. 
22, 1859. The improvement consists in new guides or 
chutes to conduct the water from the forebay to the 
movuble or turbine wheel, and a concave hub to which 
the buckets are bolted, and a new shaped bucket that 

fits the concave hub, and is straight from the top 
downwards two-thirds its depth, and the other third is 
curved in spiral form to suit the velocity of the water. 

In this improvement the water is .admitted to the 
wheel at four distinct apertures that are closed or opened 
to admit any quantity of water by the gates, J, attached 
to the square, H, that can be raised or lowered by the 
suspending rods, L L. All these palts are seen in Fig. 
1, which represents the wheel entirely ready for use. 
A is a cross made of cast-iron and secured to the curb by 

four large screw bolts, so 
that it can be raised or 
.lowered as the case may re
quire. B is a circle cast 
on the cross, and has four 
set screws to center the step 
accurately. C is a cast step
box, w hieh holds the step. 
A curb is cast fast to the 
chutes, and is turned out at 
the bottom so the wheel fits 
closely to it. G G are the 
side of the chutes, which 
are ma:de of boiler-iron, and 
fits thQ groove in the curb 
plate. . I is the top cap that 
COTers the wheel, and is 
bolted fast to the top chute 

plate. Fig. 2 .  shows the 
wheel. K is the shaft, Q 
the concave hub, and R R 
are the buckets. The step 
is of hard wood and re
quires no oiling. To give 
an idea of its value we 

cannot do better than quote 
from a letter sent to the 
inventor by some persons 
\vho are using it :- "The 
wheel is six feet in di
ameter under a six-foot 

head and face of water ; it drives two pair of five
feet corn stone�, and one pair of wheels easily 
burrs and grinds seven bushels of corn per hour to 
each pair of stones, the wheel discharging only 400 

inches of water. This wheel replaced a breast wheel 
18 feet wide and 20 feet in diameter, which drove only 

one pair of stones and took two
thirds more water than the turbine."  
The foregoing i s  a testimonial that 
will be appreciated by all mill-own
ers ; and when the wheels, as in thIS 
case, do much more than they are 

guaranteed, they cannot fail to give 
satisfaction. 

The inventor will be happy to give 
any further information upon being 
ad(lressed as above. 

FRENCH ZINC DRYER.-Guyne

mer has patented a siccative for 
zinc paints, consisting of one part of 
pure sulphate of manganese, one of 
acetate of manganese, one of cal
cined sulphate, and ninety-seven of 
oxyd of zinc, rubbed into a very 
fine powder. This dryer is added 
to the paint in the proportion of one 

or one-half of one per cent, or there
abouts. 

PROCESS OF SILVERING BY CIT
RATEs.-A new method for speedily 
covering articles with a coat of silver 

has been described by Mr. Masse in the Technologiste for 
January. Carbonate of magnesIa is added to a suffi
cient qnantity of citric acid dissolved in water, and when 
effervescence has ceased the same quantlty of citric acid 
again. This solution is supercsatnrated with ammonia. 
The solution should be strong enough to dissolve 100 
grammes of freshly-prepared oxyd of silver in the litre, 
to which are added three litres of water, and the mix
ture digested at a low heat to remove the excess of am
monia. After adding the twofold volume of water the 
liquid is ready for use, but 8h�m\C! � �r�t k.ept for 24: 
hours. 
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THE FATHERS OF PHILOSOPHY-IV. 

ERTAINLY as some of 
';;;;;;;;����:::;:iIIII"' " the early classic authors 

make the statement, and 
pertinaciously as many of 
their commentators en
deavor t o  enforce t h e  
mann\lr in which Pytha
goras discovered or made 
the octave in music, we 
must be allowed to doubt 
the story j but as it is a 

good one we will tell it. " Pythagoras, while one day 
meditating on the want of some rule to guide the 
ear, analogous to what had been done to help 
the other senses, chanced to pass by a blacksmith's 
shop, and observing that the hammel'S, 'which were 
four in number, sounded Tery harmoniously, he had 
them weighed, and found them to be in the pro
portion of the numbers 6, 8, 9, , 12. Upon this he sus-, . pended four stringa of equal length and thickness, fast
ened weights to each of them respectively, in the above
mentioned proportions, and found that they gave the 
same sounds as the hammers had done, viz : the fourth, 
fifth and octave of the gravest tone. " This last did 
not make part of the musical system before j for the 
Greeks had gone no further than the heptachord, or 
seven strings, until that' time. The frontispiece to a very 
celebrated history of music represents the Samian sage 
busy at work weighing the hammers. Notwithstanding 
that the hammers and anvils have been " swallowed " 
by some very great men; with an ostrich-like digestion, 
upon experiment it appeared that different hammers 
would no more produce different sounds on the same 
anvil than bows or clappers of different sizes will from 
the saIna stl'ing or bell. Galileo showed by experiment 
the fallacy of the whole story. 

. 

But though Pythagoras has been robbed of the honor 
of di�covenng musical ratios by accident, he has been 
given the still greater glory of discovering it by medita
tion and design, and there is no doubt that he dld dis
cover the harmonical canun or mono-chord, which was 
an instrument of one string well stretched on two bridges 
with a movable bridge in the center j and in applying 
this at various points of the line the sounds were found 
to be in the same proportion to one another as werc the 
divisions of the line cut by the bricilge. The common 
" hurdy-gurdy " is a similar instrument. It was by this 

, invention that music took its rank among the sciences, 
as capable of being equally as well expressed in num
bers or symbols as in sound. 

He also added au eighth string to the lyre, which, as 
we have before stated, had previously had but seven. It 
is said by the writers of his life that the Samian sage re
garded music as something divine, and that it had such 
a po .\ er over the human affections that he ordered his 
disciples to be lulled to sleep every evening and awak
ened every morning by the sweetest sounds. He pre
ferred stringed Instruments to the flute, because the per
former could cOllvey instruction to the Dlind while play
ing it, by accoDlpanying it with the voice. 

As a geometriCIan he was a distinguished man, and 
had studied astronol)'lY while in Egypt. All his know
ledge on these subjects he gave to his more exclusive 
followers, who wefe !)alle4 " ' Uathematicians, "  and who 
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were permitted to take notes of the lectures in writing, 
and to propose questions and make remarks on the sub
'ect of the discourse. Others of his followers he in
structed in morals, social economy and politics j and he 
sent them into the cities of Greece to instruct the peo
ple in the principles of government, and to assist them 
in framing laws for the common good. He discovered 
the following theorems in geometry : that the interior 
angles of every triangle are together equal to two right 
angles j that the only polygons which will fill up a space 
about about a given point are the equilateral triangle, 
the square, and the hexagon j the first to be taken six 
times, the second four times, and the third three times j 
and that, in rectangular triangles, the square of the side 
that sub tends the right angle is equal to the two squares 
of the sides which contain the right angle. 

From his astronomical doctrine it has been inferred 
that Pythagoras was really the first person who was in 
possession of the true idea of the solar system which was 
revived by Copernicus and and fully established by New
ton. His theological ideas were a wondrous mixture of 
reverence for a pure and holy Great First Cause or Es
sence, and a mass of symbolic superstition which he had 
not either the courage or knowledge to cast away. 

In conclusion, it may be asbd, " What good did Py
thagoras do to the world ?" He taught the value of 
numbers, promulgated an improved astronomy, intro
duced music as an ornament and necessity to civilized 
life, and lastly, told the people that to be a great man 
required goodness, and that there were no philosophers 
who were not virtuous. He and his followers were pat
terns of temperance, soberness, wisdom and chastity j 
and his voice was ever elevated in the cause of human 
freedom and of manhood' s rights. In short, he was an 
Example for the Ages. 

- '., .-
EXPERIMENTS WITH SCREW PROPELLERS. 

A series of trials with screw propellers lately ' con
cluded in England are the most important that have 
taken place since the introduction of the screw for im
pelling steamships. The trials were undertaken to test 
the relative qualities of the common screw" with Grif
fith's propeller, which was iu.tstrated on page 352, Vol. 
XII. , SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. Experiments had been 
made in 1853, having the same specific objects in view, 
but they were not so complete, especially as it related to 
the vibration and steering of the vessels. The common 
screw used by the British Admiralty consists of a sixth 
part of the whole helix j Griffith's propeller has a spher
ical central base, one�third the diameter of the screw, 
with the blades made tapering. The driving surface of 
the former is at the extreme ends of the blades j that 0_ 
the latter lies towards the center, nearest the sphere. 

The first trial was with a common screw, which had 
a, diameter of 18 feet j the speed obtained was 11, 823 
knots per hour. Qua second trial, with its diameter 'increased to 20 feet, the speed was ' 11, 826 knots, but 
there was a great increase of vibration. The leading 
corner of each blade was now cut off, and on the third 
trial, with this change, a speed of. 111, 032 knots was ob
tained. Both corners of the blades were now cut off, 
and a fourth trial made j but even with a greater number 
of revolutions, less speed-12, 012 knots-was secured. 
The highest speed was, therefore, achieved with the lead_ 
ing corner of the screw cut oft. With a Griffith's  pro
peller of 20 feet diameter and 32 feet pitch, the first 
trial gave 11 ,981 knots per hour j on a second trial, 
with an alteration of pitch to 26 feet five inches, a speed 
of 12, 269 knots was the result j on a third trial, with a 
still further reduced pitch and 43! revolutions per min
ute, there was much less vibration than on former trials, 
but the speed was only 12, 158 knots. ' 

It was found during these trials that the leading edge 
of the screw is the part which affects the steering of a 
vessel most, and causes the greater part of the vibratory 
acion. It was also demonstrated that an increased di
ameter of the common screw was better than an in
creased pitch to reduce the speed of the engines, with an 
augmented speed in the vessel, but it had the effect 0 
promoting the vibration, which is an evil to be 
avoided if possible. By increasing the diameter of the 
Griffiths' propeller additional , vibration was not experi
enced, because its chief acting surface is not at the ex
tremities of the blades. These experiments seem to 
have established the fact, that a propeller having a 
sphere at its central portion, combined with tapering 
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blades, gives better results with less power than the com
mon screw propellel . 

A paper was recently read before *e United Service 
Institution, in London, by James Reddie, Esq.,  on flexi
ble screw blades, in which he stated that several success
ful experiments had j ust been made with a propeller 
which had wrought iron tapering blades, somewhat flex
ible in their character, and his object was to point out 
the advantages of such propellers. Our own attention 
has been several times directed to such devices, because 
they are the very agencies which have been provided by 
nature for the swift-moving tenants of the sea. Thus, 
if we examine the shape which the propeller (tail) of a 
swift fish assumes as it moves through the water, it will 
be observed to describe the figure 8, the one flexiblc lob" 
bending to the one side and thence to the other altern ' 
ately, describing a helix, and acting efficiently durin .. 
the whole length of the sculling stroke. Now why n'�t 
imitate nature in ShIpS, by the use of a flexible propellc!', 
and a vibratory instead of a rotary motion ? Amo) � 
the earliest propellers that were tried was the duck's-fo. t 
reciprocating paddle of the Earl of Stanhope j but it w,,� 
not a scientific device, because it only acted efficiently 
during the forward thrusting motion, and required to bo 
collapsed on the teturn of the stroke. Could a propeller 
be constructed and operated like that of the swiftest 
fishes, it might or it might not be superior to all others. 
A ship is not a fish; and the same device to propel thc 
one may not be so well adapted to propel the other. 
We advance this idea because it seems to have been 
overlooked by most persons who have treated and who' 
now treat this subject. This is a most important ques
tion to our shipping merchants, because foreign screw 
steamers have recently taken away a vast amount of 
their business. Every improvement suggested for pro
pelling vessels should engage their earnest attention j at 
the same time, we must tell them that it is not from 
mere speculation, but reflection and experiment, that 
most improvements result. . ,  .. -

CHEAP SEWING MACHINES WANTED IN 
GERMANY. 

The �overnment of Wirtemburg writes to u� (through 
M. Steiribeis, the Manager of the Board of Trade and 
Commeree at Stuttgart) as follows : 

MESSRS. MUNN & Co. : -On page 193, Vol. XIV. , 
SCIENTIFIC AMERI(lAN, there is an interesting article on 
" Sewing Machines, " setting forth the immense number 
of these machines which are manufactured annually by 
various houses in the United States. 

We are already in possession of sewing machines of 
the larger and more expensive kind, but of the smaller, 
at the price from $5 upwards (of which mention is 
made In the said article), we have as yet- not seen any 
specimens. We would therefore be much obliged to you 
if you would have the kindness to send us the address 
of such American houses as chiefly manufacture small 
and low_priced (though perfectly well-working) sewing 
machines, and to also add their prlce.lists, a.s well as the 
price-lists of the large machines, both of which lists un
doubtedly explain the size, power and other particulars 
of the machines and their use. It would, without doubt, 
be in our power to recommend those articles in this as 
well as in other countries of Germany, and to prOOul'\l 
some orders for your friends or to the branch establish. 
ments which they may possess in Europe. 

Signed (for the Board of Trade and 
the Kingdom of Wirtemhurg) : 

Stuttgart, June 23, 1859. 

Commerce of 
SrEPl13EI3. 

rWe would suggest to our sewing machine makers that 
the opening here presented for introducing their machines 
into Germany seems to be a finorable one i and we 
would advise them to correspond with M. Steinbeis 
(addressing him at Stuttgart, Kingdom of Wirtemburg), 
and to send him their pamphlets of descriptions of their 
machines. 

THE STEREOSCOPE AND FORGED NOTES.-A cotem" 
porary states, that b:f means of the stereoscope, forgery 
can be readily detected in the case of bank-notes. If 
two accurately identical copies of ordinary print pe plaoed 
side by sidc in the stereoscope they will not offer any 
unusual appearance j but if their be any, the $lightest dif
ference, that difference will at once be made manifest by 
the elevation into relief, or the reverse, of the corres
ponding space above the adjoining marks1 and by this 
simple process'a. forged bank-note can at once be detected. 
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A NEW MODE O F  SHORING. 
Mr. Charles Geoghegan, the architect to the Royal 

Bank of Dublin (Ireland), has introduced an entirely 
new method of shoring, which will be of great value in 
this country where we so often change the location of 
our buildings or alter them in various ways. The 'inten
tion was to remove a mass of brickwork from the base 
and support the superincumbent 200 tuns on wrought
iron beams and suitable pillars. This (as any architect 
or engineer will at once perceive) would, by the old 
method, hav!! required a great amount of shoring, and 
would have been attended with no little risk ; but by the 
adoption of this new system it was quickly achieved, and 
the cost of shoring eight walls was only $310 instead of 
$900, which would have been the expense by the old 
method. Holes were made in the wall and wrougl}t-

irou squares, bolted together anq made of " T "  and 
angle iron, were inserted, and through these the beam 
was placed, as seen in out' tngraving ; the rcmainder of 
the brickwork was then taken away and the beam placed 
in its position, and the wall built down to it. After this 
had " settled, " the squares were unbolted and with
drawn and the brickwork below gradually removed to 
admit  the columns ; these, when placed, supported the 
beam and allowed of more brickwork being removed, 

until all thc columns were placed and secured, and the 
whole was successfully performed without any accident 
or failure. The beam itself was cellular, and had flanges 
projecting from it to give sufficient breadth to support 
the brkkwork above. 

- .' - . 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE AD

V ANCEMENT OF SCIENCE. 
The Annual Convention of this Association is to be 

held this year at Springfield, Mass. ,  and will commence 
on the 3rd. of next month. It is expected that there will 
be a very large gathering of the s(tvants from all parts of 
our continent, and that a very great n"umber of papers on 
different subjects will be read and discussed ; we hope 
they will be valuable. The programme so far as decided 
on, is as follows : -On Wednesday, August 3rd. , after 
an opening prayer, Mayor Calhoun will deliver an ad
dress of welcome, to which Professor Stephen Alexander 
will respond. After transacting general business, the 
association will divide into sections for the reading and 
discusssion of papers. In the evening, the members will 
be invited to entertainments at private houses. On 
Thursday evening, an entertainment will be given at the 
City Hall, under the auspices of a managing board of 
ladies. On Friday evening, Professor- Caswell, of Brown' 

University, who was the acting president of the last 
meeting, will deliver an address at the City Hall. On 
Saturday afternoon, an excursion will be made to Am-
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herst, when the members will examine the mineralogical 
and other collections, and partake of a collation proffer
ed by the college authorities and citizens. The people of 
Springfield are making extensive prcparations for their 
guests, anu a " grand time " lS expected. 

---------.. -��-----

THE COLLINS STEAMERS. 

This once famous line of steamers, after having been 
lying in our docks idle for more than a year past, has (it 
is reported) been sold to the Pacific Mail and Panama 
Railroad Company for the sum of $1, 000, 000. This 
is actually less than the cost of one of the steamers 
(the A driatic), and the loss must be \'ery heavy to the 
owners. 'When the special government grant for carry
ing the Atlantic mail was rescinded, thcse steamers 

were unable to rnn-and clear their expenses ; hence they 

were laid up in their docks. 
At one period,�this line bore a high reputation, and 

cout'mded for the mastery of the seas with the famous 
" Cunarders. " In the long struggle the latter were suc
cessful because they�ere sustained by their own gov
ernment ; and at the same time they were alio more 
ably managed. The Collins Company lost two of their 
best vessels-the Pacific, which went to sea and never 
was heard of afterwards, and the A I'etic, the tragic fate 

of which will never be forgotten. There are t!n'ee ves
sels left ; and, of these, the Adriatic, which was intended 
to b3 the swiftest steamer in the world, has only made 
one complete voyage across the Atlantic ocean. 

FRENCH FIELD TEI,EGRAPII.-A war correspondent ot 
the London Grobe, writing from Brescia on the 24th 
J nne, reports that the remarkable precision and unity of 
the French evolutions were accomplished by aides-de
camp. From each corps, once in a position, a horseman 
rode off to the next division unrolling on his rapid course 
a light wire, which was quickly attached to a field 
apparatus ; and the process was repeated all along 
the French line of twelve miles. Hence the movement 
of tho whole army was known and regulated like clock
work, " from dawn to dewy eve, " on that decisive day. 
This anangement had been planned in Paris, and a sup
ply of gutta-percha-covered metal thread forwarded with 
secrecy and dispatch. Beside� this field telegraph, a fly
ing telegraph corps are spread over the whole country be
hind the allies, to communicate with all parts of the 
country and the capitals of France and PIedmont. We 
have been informed that the Austrians use a 5imilar field 
telegraph and in this respect are on equal terms with the 
French. We know that such a flying telegraph was 
made part of the drill in Austria several years ago, when 
the army was out on review. 

" 

= 
STARCH IN FLOATING DUST.-M. Pouchet, a Euro

pean savant, has found that the dust floating in the air 
contains th(l deu'itus of the mineral constituents of the 
globe, atoms of animals and plants, and the finest 
debris of all the matters we make use of. 'Vheat-starch 
is invariably found in the dust, whether old or recent. 
Surprised at the quantity of it present among the aerial 
eorpuscles, M. Pouchet investigated the dust of all ages 
and of every locality, and everywhere he found this 
wheat-starch presented. He says : " I  have found the 
starch in the most inaccessible corners of olel Gothic 
churches, mixed with dllst blackened by six or eight cen

tmies of existence ; I have founel it  in the palaces and 

caves of the Thebaid, where it may have dated from the 
time of the Pharaohs ! I have found it  in the tympanic 
cavity of the tympanum of a mummified dog, which I 
discovered in a subterranean temple of Upper Egypt. In 

all COtllltries where wheat forms the staple of food, starch 
ttlways penetrates into the dust, and is met with in greater 
or leso quantities. Hence, therefore, the corpuscles of 
which we havc heard so much are granules of starch and 
sllicR." Twice only in a thousand experiments has lIi. 
Ponchet observed the large ova of inthsoria in the atmo
spheric dnst. 

--_.------....... ..-,...-......-.--------
ALLOYS OF ALmuNmr.--Several of our jeweler5 and 

others havc lately been endeavoring to make alloys with 
aluminum and other metals, and with very poor success. 
As a consequence we have be0n frequently interrogated 
on the subject, for the purpose of pointing out where the 
difficulty of formin.: such alloys lay, and how to remedy 
the evil, ifit were possible. A patent lately taken out in 
England, by E. L. Benze.ll , of Sheffield, will perhaps 
throw all the necessary light on this subj ect that is re

quired. He makes alloys of aluminum or its oxyd and 
other metals by means of carbon in the presence of the 
metals : thus, he places an ounce of aluminum and an 
ounce of copper or iron (or any metal electro-positive to 
aluminum) in a crucible mixed with about half an ounce 
of carbon in the form of powder, when they are placed in 
a fnrnace and submitted to reduction by a suitable heat 
applied for this purpose. The metals are stirred gently 
while in a state of fusion until their intimate union is 
effected. 

- le. _ 

(iMPORTANT BIBLICAL DISCOVERY. -Professor Tis
chendorf, who was sent by the Russian government on a 
journey of scientific exploration, in a letter from Cairo, 
dated the 15th of March, states that he has - succeeded in 
making some valuable discoveries relative to the Bible, 
the most important of which is a MS. of the Holy Scrip
tures, of the fourth century, probably as old as the Vati
can Manuscript, which hitherto maintained the first rank. 
In 346 beautifully fine parchment leaves (of such size 
that only two can have been cut out of one skin) it con
tains the greatest part of the Prophets, the Psalms, the 
Book of Job, the Book of Jesus Sirach, the Proverbs, the 
Song of Solonion, and several of the Apocryphal Books 
of the Old Testament, and the whole of the New Testa-
me� 

------___ .. � .• �. 4. __ -------

METALLIC WATER-PIPEs.--The Hartford Times tells 
us that a Mr. Gilfillan, plumber, has shown them foul' 
kinds of water-pipes, which have lately been taken 
from the ground, viz. : 1. Iron pipes, It inch, has been 
used nearly three years, and is so choked with rust as to 
impede the flow of water. '.rhree-fourths of the aperture 
is filled with rust . 2. Zinc pipe, ! inch, has been used 
five months, and the outside shows decided marks of decav: 
lllside clear. It could not, evident.!y, have lasted ma�y 
years. 3. Lead pipes, heavy 1 inch, has been used 
for fifteen years : perfectly clear lind no decav. 4 .  
Lead pipe, light ! inch, has been used ten years " clear 
and no decay. 

--------......... ..---
STREET ENGINEs . -The inhabitants of Liyerpool 

(England) were recently somewhat astonished at the 
presence of one of Boydells' common-road engines in 
their streets ; the engine drawing eleven wagons and 
moving at the rate of eleven miles per hour. It had 
been built at Manchester, and was under the perfect 
control of the driver in turning the corners of streets and 
in being suddenly stopped. It seemed to give complete 
satisfaction in regard to its powers and management, 
and it was hoped it could be employed in drawing heavy 
loads on the docks. 
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MINERAL OILS. 
The manufactures of coal-oils have increased with such 

rapidity that their development appears to be somethiug 
like a phenomenon. About ten years ago, nearly all the 
oils that were employ�d in artificial illumination, were 
obtained from monsters of " the great deep ; "  and our 
hardy whalemen had made the distant Pacific ocean and 
the Frozen seas of the North their aquatic hunting 
greund,. But with every recurring year their dangers 
seemed to increase, while their products as manifestly 
decreased, and the supply was becomiug so limited that 
general apprehensions were excited as to obtaining a suf
fiCient quantity h'om any other sourC3 .  It is true that 
oils from oleaginous seeds, resin and the fat of domestic 
animals were well known and to a limited extent nsed ; 
and although it was tho.ught by some persons that they 
might b3 increased to a boundless extent, the feeling 
was predominant that unless some new discovery wa,� 
made, a deficiency of oil wouhl·certainly be felt. It was 
at this juncture that a discovery was announced which met 
the public requirements, and which, for novelty and use
fulness, has few if any equals. This invention was noth
ing less than producing oil from bottled-up sunlight-the 
distillation of it from the submerged forests of former 
ages, which, in the shape of coal, had been buried in the 
bosom of the earth for thousands of years. The light of 
the sun was necessary for the antediluvian coal-vegeta
tion to condense carbon and hydrogen ; hence 
it is truly this absorbed light of ancient days which now 
gives forth its cheering beams from our coal-oil lamps ! 

The first account which we have of this oil, 
is contained in the patent of J. Young, published on 
page 1 86, Vol. XIV.,  SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN ; and 
although it has been said, that such oils were previously 
known, we have searched in vain for a record of the 
fact. It is now only nine years since this discovery was 
made known to the world, and at that time (1 850), not 
a pint of the oil had been manufactured III our country, 
nor was there any made for four years afterwards, so far 
as we have been able to learn. What is the fact now ? 
More oils are made from coals in one week, in our coun
try, than ever was obtained by our whale-fishers in the 
best year's fishing they ever enjoyed. At present there 
are large oil manufactories in the cannel-coal districts of 
Virginia, Kentucky and Ohio, and a great quantity is 
now made in the neighborhood of this city. The oldest 
factory of this character in this region, is the kerosene
works near the ea._tern district of Brooklyn, on Long 
Island. It is certainly a wonderful place, both on ac
count of the �riginal method of distilling the coals, and 
the vast extent of the premises. Three years ago, a few 
pounds of coal, according to the common methods, were 
here distilled in the old fashioned retorts, now there have 
been erected several rows of retorts, each of which con
tains 25 tuns of coal and this amount is worked off as 
a regular charge at one operation. The principle of 
action �mbraced in these retorts is totally different from 
all others ; it is exactly the same as that of smoking a 
pipe of tobacco, and on this account it is called the 
" meersehaum."  Each of these retorts is built of brick, 
in the form of a huge pipe-bowl and when the coal is 
packed in, the fire iil kindled on the top with anthracite. 
The draft of the heated products down through the coal 
is effected by steam power, and the oil vapors that 
are carried off below are condensed into crude-oil 
and pass from a conducting pIpe into It tank. The pro
cess is a strange one indeed ; here steam is applied to a 
new purpose certainly-that of ,' , smoker " on a grand 

" scale for the production of oil for our lamps. The oper
ations are under perfect regulation to prevent ' the cannel 
coal nndergoing combustion. At these works there is 
one of such retorts now in the course of erection, which 
will be able to smoke 100 tuns of coal at one operation 
and there is no reason that can be urged against applying 
the principle on a still larger scale, By the middle ot 
next September an'angements will be completed for mak
ing 5000 gallons of kerosene-oil per day at these works 
or over 1 , 500, 000 gallons per annum ; and from this 
single fact the public will be able to form wme idea of 
our great and growing oil manufacture. 

--------.. ' -
A SELF-SUPPORTING BRACKET. 

Every one knows how the principle of atmospheric 
pressure is illustrated by a toy called a sucker, which the 

boys make with a piece of wet leather and a string passed 

throll!!:h the center. The principle has just been applied, 
in an analogous manner, as a means of fixing a piece of 
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metal i n  a moment t o  a wall o r  ceiling, o r  the glass of a I t  i �  composed o f  iron and was built by Messrs. R. 
window. " Lavater's Patent Pneumatic Bracket " is a Stephenson & Co. , of �ewcastle, England. 
short brass tube, having at one end sockets in which may PRICES OF FOREIGN METALS, JULY 1 -
be inserted any light fmme branches or hooks, and ter- £ s. d. £ s. d. 
minating at the other extremity in a trumpet-like expan- Stc�in�;�ro�h�fl�t���': � � � 
sion, which is covered with a disk of india-rubber. In ���r:�h"::i.: : : : : : : : :  1� � 8g 

Swedish steel, In faggot 21 00 00 
Cop!,,!r in tile . . . . . . . . . . 107 10 00 
Bnti.h pig lead . . . .  , . . .  22 1. 00 
Tin, block. . . . . . . . .  . . . . 129 00 00 

the center of the disk is attached a smaller one of metal, Round nail rod. . . . . . .  8 00 00 
Square nail rod . .  . .  . . .  9 00 00 

which can be drawn within the tube by a screw proceed- Hoop iron. . . . . . . . .  . . .  9 00 00 

Bar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ISO 00 00 
Banca, . . . . . . .  '. . . . . . . . 134 00 00 

Wclsli iron railE!. . . . . . . .  5 15 00 ing from a cap that fits over the smaller end of the tube. Stafford.hire pig-iron . . .  g 1� � When the screw is relaxed, the india-rubber disk is flat. �:��s�f,:ot:.��: : : : : : : : : :  13 00 00  
Apply it then to the wall, after moistening it with the Swedi.h steel. . . . . . . . . . .  20 10 00 

Plates (jler box) . .  . . . .. 1 19 00 
Spelter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 00 00 

Zinc, In sheets . . . . . . . . - 28 10 00 
Copper sheathing, per Ib 00 1 00  
Br .... .  heathing. . . .  . . . .  00 00 10 

English tin was more enquired after since our last, breath, turn the screw, and the metallic disk, carrying and lead was in good demand ; the demand for tin plates the india-rubber with it, recedes from the wall, and thus fOr America was much improved, but there were very causes a vacuum capable of sustaining a weight in pro-
few orders for rails. portion to the area of the trumpet-like expansion. The 

bracket may be· detached in a moment, and, it is said, Orders for the best qualities of malleable iron, from 
America, are very good at present ; boiler-plates, sheet will leave no mark behind it. By means similar to this, 
bars, and hoops are in greatest request. any number of brass rods may be secured to a window to , , . . . . . 

I Id 1· I t t' I Th" ' d t b E l' h . • Ihe French Iron trade IS JU a very depressed conditIon ; 
10 Ig I ar IC es. IS IS sm o e an ng IS mven- . . . d . 

f h L d B ''-1 Th the prices III markets are statcd to be lower than tM tlOn an we copy It rom t e on on m",er. e .  . . . . . .. . , 
first cost of makmg the metal. ThiS depreCIatIOn III 

idev., however, is American, as the accompanying 
engraving will show. A is a disk of i'ubber with a han
dle of wood, B, the whole forming a most convenient 
little article to have upon the table, as with it drawers 
without handles can be opened by simply pressing it 
against the drawer, and then pulling the . drawer open. 
This little device has been in use here for some years, 
and it prevents the tearing of clothes, knocking of knee s 
and other inconveniences that arise from the handles 0 
drawers. 

the prices is attributed to the war in which France is in
gaged with Austria. 

For these commercial statistics we , ,indebted to the 
London Enginee" and Mechanics' Magaz r eo 

• 
New York' Markets. 

CoAL-Foreign cannel, $8 ; Anthracite, from $4.1i{), $4.70, to $5. 
COTTON.-The markct has been quiet, with a full of one·fonrlh of " 

cent from last week's prices. Good ordinary Upland, }"lorida arid 
Mobile, 10,1,(c.; Texas, 10)(c. Middling fair from $12%c. t<> 13'1\'c. 

COITER.-Lake Superior ingots at 21c. per lb. for cash. Copper 
bolts, 3Oc. Sheathing, 26c. 

FWUR.-Genesee extra brande, $6.75 a $8.75 ; Ohio choice, $7.70 a 
$8 ; common brands from $5 up to $6. 70. 

lIEMP.-American undressed, · $140 a $1:>0 ; dressed from $190 " 
$210. Jute, $95 a $90. Italian scarce. Russian clean, $210 a $215. 
Manilla 6%c. a 6Y.c. per lb. 

IUON.-Anthracite pig, $21, $22 and $23 per tun ; Swedish bar, 
$85 a $86, and English refined, $52.50 a $54.50. Russian sheet, first 
quality, lOY. a liMe. per lb. 

LVAD.-Galeaa, $5.75 per 100 lb •. ; German and English refined, 
$5.70. 

LEATHER.-Oak slaughter, light, 34c. a 360. per lb.; Oak, heavy, 33c. 
a 3.'}c.; Oak, crop, 4Oc. a 42c. ; If.mlock, middle, 25c)(. a 26)(e.; 
Hemlock, light, 25e. a 25)<;0.; Hemlock, heM'y, 23)(c. a 34)oC; Pat
ent enameled, 16c. a 17c. per foot, light. SheeP'! morocco finish, 
$7.1i{) a $8.50 per dozen. But a moderate business in oak and hem 

FOREIGN SUMMAttY''-ME'I'AUS AND MARKETS. 
• 

lock. . , " 
NAUJ!.�ut Me quiet but st<lady a� 3Xfc. a 33.i:c. per lb.' American 

' CllilCIH�ll:l1l:ioi., l\S ,,-anted, at Uc. a 6C. ; " """Oughtforeign, '3c. a 3)(c.; 
Ameri��borse8boe, 15c. a 20c. 

' 

A huge new iron war-ship, called a " war steam-ram," 
is  now being constructed by the British Admirality. Its 
length will be 380 feet, breadth 58 ; capacity 9000 tnns ; 
and its propelling power will be sufficient to drive her at 
the rate of 16 knots per hour. She is to be built of teak 
wood covered with iron plates 4� inches thick, and the 
armament is to be 35 large Armstrong rifled guns, each 
having a range of six miles. ' It is intended, not only to 
blow other ships to pieces, but to run them down by its , 
superior momentum.. Its cost will be $1 , 600, 000. May 
it never be required for the purposes that have led to its 
construction, is our humble wish 

The Great }<Jastern-once the Leviathan-is being rapid
ly pushed forward towards completion. '1'h" decks are now 
planked from end to end, three of the masts are up, the 
machinery is in, and the funnels erected. The grand 
saloon is in a very forward state, and, one of the cabins 
has been finished. This completed department is what 
is called a -" family cabin " containing bed-room, sitting
room and dressing-room, all of them lofty and well ven
tilated, and possessing a much greater number of con
veniences than could be found in a similar suite on shore. 
The other cabins are also in an exceedingly forward 
state, and as an immense number of men are kept inces
santly at work, there is every prospect of the ship being 
ready for her trial trip on the 4th of next month. If 
that trip is successful, she will soon afterwards cross the 
Atlantic. Her immense proportions now fill the eye more 
fully, and by the side of other first-class ships in the 
Thames, she appears almost like a .mountain among 
mole-hills. 

There are 2, 046 cotton factories in England, of which 
1 , 480 are in Lancanshire ; Manchester being the me
tropolis of this business. '1'he cotton manufacture of 
Scotland is confined to two connties-Lanarkshire and 
Renfrewshire, and it has been nearly stationary for the 
past two years ; in Ireland, where it is confined to An
trim, it has lately fallen off, but in England it has greatly 
extended. 

A railroad bridge of great strength and beauty, which 
has been two years in course of construction over the 

Nile at Kaffr Azzeya, (Egypt), has just been completed. 

OIJJl.-Llnseed 011, 61c. a 62c. per gallon ; whale, bleached, 55c. a 
57c. a G3.; spenn, crude, $1.30, $Ul5, and $1.40 ; lard oll, 93c. a 94e.; 
refined r08LU, 30c. a 40c.; coal, refined, $1.12 a $1.25 ; camphene, 44c. 
a 46c. 

RESIN.-Common, $1.82)( per 310 Ibs. bbl.'; white, $2.75 It $4.50 per 
280 Ibs. 

STF.EL.-English Mgt, 14c. a IOc. per lb.; Gennan, 7c. .. 10c.; Am· 
erican spring, 00. a 5Mc.j American blister, 4"c. a 5Mc. 

TIN.-Banca, 31,.c. per lb. Plates per box, $7.12 It $9, :accordlng to 
qualitY-R decline from last week. 

ZINo.-Sheeh, at 7c. a 7"c. per lb. 
The foregoing rates indicate the state of the New York markets up 

to July H. 
The demand for cotton has somewhat improved, espe

cially for the higher qualities. 
The prices of flour are very irregular ; every arrival 

from Europe seems to denote a decline in prices. 
Refined copper is in but moderate reqnest. Lead is 

somewhat stifter. 
Mr. Charles Minot, formerly "�erintendent of the 

New York and Erie Railroad, having associated several 
gentlemen with him, has submitted a proposition to the 
company w!lich manages this railroad, to lease it for a 
tenn of ten years, agreeing to pay for it, $1 , 500, 000, the 
first year; $ 1 , 600, 000, the second, $1, 700, 000, the third, 
and so on with an annual increase for ten years. We 
hope this propOSition will meet with that attention whkh 
it deserves, as an entire change in the management of 
this railroad is imperatively demanded. 

The Mississippi Central Railroad which is 200 miles 
long, will soon be completed, and will then afford con
tinuous railroad communication between this city and 
New Orleans. It is stated that it will be built and 
equipped at a cost not exceeding $20, 000 per mile. If 
well managed this road should he one of the most profit
able in the Union. 

The Boston trade sales (alluded to by us in a former 
number) have commenced, and are being continued as 
we pen these lines. An immense crowd of buyers were 
present on the 14th inst. and 15, 000 packages of dry 
goods valued at 1, 500, 000, were sold. The bidding was 
spirited, and it is stated " the merchants appeared satis
fied."  On the same day 3000 cases of boots and shoes 
were disposed of, also a>g'reat qnantity of Horace Day's 
india-rubber goods. 
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ISSUED FROM THE UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 
FOR THE WEEK ENDING JULY 12, 1859. 

[Reported Officially for the SorENTIFIC AMEluCAN.] 

*.' Pamphlets giving full particulars of the mode of applying for 
patents, size of model required, and much other information use
ful to inventors, may be had gratis by addressing MUNN &: CO., 
Publishers of the SCIENTIFIO AMERWAN, New York. 

24, 708.-E. H. Angamar, of New Orleans, La. , for an 
Improvement in the Mode of Staying Piles for 
Wharves, Piers, &c. : 

� 1: claim, in combination with the piles, the frames, s s\,and s!eeves, 
a., and the braces, b, when made and arranged as or BU stantmlly as and for the purpose set forth. 
24, 709.-S. T. Bacon, of Boston, Mass. , for an Im-

provement in Locks : 

al!oC������n����tl��l�! ��[a�t�����b\��ngr ������'h�r �;li�: der, or both, substantially as and for the purpose specified. 
24, 710.-S. T. Bacon, of Boston, Mass. , for an Im-

provement in Bank and Safe Locks : 
I claim, first, Arresting and holding the tumbler in an an exact locked position. Second, PJ!leventing the displacement, of the tumbler, in the direc� tion of unlocking by means of pins� 1 1 1 1, in combination with the sliding bottom key.hole guard and the tenons. 
Third, Preventing the displacement of the tumbler at anti beyond 

�iih
l
r�;��lfu°d�����h:�u�bi�� a<td tlhee :ti!��r���r in combination 

Fourth� Preventing the displacement of the tumbler inwardly, by means of the collar in combinalion with the cylinder and the bolt of the lock. Fifth, Enlarging the piston holes throughout the lock for the purpose specified. Sixth, Enlarging the holes in both tumbler and cylinder, in each direction from the dividing line between them for the purpose specified. 
m�[:;

e
�;�J.e��')!"��cl��gp����7;���M��rd of two or more pieces of 

Eight.h, Making one 01' more chambers between the several parts of the key-hole guard; for the purpose specified. Ninth, Dividing the air.cha.mberj or chn.mbers, with one or more narrow ridge�, for the purpose speCIfied. 
24, 711 .-Joseph M. Batchelor, of Foxcroft, Maine, for 

an Improvement in Lamps : 
r claim the arrangement and combination of adjustable tube, B, 

:�:�:�ll:Y��kth�'e:trl��le�£Si����;;: :E��t"f�:tl;�' D J, and friction 
[The I:!tem of the button spindle has arranged on it in connection 

with the small spur-wheel usually employed for raislngt.he wick, It 
larger "jJUr-wheel gearing into a rack projecting from �!>e side of 
the wick tube, so that the wIck and tube can both be raised or lowered 
by turning the bottom spindle In exact relative distances to produce 
the proper amount of light:requlred.] 
24, 712.-John T. Bever, of Haynesville, Mo. , for an 

Improvement in Devices for Training Pea Vines : 
I claim the posts, B B, when forming a box M described, and com� bined with cords, g g, rope, f, and pegs, h h, the whole constructed and arrn:nged in_the manner and for the purposes eet forth� 

24, 713.-D. E. Bishop, of New York City, for an Im-
provement in Railroad Chairs : 

I claim the formation of u bridle, A, in the center of the continuous 
��J.e�cl�b�d�

ailroad cha.ir, constituting a new article of manufacture, 

24, 714 .-J. L. Booth, of Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, for an 
Improvement m Grain Separators :  

I clai-m the box, A, provided with an inclined bottom or flooring and adjusfable strips, or valves arranged to operate, substantially as and for the purpose set forth. 
[This invention relates to an auxiliary device to be applied to grain 

separators that separate grain by projecting It against the air, and is 
more el!pecially designed to be used in connection with a grain sell
arator that was patented by this Inventor, March 8, 1859. In this pat
ented machine the sound grain is separated from the light and in� 
ferior grain In consequence of projecting it by certain mechanism 
forcibly against the air ; the sound grain, by its superior gravity, 
being projected further than the light. The object of the present in
vention is to receive the grain, both the sound and Ught portions, as 
it is project.ed from the machine, and to more fully separate and to 
collectit Into distinct part" and to graduate the separation as may be 
required.] 
24, 715. -'-J. Borton, of Middlebourne, Ohio, for an Im-

provement in Hat Traps : 

aJd c��d; :��g�i���:���dof8t\�:f�iiftl�oi�' t�eD����er°a2d 19;'tI�� purpose set forth. 
24, 716. · -Chas. B. Bristol, of Naugatuck, Conn.,  for 

an Improved Combination of Flesh Fork and 
Skimmer : 

I claim, as a new article of manufacture, the combination of the fork and skimmer, when constructed, attached and fitted for use, substantially as described. 
�4, 717. -J. H. Butler and P. G. Van Houten, of Co

hocton, N. Y., for an Improved Mode of Operating 
Farm Gates : 

We claim actuating the traps, L L, by means of the weight, M, and cord, 0, arranged in combination with the level', F, or its equiva� ·���\h�or �¥�:�����,��O��
i�e���rb�a�

bstantiallY in the manner and 
We aPso claim the construction and operation of the double-acting latch, in combina,tion with an automatic gate for carriu,gcs, substan_ tially in the manner 8.nd for the lmrpose set forth. 

Q4, 718.-Ansel Cain, of Holyoke, Mass., for an Im-
provement in Walking Canes : 

th� �al��!�e dc����1�dti�,tJi ::; \��K1n�o����tfgr arl�e �����s�ds�� 
tfrt� 
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24, 719.--J. H. Case, of Lyons, N. Y. , for an Improve
ment in Hanging the Bodies of Vehicles : 

I claim the combination of the metallic springs with thorough braces, substantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth. 
I also claim the combination and arrangement. of the combined thorough braccs, a b, with the circular body, E, and supplementary spring, G, substantially as and for the purpose described. 

24, 720.--Matthew Chambers, of New York City, for an 
Improvement in Skirt Supporters : 

I claim combining with and securing to a corset-band extending in the rear, or in the rear and front downwards from the waist, to clasp the body around the hips of the . wearer, the framework of a skirt or 

�����l�hfr���t�i�/th:��b��I:,��fut::ti£IY;;o�s 3����f�ed�:dafO� ;�� purposes set forth. 
24, 721.-Denison Chesebro, of Syracuse, N. Y. , for an 

Improved Mode of Telegraphing from Railroad Cars 
while Moving :  

I claim the combination o f  a sufficient number o f  pendants, ar� ranged as described, and each having a movable vertical tongue, as described, and so constructed as to admlt of a t�f',graph wire being attached to each of them in the particular manner specified with the metallic pla.tesh wood scantlIng, or equivalent, and conducting inter� 
�t�l�l�'d� g;l�·�t�g !�Jl��!����: inrtl!�r��nC�!r �����d ���ntorCt�� purposes set forth 
24, 722 .-Wm. A. Clark, of Bethany, Conn. ,  for an 

Improved Device for :Fastenmg Cntters of Hollow 
Augers : 

Pl!t�
l,a!�:���, �,n!!� ieeg:ees', 1I:�u�����f:d��swj!�r\t�J��drt�r��: purposes set forth. '�i 

24, 723.-David Cook, of New Haven" Conn. , for an 
Improved Fruit Basket : 

I claim makIng a metal bound wooden fruit basket, either plain or ornamental, when constructed and fitted for use, substantially as described. 
24, 724.-John Davis, of New Bedford, Mass. ,  for an 

Improved Mode of Connecting the Ends of Railway 
Bars : 

I clabn, first, Connecting the rails of railroads in continuous chains with hinge joints in any practical mode. • Second� I claim securing the rails in the coupHngs, !by insertIng wedges 10n�itudinallY under the rails, and Clinching their margins. 
an�h�I�� ;�r��:Ub;���h��f Wu;�fiI:e )�i:�u�; ���ga, 1fn 14�.��g· 3, 
24, 725.-Perry Davis, of Providence, R. I. , for an Im-

provement in the Wheels of Buggy Boats: 

bo��la�� t��t���n�'h��?sle�el�ro��h:h�P����gfgfJh;u����IS 0°1 ��g81�: wheels and carriage�wheels, substantially in the manner and for the purposes_set forth. 
24, 726.-W. C. Ellis and J. N. White. of Springfield, 

Mass. , for an Improvement in Revolving Fire-arms : 
We claim the projection, C, at the boltom of the chambers of the cylinders on wInch the fulminate of the cartridge rests,'"and is struck by the hammcr In the discharge. 'Ye also claim the Jiange, ll, of the cartridge parallel with the barrel, the two in combInation, for the purpose specified. 

24, 727.-L. C. England, of Oswego, N. Y. , for lin Im
provement in Apparatus for Tanning : 

I claim, in combination with the leach�vat and the conveyer trough, the pair of rollers to crack the wet bark, before It is delivered into the leach val, substantially as sel forth. 
24, 728.-Daniel Fitzgerald, of New York City, for a 

Fireman's Ladder : 
I claim

l 
first, Suspending a ladder upon the standard, E, so that it may be e evated and turned in any direction , constructed and ar. ranged substantially as described. Second, The alTangement of the branch pipes, C, with the stop. cOT�ir�' iO:l��s�lai�v:lki�:if�:8Ik��:_�i��e�: serve as a hand-rail to the ladder, and to give it stiffness, by s etting il up a little above and parallel to it, as described. 

24, 729.-W. A. Foster, of Chester, Conn. , for an Im
proved Method of Hanging Pictures, oooking
glasses, &c. : 

I claim adjusting picture frames., 01' mirrors to different positions and at different angles, by means of a central hinge and levers sub� stantially as described for the purposes set forth. ' 

24, 730.-M. J. Gallager and Wm. H. Gladding, of Sa,. 
vannah, Ga., for an Improvement in Breech-loading 
Fire-arms :  

We claim forming the chamber In the barrel and breech of the gun of the shape of two frustrums of cones, or of a frustrum of a cone, and a section of a parabolic spindle1 whose bases meet at or near the line of the joint between said barre and breech, for the purpose of Con� taining a cartridge case of the 1Or111, f!ubstantially as represented. 
24, 731 .--Joseph Gasser, of Toledo, Ohio, for an Im-

proved Clothes Frame : 
I claim the an-angement of the braces, D�d�E, in connection with the-standard, A, and legs, C, substantially as set forth. 

24, 732.--David Glover, of Cass township, Pa. , for an 
Improved Dumping Car : 

I claIm the construction of a revolving tIp placed upon a movable frame or truck, t.he side pieces of which form, at a certain stage of the operation, a continuation of the main track or foundation, by means of which the wagon or car can be taken, without handling, from the main track or fDundation, with the load, moved to the place required, and there dumped in any direction, substantially as and for the purposes set forth. 
[This Invention consists in a movable truck, which has the upper 

side timbers of its frame constructed to form a continuation of the 
railroad track when the loaded car is being run from the track on to 
the truck, and in combination with this the invention consists in 
having the truck constructed with a turn table, so that after the trnck 
has rcceived�the loaded car, and carried it to the dumping�offpoint, 
it may be turned round so as to dump the load In any direction de� 
sired. This is a very useful and I perfect arrangement for use at 
mines and on railroad embankments.] .;".�,etJ±� 
24, 733.-Freeman Godfrey, of Grand Rapids, Mich. , 

for an Improved Shingle Machine : 
I claim the cams, G G, gearing into rack bars, F F, attached one to each end of the carriage E, said cams being fitted in a yielding or adjustable center-poiscd frame, I, and operated from the power lever, D, through the medium of the pawl, 0, ratchet, M. and gearing, 1 m, substantially as and for the purpose set forth. -
[This invention relates to an improvement in that class of shingle 

machines in which a reciprocating knife is' used for living the shingle 
from the bolt. The invention consists in a novel means emPloyed for 
feeding the bolt to the kuife, whereby a simple automatic 8Ild positive 
feed movement is obtained.] J 

_:::::u:::::==_ '!-4 
24, 734.-Wm. Goodale, of Clinton, Mass . ,  for an Im

proved Machine for Making Paper Bags : 
I claim, first, Making the cutter which cuts the paper from the roll 

�s�i���s °i; \�et�":�::[r�d 10"r":i�diolaaIh�� cth��g �h�t� PtJ'gh�: cutting out. Second, 'rhe attachment of the former, F, directly to the cutter to operate in combination therewith, and wHh a f01ding table, G, sub· stantially as described. 
f, t����l!ei:e:��i:at��d:ir� tt�Pi�d£;��b!!:C,��� ��irK:���� Fourth, The construction of the side-lappers with angular ends, e. e, substantially as described, for the purpose of partly folding the sid� of lhe bag. Fifth, The knock-off, I, operating in combination with the former, substantially as and for the purpose described. . � 

bi���tgJ ��Ul vi��a}��'��:�d �l�ii�;�k.��r:ub!iarit��ll�nfs i:nd°fu; the pUl'pClse described, Seventh, The alTangement of the table, the cutter, the former, the side-Iappers, the bottom )!fister, the knock-off, and the vibrating 
!tb�t�tftl:n;��rd����b:a�tlOn to and in combination with each other, 

24, 735.-Darwin A. Greene, of New York City, admin-
istrator of Elias Davis, deceased, late of New York 
aforesaid, for an Imprond Machine for Splitting 
Fire-wood : 

se�u���to t��es����!�fea��i[),' :�tiri� :r��lfa�e���l;s�t tiled f�r'��:d movement of the latter, sub8�tially as described and for the purpoee set forth. 
24, 736.-Tobias Grodjinski, of New York City, for an 

Improvement in Dry Gas Meters : 
I claim attaching each p'air of the plates, B B\ or their substantial equivalents, to the fleXIble pa� C, of the diaphragms of dry gas meters, by overlapping parts of the one upon the other, substantially in the manner and for tlie purpose set forth and described. 

24, 737.-Geo. Hensel, of New York City, for an 11m-
provement in Sewing Machines : 

I claim the construction of the disk, W, with an elastic plate, R, attached and operated by means of a cam, in the manner and for the purpose subst8lltially as set forth. 
24, 738.-S. Emilius Hewes, of Albany, N. Y. ,  for an 

Improvement in Stoves : 
to Ib�l�?:e��{:;�lr���!��ru�s�!�ua'f: � �:����i,etare�1;�u���0�� of supplying air to and shutting it from the openings in the sides of the fire.pot, so as to effect a ready and perfect combustion and con� sumption of the fuel. 
24, 739--H. J. Holmes, of Warren, Mass. , for an Im

proved Clothes-frame : 
I claim a series of vertical frames, one of which has permanently a.ffixed to it a foot-piece) A, and cap, B, when said ca'p an-d footMpieces form suitable bearmgs tor other frames, arranged and op�raLing as a:nd for the purpose set forlh. . 
[A series of clothes-frames for dryiug clothes are combined 

together, so that each frame will have independent bearings in two 
segmental pieces, which form the foot and cap pieces, and 80 that, 
when the frames are closed or shut · together, there will be a great 
economy of space.] 
24, 740.-John P. Hughes, of Spout Spring, Va. , for an 

Improvement in Water-wheels : 
I claim making the water arms in sections, essentially aH _descl1bed, for the purpose set forth. 

24, 741 .-Anthony Isk;e, of Lancaster, Pa. , for an . Im
I?roved Dumping Wagon : 

I clalm the drop-door, Dhwith its leverhE, the partitioned box, A, 'With its rack�bar, c, on t e bottom, the andled spindle, E K, for moving the same, as specifiedhwhen the .several parts are combmed as and for the purpose set fort . 
24, 742.-John W. Kennedy and John F. Plummer, of 

Plainfield, Conn. , for an Improvement in Machines 
for Dressing Mill-stoIr�,: 

ar!, e scl��rin�eT,r�i:fi�lT��:cb�tco�fin:�f,nvWle���:,�, t�';'�A� 
movabie case, G, shaft, K, and adjusta£le plate\ 0, as and for the purpose shown and described. 

[An engraving and full description of this invention will be pub
lished in a few weeks.] 
24, 743.-J. Kurtzeman, of Lancaster, Pa., for an Im

proved Head-block for Saw-mills : 
I claim the sliding rack-bar placed longitudinally in the carriage, A, and adjusted therein by the wedges, e e, in connection with the gearing, H I F, whereby the two sidesh C C, may, by a suitable ad����;��!i%� ������. be actuated bot simultaneously and separ-
[This invention consists in a novel arrangement of gearing · for 

acluating the slides to which the dogs are attaohed, whereby both 
blocks may, by actuating a single lever, be moved or adjusted simul .. 
taneously, and the log set bodily to the saw and parallelly with its 
cutter's plane when �� stuff" of �qual thickness is to be sawed, or set 
obliquely with the cutting pl8lle of the saw when " stuff" of taper 
form is to be sawed.] 
24, 744,.,-Wm. Lance, of Olney, Ill., for an Improved 

Method of Constructing Mallets : 
I claim the manner of their construction and arrangement, as shown and described, for the uses and purposes set forth. 

24, 745.--John K. Leedy, of Woodstock, Va. , for an 
Improvement in Bee-hives : 

I claim, first, The boxes� e, constructed and arranged in the manner and for Ihe purpose specified. 
an�e�ob�: ��aaihii;fa�:��:N�r:���d t� r�:e��!�� a�d1o'r �h� purpose set forth. 
24, 746.-Robt. H. Long, of Philadelphia, Pa.; for-;il 

Improved Salimometer : 
I claim the means of drawing into a vessel water from a steam� boiler as a means to facilitate testing the density of the water in the same, constructed and arranged for the purpose substantially as set forth. 

24, 747,-A. G. Mack, of Rochester, N. Y. , for an Im
proved Life-preserving Raft : 

I claim surroundin<Y a cask or chamber, A, with conical floats, B, arranged radially wi th said chamber and hinged thereto, and covering 
�IiOl�O��gJtl�� b�n:�p�� s��bl:���:e�a;Uri:�b:��tf�i��i� !g: manner and for the purposes specified. 

[A cylindrical chamber, which is made water-tight, is-surrounded 
with a number of radial floats hinged to the central chamber at deter
mined points and braced by cords, so that the whole raft can be folded 
up like an umbrella when not in use, and the raft is covered with 
canvas, or similar material, to form a- platform when the raft floats.] 
24, 74S.-John Masury, of Brooklyn, N. Y. , for an lm-

provement in Paint Cans, &c. : 
I claim the construction of a metallic can for hermetically sealing 
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24, 779.-Robert Law, of Lockport, N. Y.,  assignor to 
himself and P. T. Dix, of Olcott, N. Y., for an Im
provement in Apparatus for Packing Fruit : 

paints and other substances, having attached thereto a rim or ring of 
thin bra.s, or other soft metal, in such a manuer that the top or cover 
may be removed by severing the said rim or ring of brass, or other 
soft me� with a penknife or other sharp instrument, in the manner 
and for the purposes described and represented, or its equivalent. 

[An engraving and description of this Invention will be pubUshed 
next week.] 
27, 749.-A. A. McMahen, of Oxford, Miss., for an Im

provement in Earth-boring Augers : 
I claim bracing the two ends of th" �plral portion of the auger by 

means of lhe central rod, E, substantially in the manner and for the 
purposes described. 

I also claim the manner of secnring the boring tools, F G, rod, H, to 
the spiral, D, by which they may be removed and re'placed without 
makiug any chauges ' on the spiral, D, substautially In the manner 
and for the purposes described. 
24, 750.-Anton Menge, of Point a Ia Hache, La. , for an 

Improved Dredging Machine : 
I claim, first, The bucket frame, B when resting upon adjustable 

casters or frictlOu rollers, aud operated so as to be swung from right to 
left of the boat upon a circular. track, b, in combination with the 
osclIlating shaft, C, aU arranged and operating, substantiaIly in the 
�:�d";"tcl�!h�l.:'Tu�t:'e:�tJ��ng a hinged hack, T, arranged 
and operating for the purposes specified. 
24, 751 .-F. O. More, of Bellerontaine, Ohio, for an Im

provement in Preserve Cans : 
I claim the peculiarly formed cap, B, in comhination with the curved 

spring lip, E. 
24, 752.-Z. N. Morrel, of Cameron, Tex. , for an Im. 

proved Portable Oven : 
I claim forming the pin on the handle on the cover of a Dutch·oven 

01' skiI1et, in combination with the tube under the center of the frying 
pan or gndiron, substantially as and for the purposes set forth. 
24, 753.-Chas. Neer, of Albany, N. Y. , for an Improved 

Dynamometer : 
I claim the comhinstion of the rigid arm or arms, C, and yielding 

Incline or inclines, d, with the loose pulley, ",oor its equivalent, 
whereby the JIOwer exerted to rotate Ilie shaft, '" is denoted by the 
motion resulting from the "ressnre agalnst Bald yielding incline or li::i1f;:-

s
fO�J��(r.urpose of ormmg a rotary dynamometer, substan. 

I also cJPalm the revolving and sliding cone, h, adjusted in its posl. 
tion according to the power applied from the pnlley � to the shatt, b, 
70�, t����h:�o�'i�T::''!�� ,::..xr.;�!�S

3f,"::' d��'l:!t as set 

24, 754.-Charity Pendleton, of Galena, m., for an Im
proved Washing Machine: 

I claim, first, The combination of the two horizontal hars or rails, J 
and M, having a circular reciprocating motion, with the fixed con'll' 
�ted cylindric surface forming the bottom of the machine, and havi!lJl' 
lIB axis co-incldent with the axis of motion of the Baid bars, J and M, 
the parts being constructed and arranged as hereinbefore described, 
and operating so a. to prodnce the eftect previously stated. 

Second, The combination of the slot or mouth K, in the arm, D, and 
the tenon, I I', at the ends of the corrugated rubbing bar, M, with the 
perforatea bar, J, by which the portion of the said corrugatea rubbing 
har, M, may be altered with respect to the bottom of the machine, so 
as to increase or diminish its dista.nce therefrom, substantially 8S set 
forth, and without altering the position of the har, J. 

Third, The combination of the corrugations on the lower surface of 
the rubbing bar, !If, with similar corrugation. on the bottom or con. 
cave of the macni,\�, but so arranged tliat the direction of the two selll 
of corrugation. Wlll be at right angles to each other, as fully de
scribed, and for the purpose set forth. 
2., 755.-Peter Philip, of Ghenll,'N. Y., for an Improved 

Method of Operating Windlasses when Applied to 
Hay-presses, &c. : ' 

I claim, first, Attaching the wheel or table, C, to the capstan A, so 
as to be operated upon by the loose or boom.sweep, B, a. a b;:;,r.e, for 
the purpose of stopping the press at any point of aeseent, while being 
fiIled, and of regulating and controlling the motion of the capstan in 
the uncoil. -"'1 Second, Providing the capstan, A, with the arms, e e', and the loose 
Or boom.sweep, B, in combination with the check lever, D, substan. 
tially in the manner and for the purpose set forth. 
24, 756.-Daniel Quimby, of Littleton, No :H. , for an 

Improved Machine for Boring Hubs : 
I claim the shaft, A, the boss, B, plaeed on said shaft, and provided 

with a conical bore, d, and havmg the coIlar, p, and arms, q, attached, 
the screw rod, C, connected with the collar, p, by the geanng, n 0, ann 
providin� with the divided nut, D, attacned to the uprignt, f, the :;,�o;;

rt�mg arranged tq operate substantlaI1y as and for the purpose 
I further claim, in combination with the parts above.named, the 

convex projection, m, placed on the shaft, A, to operate as and for the 
purpose specified. 

[This mnntion consists in the employment of an adjustable 
rotating clamp, stationary cutter and feed screw, so combined and 
81Tanged that hubs may be bored in taper ' form to receive their 
boxes, and the machine rendered capable of being adjnsted to bore 
hubs of varying size, and with hole. of greater or less taper as may 
be desired.] 
24, 757.-P. D. Richards. and F. N. Thayer, of New 

Orleans, La. , for an Improved Pocket Register of 
Count : ' 

We claim the construction and arrangement of a hand'r,rating 
�!hl!r��::l��as

in�t=�gilll�n:8��ifi����t�i���:S �g��;: 
ated by a projecting stud, G, and spring brake, I, with its gage, S, for 
the purpose set forth. 
24, 758.-John Richardson, of New York City, for an 

Improvement in Pen and Pencil Cases : 
I claim the arrangement of the spiral grooved sleeves and their 

�r.�ile;rt'b� :��,
t��r.�;;i��;r

a:"�e:J'�d,
afo� ��o =:�e.::.n�� 

forth. 
24, 759;-John Robertson, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,  for an 

Improved Hydrostatic Lifting Jack : 
I claim the employment of the 'exterior movable hydraulic cylinder, 

E, with toe.piece upon its snrfiwe. in combination with the standard, 
B, which serves also as piston and eduction pipe, as and for the pur. 
pose shown and described. 
24, 760 .-Wm. G. Russell, of Winchester, Va. , for an 

Improved Self.detaching Whiffle-tree : 
I claim a swingle or whiffie.1ree provided with a lever turn bar, 

e e e .  f f g h h, as shown in Fio. 3, together with the spring clasp, 
o 0, Figs. 1, 4, Ii, and the hinged' or jointed hooking ferrules, K K L L 
n n, when constructed and arranged substantially as set forth I\Ild 
described. 
24, 761 .-Silas T. Savage, of Albany, N; Y. , for an Im. 

provemellt in Coal Sieves : 
I claim the employment of the two half.globes, A and B, in which 

there are interstices, c C "b as a coal sifter" when said half-globes are 
1!:�t1n;��e.ffn'�ecti".;n 

t�a,u:s't!',x'\��y���r�'j,":' �.:;,�� 
:�!��;�e

tfr����r:.::�"!.�I=v"i:Jr1��:�e=:::���t.�: 
tlaIly as set forth. 

. 

24, 763.-Comelius R. Shaeft'er, of Gettysburgh, Pa. , for 
an Improved Machine for Making Hand·rails for 
Stairs : 

I claim the combination of the ]Jerpendlcular' square post erected 
npon the )mse, tDwith the draught.tiOard, B, pitch.boards, B and G, 
�� for fh� =.,s� !�: fo':1��al parts being arranged su.bstantially as 

24, 764.-Heuben Shaler, of New Haven, Conn. ,  for an 
Improved Confectionary Safe : 

I claim the confectionary safe above described; constructed Bub· 
stantially as specified, as a new and useful article 0 ' mannfucture. 
24, 765. -Geo. F. Shaw, of Woburn, Mass. , for"an Im

provement in Com-huskers : 
I claim the combination and arrangement of the cylinder, A, and concave roiler, C, substantiaI1y as set ' forth and for the purposes de· scribed. _ 

24, 766.-Christian Shunk, of Canton, Ohio, for an Im-
provement in Refining Iron : 

I claim the use of the external cmcible or hearth having the tweer 
pl�, C, the projecting stone, D, and the escape pipe, E, construclE'd 
as described, operating in snen a manner that the lllast shall dellect 
from the side of the upright stone and produce a .rotary movement 
in the melted metal for the purpose of refining the same, as specified. 
24, 767.-Joseph [Siddall, of Philadelphia, Pa. , for -an 

Improvement in Threshing Machines : 
• 

I claim:the combination of fla.ils, F, roiler, E, slides, C, and straps, g, when said flails are constructed with the lIexible joints, J, the :ITo�ent and operation being substantially as and for the purpose 

24, 768.-Michael Tromly, of lMount:Vernon, Ind. ,  for 
an Improved Lock for Fire·arms :  

I claim, first, The combination o f  the hooke, G2 I, or their -eqniva. lents, respectively formed on the claw, Go, of the link, G, ani! the trigger, K, substantiaIly as described. 
Second, I also claim widening the npper end of the trigger, K, so as to form a projection, Kl, in front, whose lower curved edge shaIl operate on tlie curved surface of the claw, G', in the manner and for 

the purpose set forth. 

24, 769.-J. L. G. Ward, of Adrian, Mich.,  for an Im
provement in Artificial Stone : 

I claim a cement composed of pumice.stone, silicate of soda, fluor 
spar and Roman cement; as set forth. 
24, 770.-0liver N. Weaver, of Dover, Ky. , for an Im

provement in Preserving Cans : 
I claim the perforated elastic plug, D d, secured in the top of a pr0.vision can, in the described combination, with a nozzle, E'l and tube, r�J�mmuulcating with an exhansting chamber, substantially as set 

24, 771 .-Loren Wetmore, of Tioga county, Pa. , for an 
Improved Trap for Animals ; 

. I claim the P'!cullar constructiOll.<1lllIi arrangement of the maulfold trap, substantially as set forth. 
!>econd, I claim the arrangement of the trip, C, provided with a fulcrum or fulcra, � guide pin, e, and arched wire, D, for operating 

the trap, substantially as set forth. 

24, 772.-James Wilson, Chas. Green and Wm. Wilson, 
Jr. , of Wilmington, Del. , for an Improvement in 
Attaching the Heads of Metallic Powder-kegs, &c. : 

We claim the double seaming of both heads of the keg and the 
opening in one head, in the manuel' substantially as described. 

24, 773.-Arcalous Wyekoff, of Elmira, N. Y. , for an 
Improved Hollow Auger : 

I claim combining the Ir\<nsvel'se auxiliary cutters, d d, with the 

g�s,:£.uJ�'i:'h:t!;,�:��p!c(ti:nt�� ;�::e ,:�����utter.head, as 

24, 774.-Peter .Altmair (assignor to himself and Myron 
M. Faxon), of Lewiston, Pa. , for an Improvement 
in Breech-loading Fire-al'ms : 

I claim, in combination with' a fixed breech.piece, a hinged harrel, 
so arranged as that the said oorrel skall swing upwai-d and expose the 
f�:'��� 1t�c1!'."::���t�J':J�was

t��s��'j;.d�d O!e;�:se��1, for 

24, 775.-R. M. Campbell, of East Cambridge, Mass., 
assignor to himself and Benj. S. Wright, of Boston, 
Mass . ,  for an Improved Money-drawer Alarm : 

aid 
c1ft!� !���om�����, 

a�tt�'1t�g�����.3�e 
a:���.iers

D� t� 
striker, B, and �en, b, and the combination of the same an� a series 
of perforated key slides and a set of T·bars applied together and to 
such levers BO 8S to actuate the same, substantIally as specified. 

I also claim the combination and arrangement of the T.bars and 
the perforated key slides, to operate In manner "s described. 

I also claim, in combination with the key.lock, M, and the T.bar, I, 
a latching apparatus placed in the case, K, and constructed so as to 
lock both the covel' and the T.har, or elther, substantially as specified. 

I also claim the combination of lhe detector or indicator with the 
case cover and the T .. bar, H, and onerated in manner as specified. 
24, 776.-Saml. Green, of LambertsvilIe, N. j. , assignor 

to himself and W. R. Green, of Philadelphia, Pa. , 
for an Improved Safety Apparatus for City Railroad 
Cars : 

I claim the swinging frame,.C, in connection with the bolt, I, and 
cover, v, the brake bl0c4 D v, in connection with the chains ' r r, 
and rOds, t t, and the stationary Bupportin.g piece, n, the same or their 
equivalents being arranged, applied and operated BubstantiaI1y in 
tlie manner and for the pnrpose set forth and described. 
24, 777.-Samuel B. Guernsey, of Waterbury, Conn. , 

assignor to W. H. Reed and G. W. Zeigler, of New 
York City, for an Improvement in Clasps for Skirt 
Hoops : 

I claim connecting the hoops with the straps, or equivalents thereof, 
for connecting and suspending them by means of -plates bent to em .. 
brace the hoops, and formed with two slots or apertures, through 
which the stra1:: or equivalents pass, thus clasging the straps or equi-
val":N�I!��I=�h�u�t:,,;�'{ntS01�t':i�eial clasps, constructed 
as above described, in combination with and as a means of connecting 
the ends of the hoops, substantially as described. 
24, 778.-Moses Hall, Jr. (assignor to himself and S; 

H. Judy), of Osborn, Ohio, for:an Improvement in 
Cattle Gates for Railroads : 

I claim constructing a cable guard or gate, with ilB cross·bar or 
shaft llelow the rail of the railroad track, and operated by springs, 
snbstantlaI1y as described. 0 

I claim the V -shaped or wedge.acting yoke, C, provided with ful 
g:fcf!:pl:,�i���l �o��":;��".i":�'l.�ti���; l:EE,"b'i;:t��.:';'l�� 
the screw, D, fulcrum link, B, and Claws, f of, or their eqnivalents, 
substantially in the manner and for the purpose specified. 
24, 780.-Sidney Parker (assignor to himself and Hugh 

Herringshaw), of New York City, for an Improve
ment in Sewing Machines : 

in 
I
t��;:::";��r

c��:lli'�;J�e �'i,"�i!ntl!fti�: s�:�lf.. ar� H,
.
In 

co��I�a�o:I�� t��e s�J���f:':,diJ',"�! ::: :::3.r�[ a��� g; :�: 
manner described. ' 

24, 781.-John Paynter (assignor to himself and John 
McCorkle), of Shelbyville, Ind. ,  for an Improve
ment in Sugar Mills : 

I claim the combination and arrangement of the journal, C, wheel, 
D, gearin!, E F G and H, and rollers, I J and K, the wnOle being !�Sre��be'3. a frame, A, and constrncted.and operated BllbstantlaI1y 

24, 782.--Asa T. Ring, of Newton, Mass. , assignor to 
N. T. Spear and A. J. Robinson, of Boston and 
Milton, Mass. , respectively, for an Improved De
vice for Winding Skeins of Thread : 

I claim the combination of the clamping spring, c, screw and guide tin or rod, t t l, with the tightening and supparting shank, e, and boll· 
e�h �t;!"!'ut��nr�:; .::,r:n���:����� S:;:JE:l !�J�t�� to 

RE-ISSUES. 

754.-John M. Bl'Unswick, of Cincinnati, Ohio, for an 
Improved Billiard-table Cushion. Patented Dec. 
8, 1 857 : 

I claim that order in the arrangement of the material composing a 
billiard table cushion which places the cork in the rear, the rubber In 
front of it, and the paper, leather and cloth, or the eqnivalent� 
thereof, outside, in the manner and for the purpose set forth. 
755.-L. Butler and R. Blake, of Waterford, N. Y., for 

an Improvement in Fire-engines. Patented Nov. 
30, 1858 : . 

We claim combining with the water way or channel, I, the air 
chamber, d, divided into two compartments by contraction, r, at or 
about one.balf the hight of said air chamber above the hase or point 
of attachment to said water Way, substantially in the.manner and for 
thW'.:':fal:

,
sr! f:'::bination with the honr.glass contraction of the 

air chamber, the ring enlargement, S, of the rockshaft, as set forth. 
756.--Austin G. Day, of Seymour, Conn. , .  for an Im

provement in Cleansing Caoutchouc : 
0'!0���:'}�:':'1g��!t���r !:�3����\����r :r;,������f!�: 
gums, to prepare them for manufacturing. 
75 7. -Anstin G. Day, of Seymour, Conn. , for an 1m. 

provement in Treatment of Crude Caoutchouc :  
I claim charging the caontchouc, or other like �um, with alkaline 

liquor or the eqnivalent, by means of the exhaustmg apparatU. de. 
scribed and represented. 
George H. Corliss, of Providence, R. I. , for an Improve

ment ill Cut-oft' and Working Valves of.Steam-en
gi'iies. � Patented March IO, 1 849 : 

I claim the method substantially as described of operating the slide-valves of steam.engines, by connecting the valves that open 
and close the ports at opposite ends of the cylinder with separate 
crank·wrists or their mecJianical e!lulvalents, so that from the motion 
thereof each valve, while its port IS closed, shall move a less distance 
than it moves in opening and closing its port, while at the sam. time 
the two wrists by which the two valves are opel'ated, have the same 
range of motion as described, whereby I am enablen to save much of 
the power heretofore expended in working the slide·valves of steam. 
engines, and by which also I am enabled to make a �reater proportion 
of the movement of the valve available for ellectmg a free passage 
of the steam through the ports of the cylinder. �>_""'""".'" 
George H. Corliss, of Providence,[R. I. , for an Improve

ment in Cut-oft' and Working Valves of Steam-en
gineil. Patented Mareh 10, 1 849 : 

I claim the combination of liberating valve.gear with valves which 
are moved parallel to their seats, and continue their closing motion 
aiter their porte are closed, and commence" their opening motion be .. 
fore their ports open, snbstantially as described, • 

George H. Corliss, of Providence, R. I. , for an Improve
ment m Cut-off and Working Valves for Steam-en
gines. Patented March 10, 1 849 : 

I claim the combination. substantiaIly as described, of an air.cush. 
ion with the liberating valve.gear of steam.engines. ,,", 
George H. Corliss, of Providence, R. I. ,  for an Improve

ment in Cut-off and W orkmg Valves of Steam-en
gines. Patented March 10, 1 849 : 

I claim the combination with tbe part of the valve gear that apper. 
tains to a liberated steam val'Ve of an instrnment moved by the power 
of the engine in such manner as to effect the closing of the liberated 
valve whenever the independent means {provided for that purpose 
fail to nct in time. ".".� ... ;"' . ...M.6. _ 
George H. Corliss, of Providence, R. I. , for an Improve

ment in Cut-oft' and Working Valves of Steam·en
gmes. Patented March 10, 1 849 : 

in! ���t,;}��g}b�:t��!'a� �.3�:,��::n'a��yth.: :r.��rl.��d clos. 

George H. Corliss, of Providence, R. I. , for an Improve
ment in Cut-oft' and Working Valves of Steam-en
gines. Patented March 1 0, 1849 : 

I claim the method, substantially as described, of regulating the 
velocity of steam.engines by combining a regulator with a liberating 
valve.gear. 

----------.. ����.� ... ---------
Literary Notices. 

THE COSMOPOLITAN ART JOURN.\L, for June. Publish
ed at 548 Broadway, New York. 
This excellent qU8l-terly hae, in it. present number, a' poor engra. 

ving of �\ The American Eagle guarding the Spirit or Washington," 
but the readil!g matter and wood-cuts redeem the number. A � 
article on .. Greek and Roman Mythology " and an admirable like. 
ness and notice of Charles F, Briggs (one of the beat", •• pril of the 
New York press), are the characteristic features of this iSijue. This 
journal has great mfiuence, and might, if it were more enthusiastic, 
do much for American art. We sineerelr hoP':' it will ; for, of all 
things In this country, our greatest want lS plCtures for " the mil. 
lions." 

THE DENTAL NEWSLETTER for July, 1 859.-This 
able quarterly, edited by Drs. White and Mccnrdh, and published 
�� n�':cl'!:: t:fl:i:�r;;�\:;'�ila.p�!P�3it��: � ;":Ir::itr����a 
fn II of valuable hints to the dental surgeon, while the communica. 
ti ons from various sources form a complete mirror of dental science. 
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J .  ' ,v. H . ,  o f  Ga. (an old subscriber), informs n s  that he 
iA desperately in waut of a wife ; bnt as we think proper to exclude 
that class of Wfl.uts from our advertising page, we recommend our 
disconsolate correspcmdent to the columns of � �  Life Illustrated" 
(publi8hed by Fowler & 'Vells, in this city), as a suitable medium 
through which to make known his wants in the matrimonial line. 
To show our fair friends the cha.racteristiC's reqnired in all candi
dates willing to supply this want, however� we publish the follow
ing extract :-" I am in pursuit ofa good wife, but CHunot find one 
t.o my taf:lte here. I ,,'ant a woman who weighs about. 120 Ibs., ,vila 
has black eyes, black hair, and fa.ir skin, who is familiar with the 
kitchen, acquainted with the ('oastruct:o� of pnddingR, sausages 
and shirts, purtlnl to soap and serubbing-brushce, find fond of chil� 
dren. She must neither wear hoops nor use slluff, an(l must nevcr 
have been to any party, ball, 01' theatcr. ll Our correspondent adds 
that he is it mechanic in easy circnmstances, and that he will take 
great care of any ludy of the nbove description. 

T. D . ,  of Mo.-\Ve have no expectations of ever seeing 
carbonic acid, either in the solid, liquid or gaseous condition, take 
the place of steam as a motive agent. The article to which you re
fer was from an eminent German chemist ; he is evIdently no en
gineer. 

1\1. H. H.,  of Texas. -'-H. 
·
C.  Baird , of Philadelphia, 

Pa., is publisher of a good . work 011 distilling liquors. ,Yo do not 
know its price. There i8 no excellent treatise in our language on 
making wine ; although in Dr. Urc's � .. Dictionary of the Arts" 
th"ere is -some good information on the subject. 

• J. A., of Ill .-\Ve cannot give an entirely definite answer 
in regard to your chances of success by renewing your a.pplication 
unleS8 we make a thorough examination at 'Yashington. Thhi 
service would cost yon $5. Your letter, however, indicates that 
you withdrew your application for a patent �ix years ago. This 
withdrawal would doubtless be fatal to your renewal now with �uc
cess. If a party Buffers a thing to remain publiely exposed at the 
Patent Office, 01' else-where, for more than two years prior to all ap
plication for a patent, it is considered as an abandonment, and a 
patent is refused. This would be the light in which your new appli. 
oation would come before the Patent Office, and consequently you 
would be rejected. 'Ve should advisc t.lmt you gtlt up some ne' .... 
improvement, if you desITe a patent. In regard to the patents grunt
ed subsequently to others, -we say that they would be invalid, pr()� 
vided you could ehow that the same thing was mn,de and used by yon 
two years o.r more prio.r to. the . issue of said patents ; otherwise 
thoee grants would remain valid. The mere fact that YDn had 
previously had the same idea would nDt vitiate them. 

J. C. B . ,  of Mass. -An English work called " Holtz· 
appfel on Turning" will give you the information desired on cut
ting screws. It ia too ' expensive fo.r an apprentice like yourself. 
The gears on a. lathe fDr cutting screws simply change the speed 
with which the cutter is advanced to change the pitch of the 
thread. 

Q. L. M.,  of Canada. -Gold will adhere to steel by 
being beaten when laid on its surface. It was in this way th�t 
Damascus blades were Drnamented. 

P. E. G.,  of Cal.-Yon are right in using high pressure 
steam, and expanding it co.nsiderably in the cylinder of your en� 
gine. All the power 'which YDU can obtain in the cooli.ng of water 
from a high to. a low temperature is that of contraction ; and 've do. 
no.t see hDW yDU can employ this principle to Hny useful purpose. 
Sixty cubic feet Df water in cDDling frDm 3320 to 2120 will cont,l'act 
to fifty feet. 

T. C. B . ,  of Ala.-The owner of a connty patent right 
Cfl.nnot make, sell, nDr use his machines in another county, the right 
fDr which is owned by another party. 

L. F. I •. , of N. H, -The employment of tubes for light· 
ning cDnductors is qnite a common and old applicatiDn, but they 
are never filled with wn�er, nor do we see wh!1t benefit can be se
cured by filling them with any kind of fluid. 

A. W" of N. Y. -We cannot adYise you to use a wind· 
mill fDr sawing lumber. You cannDt depend upon its 8teady action 
either for this Dr any other purpose. 

A. H. ) of Ohio. -There are many hand printing-presses 
which have feed and discharging devices ntt.ached. Some of them 
print on a cOlltintlDuS roll of paper which is ('.ut into proper sized 
sheets as the impressiDns are given. Card printing-l-)resses have 
been thus RITanged. Many paper-f-eeding devices, capable of very 
general application, have l)(�en patented separately Dr apart from 
any particular form of pl'e�s. 

A. N. S . ,  of Pa.-Dnrable leather varnish is composed 
of bolled linseed oil in which a drIer, such as litharge, has been 
boiled ; it is colored with lamp-black. This varnish is used for 
making enameled leather. CommDn feather varnish, which is used 
as a substitute for blacking, is made of thin lac-varnish colored 
with ivory black. 

C. A. B . ,  of Ala.-We do not know where you can find 
a description Df the method to which you nllnde Df transplanting 
large trees. No patent, so far as: -we know, has been issued fDr hur
dles on which to draw them. 

'1'. K. ,  of N. Y.-We advise yon not to expend any 
more time or money in pursuit of perpetual motion ; it is a phan
tom-an impossibility. 

G. W. M. , of Mass. -We dissent from your opinion 
that the nitrogen of the air enters Into combin"tiou with the blood 
In the lungs. 

H. W., of Ohio.-The rotary·engine you refer to is a 
German Invention, and not of much account. There is no proper 
test for the purity of silver but assaying It. 

A. T. F., of !owa.-The loftiest portion of the solid 
human frame is technically called the " cranIum," a word derived 
from the Greek, signifying a helmet ; but it Is better known as the 
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skull. Its form i:':l that or an arch, the best shape to give strength, 
whilst the tenacity of its material is 80 great as to resist severe 
shocks in all directions. 

W. F. S . ,  of Ind. -It was a mistake in stating that 
TredgDld's work on the steam-engine cost $150. The amount should 
have rend $50. 

K. MeN" of S. C . -A circus-rider, when standing on 
the back Df a galloping horse, and occasionally leaping through 
hDOP." or over it banner, only jumps up ; for having already the mo
tion Df the horse, he gO('S forward at the same rate aB if he sat on 
its ba.ck i if he 'v�re to' add to this the force Df a leap forward, he 
would alight on the ground before the hDrso's head. 

N. J. B . ,  of La. -The reason why we hear workmen 
speak of Vo letting things dmvn gently 11 is because velDcity is at
tained by the distance of the fall. TIme, if a box of 100 Ibs. weight 
was placed easily down Dn a floor no injnry would accrue ; but if 
drDpped at a hight of an inch and a quurter, the momentum would 
make it fnll with a. weight of 200 IbR., or if at five inches, with a 
force of 400 Ibs. 

J. 'V. Van D. , of Mich. -The common mode of blasting 
rDcks under \vater is that of sinking cannisters Df powder upon the 
reef or rock, which cannisters are connected b}i'" wires with an elec. 
tric battery located at a safe distance away, either upon a boat or 
on the shore-, and the pmvder is exploded by a cun'ent of electricity. 
In shnllow streams only a small amount Df force is exerted by this 
method of blasting under water j but at a considerable depth, the 
downward pressure Dfthe water acts like a level' to make the powder 
ex.ert its fDrce dOl.vnwards, and violently split the rock asunder. 'Ve 
are indebted to Professor l\fallefert fDr the introduction of tllis mode 
of blasting rocks into. this conntl'J�. 

J. L. II. , of Minn .-The tensile strength of good boiler 
iron is GO,OOO lbs. 113r square inch ; the strength of any plate ruay 
be found ant from this da,tu. If it is 8-16 thick its strength is 
30,000 lbs.; if 76, it will be 7,500 Ibg. Make an allDwance for the 
weakening effect of riveting b.�'" using n as a final divisor. By giY
ing a valve lead in an engine alJout twenty�five pel' cent. of fuel iro; 
('.cDnomif3ed. 

D. M. B . ,  of Ind,-There is no snch substance as the 
H oil of ma.gnet.1' Those persons who. told you there was such an 
oil, and that it could attract gold and 8ilver� have been playing 
upon your creduUty. I 

\V. C. B . ,  of N. B. - The composition for tipping 
mntches consists of phosphorn� t\yO parts by weight, fine sand two 
partp, niter OIle rntrl, and ocher Dne part, made into a paste with a 
solutiDn of glue Dr gum, and colDred with Prussian-blne. Copal
sometimes called Japan-varnish is made by IlOuring hDt lInseed 
Dil upon fused copal resin, in an Iron vessel, and then boiling them 
until the mixture becomes �� r01\lr.11 To render it quick-dr,ring, 
add a little litharge. 

ASTRONOMER, of Ga. -Peters states that the snn, at· 
tended by all Us planets, satellites and COmf)ts, is sweeping through 
space with a velocity which causes it to pH.88 over it difitance Df 
33,3iJO,OOO miles in every ye-ar. 

N. D.,  of K. T. -Yoll cannot distingnish hydranlic from 
other cement in the natural state. If you think there are depDsits 
of it on your property, burn some specimens and test its qualit.ies, 
and you can thus judge of its character. On page 24n, Yol. XIV., 
SCfENTIFIO AMERICAN, YDU "ill find a method desGribed of turning 
bells by pinion and spur-gearing similar to that which you describe. 
Common cloth buttDDS have their collets made of thiD 'heet iron 
ya.mished. 

• J. A.,  of Wis.-Mill picks are haraened in the ordinary 
manner. A great amount of information on the subject of tEm
)lering tools will be found In.Vol. XII., SOIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 

J. 0 . ,  Jr. , of N. H.-Blackie & Sons, of Fulton-street, 
this cUy, publish a good work on mechanical drawing. 'Yl'ite to 
them. 

H. E. C . ,  of N. C . -There is no truth in the statement 
that a methDd of coUecting gold with pyroligneous acid has been 
patented. As to assisting you in buying machinery we will l'ender 
you advice if you will call Dn us, but CQuid not go around with you 
Rnd make the selections. The cDal oil patent quostion was fully 
discussed in our last volume. We cannot inform you of the num· 
bel' of manufactDries. 

O. J. Bollinger, of Cross Roads, York county, Pa. , wants 
circulars of portable grain mills a.nd mill machiner.r. 

!v!oney Received 
At the ScmNTIFIC AM}]RICAN Office on account of Patent 
Office business, for the week ending Saturday, July 16, 1859 :-

J. & S. N. D., ofIll., $25 ; S. &J. H. B., of Ill., $30 ; E. J. H., ofPa., 
$30 ; G. �. II., ofN. Y., $27 ; s. B., of�. Y., $30 ; L. & W., of�. Y., 
$100 ; J. & II., of Cal., $25 ; E. D., of La., $110 ; J. N., of Ill., $32 ; 
J. B., of Pa.., $25 ; F. A. E., of Oonn., $25 ; F. M. R., of Pa., $3.) ; A. 
M., of N. Y., $25 ; W. B.� Df Mich., $25 ; N. C. T., of Ill., $f;2 ; B. & 
B., Df Ill., $30 ; VaIl V. & T, Df N. Y., $25 ; G. S. C., DfIll., $25 ; J. S., 
of N. Y., $30 ; D. ]C., of Ill., $25 ; T. C. l'¥IcK., of Tenn., . $10 ; R. G., 
of Pa., $(0 ; C. W. C., of Ill., $30 ; 'V. H. G., of Ill., $30 ; C. W. R., 
of Ga. , $30 ; G. W. B., DfMiss., $25 ; A. l\I., ofN. C., $15 ; 'V. G., of 
Mass., $45 ; S. B. C. &; Co., of N. Y., $100 ; C. A. D., of La., $GD ; J ... 
K., of N. Y., $27 ; I. L. of Ill., $55 ; T. E., of Pa., $21) ; D. S., ofN. Y., 
$30 ; "1". D. J., ofN. C .. $90 ; G. C., Df Ill., $55 ; K. & C., of Pa., $30 ; 
C. E. S., Df Cal., $20 ; J. R., of La.., $50 ; W. & F. , of Mo., $30 ; A. C., 
of N. ):-:'., $25 ; J. A., of Ky., $20 ; C. &; ll.,' of N. Y., $30 ; O� S" of 
N. Y., $30 ; .J. D., of N. Y., $32 ; '1'. L, B., of N. Y., $25 ; 'V. T., of 
N. Y., $!lO ; T. E. , of Pa., $32 ; 'V. B., of lIIieh., $25 ; 1. S. F., of N. 
Y., $55 ; A. K., Df IlI.. $30 i S. B. U. & CD., ofN. Y., $100 ; l\{. R., of 
N. Y., $200 ; J. G., of N. Y., $100. 

Specifications, drawings and models belonging to par· 
ties ,yith the following initials have been forwarded to the Patent 
Office during the week eudiug Saturday, July 16, 1859 :-

N. C. T. of III ; Van V. & T. of N. Y.; J. D. ofN. Y.; J. F. of Ky.; G. 
N. H. of N. Y.; L. K. of N. Y.; G. W. B. of Miss.; C. M. of N. J.; C·  
A.  D.  ofI,a. (2  cases) ; J.  P. S. of N. Y.; '1'.  L. D. of N. Y.; J. & S.  N. 
D. of Mich.; D. E. of Ill.; J. H. of Ky.; A. l'¥£. of N. C.; E. D. ofLa. (4 
cases) ; G. S. C. of Ill.; J. N. of Ill.; W. A. S. ofN. Y.; J. B. of Pa.; 

;v.. �\l o¥trJ�: b.SifW: ::; 1 P1:;
i\�c�;'�:: � �ci. �f �i��.?�: 

B., of Mich.; T. E. ofPa.; R. G. of Pa.; A. G., of N. Y. 

Valuable Hints to our Readers. 
RECEIPTS.-When money is paid at the office for sub

scriptions, it receipt for it will always be given ; llut when 811b
scribers remit. their money by mail, they mhy consider the arr�yal 
of the first paper a bona fide acknowledgment of our reception of 
their fnndE. 

PATENT CI,AIMs. -Persol1s desiring the claim of any in· 
vention which has been patented within the last fifteen years;can 
obtain a CDpy by addressing a letter to this Dffice, stating the name 
of the patentee, and date of patent when knDwn, and enclosing $l 
as fee for copying. 

BINDING.-We wonld snggest to those of onr patrons who 
have the last, vDlume Df the SC:[b"NTll'lO AMEIUCAN complete, and 
desire to. have it bound, that they had better send their nnmbers to 
this office, and have them bounel in a uniform ::::t.rle with their pre
vious volumes. Pdce of binding, 75 cents. 

PRE5ERVE YOUR NmmERs.-We often hear persons 
who have taken the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN for the last dozen real'S:, 
fi.ud preserved all the numbers since they commenced .  it, lament 
ing th::tt they cannot procure the earlier YDlumes 80. that they may 
ha.ve the work complcte. A few years hence there will be many 
who will regret the,}'" had not preserved the early numbers of the 
NEW SERIES ; and that we may fulfill our whole duty to our patrons 
in thif� respect., we give them this early ,Yarning in regard to the 
first numbers of this volume. If the reader docs not wish the num� 
bel'S to. bind for himself, undoubtedly, before the present year 
closes, the numbers can be sold at an advance above the cost, 
while he will have the benefit of a weekly perusal of the numhera 
which will CDst him nothing. ,Yo counsel all to preserve their 
numbers. 

Rates of Advertising. 
Thirty cents per line for each and every insertion, payable in ad .. 

vance. To enable all to. understand how to calculate the amount they 
must send when they wish advertisements published, we will explain 
that ten words average one line. Engravings will not be admitted 
iuto our advertii.ing colullln� ; and, as heretofore, the publishers re .. 
serve to themselves the right to reject any advertisement sent for 
publication. 

IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS. 
AMERICAN .AND FOREIGN PATENT SOLIe!· 

TORS.-Mes,rs. MU�N & CO., Proprietors of the SCIENTIFIO 
�t!��r::d �lri��ci�;�o���ri�': D�a
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rieuce is of thirteen years1 standing, and our facilities are unequ!fed 
by any other Agency in the world. 'fhe long experience we have had 
in preparing SpecificatiDns and Drawings has rendered us perfectly 
conversant with the mode Df doing business at the United States 
Patent Office, and with most Df the inventions which have been pat
ented. Information cDncerning the patentability of inventions is 
freely given, ,vithout charge, on sending a mDdel Dr drawing and 
description to this office. 

Consultation may be had with the firm, between NINE and FOUR 
o'clock, daily, nt their PRINCIPAl. OFFICE, No. 37 PARK Row, NEW 
YORK. We have also establi.shed a BRANCH OFFICE in the CITY OF 
WASHINGTON, on the OORNER OF F AND Sl<WENTH-STRJ-::E'l'S,<opposite the 
United States Patent Office. This office is under the general super
intendence of one of the firm, and is in daily communication with 
the Principal Office in New York, and persDnal attention will be given 
at the Patent Office to all··. such cases a!l! may require it. Inventors 
and others who may visit Washington, having busmess nt the Patent 
Office, are cDrdially invited to' call at our office. 

We are very extensively engaged in the preparation and securmg 
of Patents in the various European cDuntries. li'or the transaction of 
tWa business we have Offices at NDS. 66 Chancery Lane, London ; 
���gl���� S�a�:I�y���Sth"a�
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Patent.s secured to American citizens are procared through our 
Agency • 

Inventors will do well to bear in mind that the Eugllsh law does 
not limit the issue of Patents to Inventors. Any one can take out a 
Patent there. 
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lar of information about Foreign Pat.ents. 
The annexed letters from the last two CommissiDners of Patents 

we commend to the perusal of all persons interested in obtaining 
Patents :-

Messrs. MUm< & Co. :-1 take pleasure in stating that while I held 
the office of Commissioner of Patents, MORE THAN ONE�FOURTU OF ALL 
TIlE BUSINESS OF TIlE OFFICE came through YDur hands. I have no 
doubt that the public confidence thus indicated has been fully de- '. 
seMted, as I have always observed, in fill your intercourse with the 
Office, a marked degree of promptness, skill, and fidelity to the in-
tere8t� of your employers. Yours, very truly, 

- CHAS. MASON. 
Immediately after the appointment of Mr. Holt to the office of 

Postmaster-General of the United States, he addrm:ised to' us the 
8ub,;oined very gratifyi.ng testimonial :-

Messrs. MUNN &; Co. :-It affDrds me much pleasure to bear testi
mony to -the able and efficient manner in which YDU discharged your 
duties as Solicitors of Patents while I had the hDnor Df holding the 
office of CommissiDner. YDur business was very large! and you sus-
�:��J�b11ily,
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fessional engagements. YerY,respectfully, 
Your obedient servant, J. HOLT. 

Communications and remittances ShDUld be addressed to 
NO.�3VNp1�.r���%;;�Vork. 

PECK' S PATENT DROP PRESS.-THE MOST 
perfect machine in llse fDr the manufacture of silver, ('.Dpper or 
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._-------- _ . .. .  _--_.--- - - -_._------_ .. _-

BALL' S OHIO MOWER AND REAPER, AS !M-
prDved for 1859, is the best and most salea.ble one made in the 

United States. For snop rights, Territory Dr machines, apply to 
4 5* E. BAIJL� CantDn, Ohio. 

SPALDING' S PREPARED GLUE.-SAVE THE 
pieces-Economy-Dispatch ! �� A stitch in time saves nine." 

As accidents will happen eyen in well regulated families, it is very 
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cold, being chemically held in solution, and possesses all the valuable 
g
ualities of the best cabinet-malter's glue. � Useful in every house." 

saird-;�t,
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box No. 3,600 New York. Put up for de-alers in cases containing four, 
eight and twelve dozen
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a beautifui lithograph show.card aceom
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chants shOUld make a note of Spalding'. Prepaxed Glue, when making 
up their Fall IlBt. 4 4* 

GREAT CURIOSITY.-WE HAVE ONE OF THE . 
greatest curiosities and most valuable inventions in the known 

wo1'ld, tor which we want agents· everywhere. Full partiCUlars eent 
free. [4 ,*j SHAW & CLARK, Biddeford, MaiDe • .  
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FARMERS, READ THIS.-" THE FARMERS' 
OWN PAPER."-THE GENESEE FARMER a Monthly Journal of Agriculture and -fforticultul'e.-[1<,;stablisheJ in 1831.]-Published for twenty�eight years in ODe of the finest wheat and fruit sections of America � it has attained an unrivaled circulation, and has able and experiencea cOlTespondents in every State of the Union and in the British Provinces. Each volume contains three hun� dred and eighty-four pages, and is profusely illustrated with expensive wood-cuts. It is sent to any address for Fifty Cents a Year ! In 01'del' to introduce the FARMER into districts where it has few readers, we will take subscriptions to the coming half-volume (July to December inclusive) at the following rates :-Single subscribers, 25 cents : five copies for $1, and a copy of our beautiful 25�cent book, the " Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory,," prepaid by mnil, t.o the perRon getting up the club ; Eight copies 101' $1 50, and a "Rural Annual," prepaid by mail, to the person getting up the club ; sixteen copies for 

$3, und a .. Huml Annual" and an extra copy of the FAIDIER for a year, or two for the half�volume, to the person gettin� up the club. 'Ve also offer a liberal list of Cash Premiums as a stIll greater in� 
��Je����:;�ef¥�:r���� i:t\�fa��lt���'�fW�Ji�eb:offrsni��it��etE���� for a copy, and, if pleased with the �aper, to act us ngent. Specimen 
fi��i:; �mt::;�J�t��, ifg��c:.��:.� l..J.ress JOSEPH HARRIS't4;b. 

STEAM COTTON FACTORY FOR SALE. -THE 
subscriber offers, low, for cash or approved paper, his large and weU�appointed cotton factory ,at Herbertville, Harden county, Tenne8�ee ; also a large tract of woodland ' surrounding the factory. It is situated near the best cotton and provision markets of the South, and within two miles of 'rennessce river, which is alwa:rs navigable. 

fef�r ri� ;d:illC& ����s�l.eL��s�e ?r�����nlh� ��b���t��, !I�::b�;t�ilr�: Tenn. (4 7*1 C. L. HERBERT. 

SPECIALLY ADAPTED '1'0 THE NEWLY MAR-
RIED.-'� Home Whispers to Husbands and Wives." By Melva. 

��ii������;u�n tt�� £ale�l �h��I��si5��;lI�&Jt�r��On;h�\!Ad���t� and Guardian," is made up of life�like sketChes, well adapted to enforce the social uuties and expose the incidental evils of married 
Ufe. Address American l?emale Guardian SOCiety, No. 29 East Twenty-ninth-street, �ew York. 4 1* 

CHANCE TO MAKE MONEY.-TIIE RIGHT FOB 
the best monkey wrench ever invented will be sold low if applied for soon ; 01' if not Bold, a partner, with money sufficient to enter into the manufacture of them, would be taken ; or a liberal anangement would be made with some one to manufacture them. 

4 1* • ORIN O. WITHERELL, Fremont, N. II. 

------------------------------- - ------------

HARRISON' S GRIST MILLS-20, 30, 3G AND 
48 inches diameter, at $100, $200, $300 and $400, with all tIle modern improvements. Also, Portable and Stationary Steam�enginel:'! of all sizes" suitalJle for said , Mills. Also, Bolters, EleYators, Belting, 

&co Apply to S. C. HILLS, No. 12 Platt-street, New York. 1 eow 
.. 

FRANCIS T. HOLLEMOEGER, MODEL AND 
Pattern Maker, No. 216 William-street, New York City. 1* 

AMERICAN RAILWAY TIMES-ESTABLISH-
ED IN 1849.-Devoted to the Construction, Operation, Man_ agement a.nd Finances of Railways� Machinery, Oivil and Mechan� 

�:�it!f�Oe:�n:rid���Ir M���t, �, :ciultacNi��.i:!o������ o! very fuil United States Railway Share and Bond List, corrected every week.. shOwing the miles open, capital stock, funded debt, cost receipts and net earnings, dividend, and the latest current prices of stocks and bonds of most of the Railways in the country'. The extensive circulation of the RAIL WAY TIMES among Railway Super-
�:n:JIt!tri��sl\i��::l·s�g�����lo��L���I!��i;ra�sJeca�Bc�Wd��:: Machinists, Civil, Mechanical and Locomotive Engineers, Manufacturers, Supply Agents, Bankers, Capitalists, Brokers, and otheri! �i�U�hout the cOuJgfiNeA�ei11VEN�nEdil��e�nde����ri���:dvel'� 

sut,eriPtfon price, $3 per annum. (1 4*] Boston, Mass. 

THE AUBIN VILLAGE GAS WORKS WERE 
erected last year by gas companies in several States and in Canada. The success attending these works has already led to the erection of one city and one village work this season, has secured three village works fEll' immediate erection, and so nearly secured five more that they may be relied on before August next. For reference apply 

to the Aubin Company, No. 44 State-street, Albany, N. Y. 1 13 

NORVELL' S CHOKING STRAP :FOR BRIDLES 
AND lIALTERS.-The most perfect invention ever made to subdue and make gentle all wild, viCIOUS or runaway horses, mules and colts. It hus never failed to perform a perfect cure in any 

�s�.n�eOR��t�,f�a���iee�f���f.�Te�iz::�ars sent gratis. APtr* to 

P' LANING AND MOLDING MILL FOR SALE 
IN BOSTON.-Now doing a good business. En8-ne SO horse p.ower, with all kinds of first quality machinery for a custom business. The proprietor has been eight years in the business" and ill health compels him to retire. The whole, including laud ann building� will 

��:o��:t�c�l::sata����� L� �Att��Tt,Opl:ni!l:n!�dt����f��M��: Boston, Mass. 2 3* 

D DE FORREST DOUGLASS, SPRINGFIFLD, 
• Mass., Inventor and Manutitcturer of the New Artificial Leg. 3 5* 

IRON PLANING MACIIINES.-A LARGE STOCK 
to plane from three to twenty feet, a. very low prices. Address 

C. H. SMITH, No. 135 North Third-street, Philadelphia, Pa. 3 4* 
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BUTCHER' S IMPERIAL CAST-STEEL FILES-
The Eubsclibers keep constantly on hand a very large assortment of the above celebrated files, which are acknowledged to be unequaled in �ualitYl and to which the attention of railroad companies, engmeers a1 9,;,achmists is invited. No. r8A�J�?�!t��?,��ork. 

RARE CHEMICALS, METALS, SOLUBLE 
Glass, Oxyds Uranium, Cobalt, Manganese, Platina Alumin� ium, Bismuth, Zaffre, Fluor�spal', Asbestos :French Chalk, Insect Powdert Nitrates of Strontia and Baryta, Chlorate of Potash\ Bi-sul-

�!l�deb� l::�Lk�is�I�l;lif���NgTR��!:):3 ��i���l;���n����: York. N.B.-Treatise on fermented liquors and 1,000 directioFls. 2 10* 

." OLD DOMINION " COFFEE AND TEA-POTS. 
English and J?rench Patents for Sale.-The underSIgned having secured Letters Patent in England and France on the � .  Old 

����f���l��e ���11�s:!��11�:ri���t�h���rp!��n:�t;�e;��b��i�re� r���10!· Messrs. Mmc"*N & Co., of Ne\y York, and are in all respects right .. The 
���t�l���� h;�� �7L�1�:;�U��r i:h� �:,��bl���:Ua��j j�'t!1�gfgI��errf� large retul'n to any enterpriSing capitalist. The intrinsic excellence of the article, its extensive sale in this country, and its almost world"vide popularity, give to the patents in England antI France It real value, and ensure a quick introduction, a rapid demand and a brge sale. Duplicates of dies, pre8se,� &c., used in the manufacture of the .. Old Dominion " Coffee and '1'ea-pots, will be furnished the purchases of the patents it' desired, at a small advance beyond cost, aud all required information be given as to th.e production and sale. The 
��gJ��ir�d� �dd;�farRi�H8k b�uIl�iIoxKjhkr Gitno��eN�s�Y�� and 119 South Tenth-street, Philadelphia" or vVArrE &; SENEH, Fredericksburg, Va., joint owners of the I�,ngli8h and French patpnts on the .� Old Dominion " Coffee and Tea�pots. 2 4  

LUCIUS W. POND, MANUFACTUREB 01<' SU-
pelior Planing-machines for Iron\.... Engine Lathes nnd Machinists Tools generally. Address L. W. PONv, 'Yorcester, ?t-Iuss. 2 1i;t* 

IRON PLANERS, ENGINE LATHES, AND OTHER 
Machinists Tools, of superior quality, on hand and finishing, and for ,sale low ; also Hanison's Grain Mills. For descriptive circular, address New Haven Manufacturil lg Co., New Haven, Conn. 2 13 

NEW PROCESS. -PHOTOGRAPHIC AR'l' AP-
plied to Wood Engraving (Price's patent), by which the ori�inaleither portrait, landscape, machinery, or picture illustration of elthcris photogr:�hed directly on the block of wood without the aid of hr..nd� 

�!��i��t!tl���by �����e�s i� b��Ct�t1��II:�Bf;t�tAvfur a��';it�{��e�; diminishing the originals in perfect perspective. Tinted envelopes de:i�t,!ed a'{� X1'1'J:tse� TILTON, No. 90 Fulton.street, Ncw York. 

CHRONOMETERS, FINE WATCHES, NAUTI
CAL AND ASTRONOMICA,L INSTRU1mNTS, &c.-D. EGGERT & SO-:-l, No. 20D Pearl· street, New York, otIer on favorable terms first�class Marine, S1delial and IJocket Chronometers j also, 

��i�li�dad1��[e:t�:li�b�f U�ff�����' b���}?�ha���e�f tt�:pe;�tt�·�� exercise or position in the pocket j Astronomical Clocks, 'Trallsit In� struments, Standard and Self-Registering 'rhCl'U10mcters, Barome_ ters, &c. 1 13covY* 

THE UNDERSIGNED, WHO HAS A STORE 
for the sale of machinery and a machine Hhop in the beet purt. of London, is prepared to undertake agencies for the sale (by wholesale or retall) of novel American Agricultural, Dome8tit�" and other machines and apparatus, and to let room and steam power to pro� prietors of patent machinery who w.ieln�to- set up machines in London to "how them in action previous to dif}posinS- of their patent rights in Europe. Business transacted in the Frencn and German lan�uages. 

��������;;�ork.ponTERw���U'i{'N �vltffRRi's8N'; No. 45 Liberty. 
2 7* No. 133 High lIolbocn, London, England. ' 

W O O D W O R T H ' S PATENT PLANING MA-
CHINES of every description and kind, at reduced prices, very low for cash, at the old stand, No. 57 Pearl�strect, Brooklyn, N. Y. Sena for a Circular of stYI

J� �.dl�;\lTEt��.��klyn, N. Y. I am also manufacturing and selling as good Shuttle Se1ving Machines, under legal right.s, as was ever offered to the public, and for less money. For samples of Sewing\!1nd Circular of Prices, address 
1 6 J. H . .  LESTER, riO. 483 Broadway, New York. 

PAGE' S LIME IULN (PATENTED 1854-57-58) 
-Will burn 100 lbs. liljle "ith 2U cord. of wood or 1)6 ton. of coal in 24 hours. Coal not mixed with st.one. It wiH burn all lime rock, marl or shell. Rights for sule by O. D. PAGE, Patentee, Rochester, 

K L  2 �  

NAVY YARD, BOSTON, JUNE 16, 1 858.-F. K. 
SIBLEY, Esq.-Dear Sir : Having given your Emery and Urocus Cloth a thorough trial, it gives me pleasure to inform yon that I consider it the best article that I have seen. Ycurs very re� spectfully, SETH WILMARTH, Superintendent of Machinery. 

U. S. NAVY YARD, POlismout.h, N. II., May 2f!, 1858. Having used F. K. Sibley's Improved Emery and Crocutl Cloth for the past year, I fully concur in the above statement. N. D. MILJ..IER. Master Machinist and Steam Engineer. Manufactory, Auburndale, Mass. Send for Samples. �SoId by CHASE & TOWNER, Baltimore, Md. 5 1* 

CALIFORNIA AGENCY FOR P ATENTS. 
WETHERED & TIFFANY, San FranciSCO, will attend to the sale of p:atent rights for the Pacific coast. References :-Messrs. Tiffany &; Co. , New York ; Wethered, Brothers, Baltimore ; George W. Bond & Co., Boston. 4 13 

To GASMAKERS. -THE SUBSCRIBER, INVEN-
tor and Patentee of a new method of purifying gas by means of water alone, an improvement, the utility and Simplicity of which, with the great saving in expense, recommends itself to all gasmak� e1'8, and must be adopted by all as the only proper way to purify gas, 

�:g'h�': Fo":�he t�s�e�F�i�t�:f:n\�d����1 tXu'liE�ru�or;f(lI{fMg>�� Claremont, N. H. 4 2* 

WOODWORTH PLANING MACHINES, AT 
prices very much reduced? for sale at No. 135 North Third� street, Philadelphia, Pa. CHAS. II. SJUTII. 3 4* 

SLIDE L ATHES ! DRILLS ! SLOTTING MA-
chines ! Bolt-Cutting Machines ! Universal Chucks .1 &c., at No. 135 North Third.street, Philadelphia, Pa. Ci. H. SMITH. 3 4* 

60-HORSE STEAM-ENGINE, AT A GREAT 
BARGAIN !-Also, Engines, Boilers, &c., at low prices for sale by CHAS. H. SMITH, No. 135 North Third.street, PhiladeIIJ;ia, 

� B �  

A MESSIEURS LES INVENTEURS-AVIS IM-
portant.-Les inventcurs non familiers avec la langue Auglnise, et qui prefereraient nous communiqueI' leurs inventions en FrancaiS, 

reuvent nous addresser daus leur langue natale. Envoyez nous un 
X:���a��o'ri�es��rfet���s ceo��;fire��e�otre exmn"u. Toutes com .. 

MUNN & CO., Scientific American Office, No. 37 Park-row, New York. 

6 3  
OIL ! OIL ! OIL ! -:FOR RAILROADS, STEAM-

ers, and for Macbinery and Burning. Pease's Improved Machinery and Burl'ling: Oil will save fifty per cent., and will not gllm. This Oil possesses qualities vitally essential for Illbricatine and bm Ming, and fonnd in n9 other oil. It is offt�red to the pubhc upon the most reliable, thorough aDd practical test. Our most skillful engi. neer3 and machinists. pronounce it snperior to and �hea1?er than any Ot.hCl� and the only oil that is in all cases reliable an,d WIll not gum. 
�ha;}:��heit���:rec��'e�f���de;��r�:��i�'e�����oFoC;��;·��l;lt� the Inventor and Manufacturer, N�. 61 l\lain�str�etS·B��£I�. Y. N. B.-Reliable orders filled for any part of the United States and Europe. 1 13 

STEAM ENGINES, STEAM BOILERS, STEAM 
Pumps, SRW ancI Grist Mills Marble Mills, Rice Mills, Quartz Mills for gold quartz, Sugar Mills, Water Wheels, Shafting and 11ul_ leys. The largest assortment of the aoove in the conn try kept con� stanFr3

0n hand by No. 102 Front.et��·B�J.;kY}��. Y. 

M ACIIINE BELTING, STEAM PACKING, EN-

tured o?!�l�a;I?e��:tili�!�� i:l!Fst,�Jjli�\red� �;:�ab!\�I�l11mb:�!�: ranted snperior to leather, at one-third less price. The Steam Pac.k-
h��t�S rTI��dir��e e:eC��rv��:j�' gNi�;:�i�dni�e�a��as���l t�O��a�eS6��y required pressure ; together with all varieties of rubber adapted to 
��fr������et�WJ�o���urD�:����:�. PW�,V �oikn B�L1Prt�GeiNbb Pr1;;miG COMPA){Y. JO��.1J7 a<;'IJ��:a��l';'��e���

e
�Ol'k. -��--- - - - - - - - -,_.,--- -- --

A L C O '1' T' S  CONCENTRIC LATHES - FOR 
Broom, Hoe an cl Rake Handles, Chair Rounds, &c.-price $2 --and aU other kinds of 1yood�work:ing machinery, for &'\ale by I lmtf S. C. HILLS, No. 12 Platt·street New York. 

��----------------�-------- - - -- - ---- ----

PORTABLE COAL GAS-IT IS A FIXED FACT ! 
The Gas Gencratill$ Company is a great success, and their a.pparatus works beyond theIr most sanguine expectations. It is to be seen in operation at the St. Denis Hotel, No. 801 Broadway, German Clubhouse, No. 106 Fourth�avenue, and at the office of the Uompany, No. 512 Btoadway, opposite the St. Nicholas Hotel. Judge for yourselves, and recollect. HENDRICKX BROTHERS, Patentees. 1 tf 

WOODWORTH PLANEBS-IRON FHAMES TO 
plane 18 to 24 inches wide, at $DO to $110. For sale by S. C. HILLS, No. 12 Platt-street, New York. 1 tf 

H 0 Y 'f  BROTHERS, MANUFACTURERS OF 
Patent·Stretched, Patent.Riveted, Patent.Jointed, Oak·Leathrr Bl�LTIKG. St.ore, Nos. 28 and 30 Spruce-street ; Manufactory, Nos. 210, 212, 214 and 216 Eldridge.street, New York. A " Treatise on :Machinery Belting " is furnished on application, by mail or other� ,vise, gratis. 1 12* 

LARD OIL MANUFACTURERS-MESSRS. WM. 
SKENE & CO., manufacture purified Lard Oil of the be. quality.", for machinery or burning, in Bullett�Btreet, four doors below j)..fain, J..Iouisville, Ky. 1 tf 

CABY' S CELEBRATED DIRECT-ACTING SELl!' 
Adjusting Rotary Force Pump, unequaled in the wQrld for the 

f�,:.1:f':ndfs�iASh�gc'AHo�i�lkll&1:� 1f1oc'i::�; fi;��. Mannfac-
AIso for sale by J. C. CARY, No. 240 Broadway, New York. 1 13 

FELT FOR STEAM BOILER$, PIPES, SHIP 
Sheathing, Marble PolishershJewelera:�nd ·Cali� Printers' use, manufn.ctured by JOHN H. Bl\:Cv){, WlniIDester, Mass. 1 15* 

BOILER FLUES FROM 1 1-4 INCH TO 7 INCH 
_ es outeide diameter, cut to any length desired, J,romptly furnA iSheg r  JAMES ��.-",hPJ:,�.*r�et;New York. 

• 

GUILD & GARRISON' S STEAM PUMPS FOR 
all kinds of independent Steam Pumping, for sale at 55 and 57 }'il'st�Btreet, 'Villiamsburgh, lAo I., and 74 Beekman-street" New York. 1 13 GUILD, GARRISON & CO. 

MARINE RAILWAYS. - THE SUBSCRIBER, .Marine and Naval Architect, is prepared to build Maline Rail .. ways and Dry Docks, and. to furnish Steam and Horse-power En .. glnes!: Chains, Castings\ &c., on shOlt notice and on reasonable terms. S.ti� 9�tory reference glven. Address H. 1 e�}.il'��o�k\i:.ss. 

WROUGHT IRON PIPE, FROM ONE-EIGHTH 
of an inch t.o six inches bore j Galvanized Iron, Pipe, �a substi-

���1e��?rdiF1¥t.i��:1�r�t,�\\�:�sS��¥ X���, G��, ���kW�fer, �o1�e: wholesale and ret.ail. St.ore and Manufactory, No. 76 John-street, and No,. 2D, 31 and 33 Platt· street, New York. 1 13 . JAMES O. MORSE & CO. 
------------------------------------

1 ,QQO AGENTS WANTED.-FOR P ARTICU 
lars send a ,tamp. C. P. Wr�J�E�ass. 

5 000 AGENTS WANTED-TO SELL FOUR 
• New Inventions. Agents have made over $25,000 on one-better than all other similar agencies. Send fonr stamps and get �o 1��ges particulars, gratis. EPHRAIM E��1!�a8s. 

RIVETS-EVERY DESCRIPTION OF RIVETS : 
Boiler, Tank, Safe, Belt, Hose, Shoe, and Tinman'il, black and tinned, constantly on hand. Socket bolts of any size furnished on short notice. TABER & GRINNELL, New Bedford, Mass. 1 9* 

To INVENTORS AND PATENTEES-A. B. ELY, 
Counsellor-at-Law, Traveler Building, Boston, Mass., will �ive his personal attention and experience of fifteen years to consultatIOns and trials in all matters reIatmg to the law of patents, interferences, infringements, &c. 1 9* 

C R 0 S B Y ' S  RE-SA WING lVfACIIINES.-THE 

for Re���,ri�;eih���j�i ao��e�};���fo:�ree s�����r, i� \r:s��o�il�S calling the attention of Lumbermen and others interested in the business and solicitous of obtaining the best and most approved Mill for Re�sa.wing, to some of the many advantages that these machines possess aoove all others, being satisfied that they are the bes now made, combining all the good points of older mills with th labor�saving advantages of the later inventione. These machine are so constructed that the rollers turn back, in order to give rooUl to file the saw. The simplicity of construction in these machines is 
�����1 :on��'(J�ts��, ���ao:i�e�f,¥� produced. All ol"dlr�t,!d 

3ut �elld)tuug fiit �tfiubet+ 
{!tfinbet, \1)eld)e nid)t mit bet mglifd)en 6�rad)e b elannt finb, !cnnm 

i�te !lnitt�eilungen in .cer beutfd)m 0�racl)e mad)en. 0/illen �on (l'tfjn 
bunge.n mit IUr,en, beutrid) gefd)riebenen lBefd)reibungett beliebe man 3" 
abrelttteu an 

!!)lUIIU 81; �o.,  
37 '!lar! 1ll0\1), �le\1).Vorl. 

&ui bet Cffice Wirb betttfdj gef�todjen. 
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LOW WATER INDICATOR. 
When an engineer or stoker is careless, there should 

be some method of preventing an aGcident, and of an
nonncing the fact of his negligence to the proper person, 
that he may be reprimanded or discharged as the oc
casion may require. Our illustration shows an apparatus 
by which a deficiency of water in the boiler is prevented, 
and the moment the water gets to a dangerous point is 
announced. It is the invention of Messrs. J. W. Hoard & 
G. B. Wiggins, of Providence, R. I . ,  and they are taking 
steps to 'secure a patent. To any of the various forms of 
boilers, A, a pipe, E, can be attached, so that the water \p. 
the boiler can communicate with it and pass into it to 
the same level as it is in the boiler or higher, but the 
water in E cannot pass the plug of fusible metal, a, that 
is placed in the seat or socket, F. B is the pump by 
which water can be fed to the boiler, and the pump rod 
s ope rated by a pin on a wheel that carries fast and 

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 
or shake it well. Keep it in a warm place for two days, 
with the buug open ; by this time the ferIljentation will 
have subsided sufficiently for bottling. Bottle it, or put 
it into stone jars well corked, and it will be fit for use in 
a week. Another -Add eleven gallons of boiling to 
ten of cold water ; to this put. thirty pounds of molasses, 
and one ounce and a half of essence of spruce ; work 
with -yeast, rand bottle as � above. If you wish your 
spruce beer)o_be white, use refined sugar instead ot mo
lasses. • 

EXCELLENT PORTABLE :LElWNADE .-Rasp, with a 
quarter of a pound of sugar, the rind of a fine juicy 
lemon ; .reduce the SUl:(ar to a "powder, and pour on it 
the strained juice of the fruit ; pre.s the mixture into a 
jar, and when wanted for use dissolve a table-spoonful in 
a glass of water ; it will keep a considerable time. If two 
sweet for the taste o( the drinker, a very small portion 
of citric acid_may be added when it is taken. 

HOARD & WIGGINS' LOW WATER INDICATOR. 
loose .pulleys, C, ; on its . shaft,· so that the pump can LEMON AND KALI, · ·  OR SHERBET OF THE Snops.
either be operated or not by a bolt that is constantly Ground or finely powdered white sugar, half a pound ; 
running. powdered tartaric acid and carbonate of soda, of each a 

To I'ender the whole clear, we will at once describe qRarter of a pound ; essence of lemon, thirty to fifty 
the operation of the apparatus, in case of the liability of drops ; all the pmvders should be well dried ; add the 
an acciJent. Let us suppose that the stoker or engine- "essence to the sugar, then add the other powders, and 
driver has allowed the water in the boiler to fall below mix well. One teaspoonful in a tumbler of water. 
the cORIiection of pipe, E, and the boiler ; the steam in- This preparation must be kept very dry in tightly-corked 
stantly rushes in the pipe, and from its superior heat to bottles. 
the water, iii lUelts the fusible metal plug, a, and passes GINGER BIlER, No. I .-A VERY SUPERIOR KIND. 
up the tube or  pipe, . G,  into the chamber, H, from which White sugar, five pounds ; lemon juice, one quarter of  a 
it sounds the whi�tle, K, and pressing against the dia- pint ; honey, one quarter of a pound ; ginger bruised, 
phragm, J, presses that out, and SO operates the belt- five ounces ; water, four gallons and a halt: Boil the 
shipper, D, causing the belt to be moved from the loose ginger in three quarts of the water for half an hour ; 
to the fast pulley, when it instantly works the pump, B, then add the sugar, lemon Juice, and honey, with the 
and the dcfect is remedied before any dangerous conse- remainder of the water, and strain through a cloth ; 
quences arise. when cold, add the quarter ef the white�of an egg, and 

The inventors will be happy to give any further in- a small teaspoonful of essence of lemon ; let the whole 
formation upon being-communicated with. stand four days, and then bottle. This will keep many 

• ie, • months. 
PLEASANT DRINKS. 

In this hot weather every one wants some cooling 
pleasant liquid, which they can imbibe to compensate for 
the perspiration, and to appease the thirst a high temper
ature induces, we therefore give a number of recipes 
from which every one, we should think, could find one to 
suit their palate : -

SPRUCE BEER.-Spruce is a powerful anti-scorbutic, 
',nd should be used freely by persons who have a ten
,lency to that affliction. It acts with some as a diuretic. 
Here is a recipe for making it-Provide sixteen gal
:ons of water, boil half of it, and put the other half 
of it into a barrel, pour the boiling water to the cold in 
the barrel ; then throw in six tablespoonfuls of essence of 
spruce, and sixteen pounds of molasses ; when sufficiently 
cold, add half a pint of yeast, and roll the cask about, 

GINGER BEER, No. 2.-White sugar, three pounds ; 
bruised ' ginger, three ounces ; [cream of tartar, one 
onnce ; four lemons shred ; boiling water, four gallons ; 
allow the whole to· soak for two hours, then strain ; . add 
eight Olinces of yeast, and, after a few hours, put into 
tightly-corked .bottles. 

GINGER DRops.-These excellent stomachic drops 
may be thus prepared : -Cut into little bits an onnce of 
candied orange peel, and put it with the same quantity 
of sifted loaf sugar into a mortar. Beat and lub both 
together until_they form a smooth paste, when you must 
add to them an ounce of pure pounded ginger, and half 
a pound more sugar. Work the whole together in the 
mortar, and add sufficient water to dissolve the sugar, 
rubbing the mixture well up together ; then put it into 

a saucepau, boil it up to a caramel, and drop it in large 
drops upon clean writing paper. 

- ..•. • 

COMPARATIVE LONGEVITY. - In the French Revue 
Encyclopedique are some interesting statements on lon
gevity, and the proportion of deaths to the population, 
in the different countries of Europe. According to the 
data here prcsented, the duration and value of human 
life varies mnch between one European nation and ano
ther. The British islands, and especially Scotland, ap
pear to be very favorable to the life of man ; in a mil
lion of inhabitants, the annual deaths are somewhat 
more than eighteen thousand. Sweden and Norway are 
also salubrious climates ; there are only. two deaths in 
that part of Europe for three in the soutite�ll countries. 
In Denmark and the greater part of Germany;· the propor
tion is about the same. Russia and Poland, where the 
mass of the inhabitants may be said to have scarcely the 
necessaries of life, are astonishingly favorable to the 
continuation of existence ; the population lives, on an 
average, half as long again as the Italians, and exactly 
twice as long as the inhabitants of Vienna. The mean 
rate of mortality is in Switzerland, in the provinces of 
the Austrian empire, and in Spain, in which countries 
the annual deaths are about one in every 40. France, 
Holland, Belgium and Prussia do not vary much from 
the same proportion. In other parts of Europe, the 
deaths are one in 30, and often more in the countries 
that border on the Mediterranean Sea. ...c . J 

• ••• • 

REFUSE OF TANNERIES AS MANURE.-At a late 
meeting of the Farmers' Club, of Little Falls, N. Y., the 
subject of using the refuse of tanneries (hair, fleshings, 
lime, &c.) for agricultural purposes, was discussed; and one 
member said he had-used hair on grain and grass with the 
most marked effect. He had spread it thinly and har
rowed in with spring wheat, and, produced the best \1rop he 
had ever raised or seen in the neighborhood. Upon grrtss its 
effects had been "ery dis,j!;ict and lasting. . Applied upon 
the top of an rinprodri��&:dly ridge of land, . it had pro
duced a very luxuriant growt�d with.0ut any other 
application, the dark green complex10n of tlie�had 
scarcely abated in ten years. -
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MECHANICS, INVENTORS, MILLWRIGHTS, 
AND MANUFACTURERS. 

The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN is a paper peculift.llly ad�pted to all 
persons engaged in these pursuits, while to the Farmer, Housekeeper, 
and Man-of-Science, it will be found of equal interest and use. 

The IOCIENTIFIC AMERICAN has . been published FOURTEEN 
YEARS, and has the largest circulation o-f any journal o"fUs class in 
the world. It is iudispensable to the Inventor and Pateutee ; each 
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To the Mechanic and' Manufacturer tbe SCIENTIFIC AMERI
CAN is important, as every number treats of matters pertaining t o  
their business, and a s  often a s  may be deemed necea.s:;t,ry a column 
or two on the metal and lumber markets will be given ; thus coItl .. 
prising, in a useful, practical, scientific paper, a Price Oun-ent which 
can be relied upon. 

The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN is puplished weekly, in a form 
suitable for binding, each number contail).ing sixteen pages of letter-
press, with numerous illustrations, making a yearly yoluml!! Qf 832 
pages of ""eful matter not contained in any other p�per. 

Terms. 
Two volume. will be issued each year ; but there will be 1<0 

{lIIANGE IN THE TERMS OF SUBBORIPTION, as the two yearly volumes to
gether will be Two Dollars a Year, or One Dollar for Six Montps. 

Club Rates . 
Five Copie., for Six Mouths . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :. $4 
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Southern, Western, and Canadian money or Post-office stamps 
taken at PM for subscriptions. Canadian subscribers will please to 
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postage. 
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For all clubs of Twenty and over, the yearly subscription is only 
$1 40. Names can be scnt in at d!!!erent times and from different 
Post-offices. Specimen copies will be .ent gratis to any part of the 
count.ry. 

Whell persons order the SCIENTIFIO AMERICAN. they should be care
ful to give the name of tbe Post-office, County, and State to whichc 
they wish the paper sent. And when lIley change their residence; 
and wish their paper changed accordingly, they .hould state tbo 
name. of the Po.t-office where they have been receiving it, and that 
where they wi.h it sent in future. 
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